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Highest Quality, Highest Performance, Best Price
TT winning NITRON shock absorbers combine unequalled design with the absolute highest quality components

and finish, to deliver the most outstanding performance and ride for you – whether on street or circuit.

When you buy your NITRON shock from HPS it’s speedily built to order for you, with the right spring
for your weight, combined with perfect base damping settings for your bike’s usage on road, track or
both and no further setup is usually needed...

Simply fit it and feel the ride, from just £394

EXCLUSIVE HALF
PRICE OFFER

*

SEE BELOW FOR DETAILS

Exclusive Half Price Nitron Offer at HPS
*

Buy any NITRON shock direct from HPS during December 2015 and

you can add the factory-installed optional Hydraulic Preload

Adjuster for half the normal price... Save up to £105!

bikehps
find us on...

0% Interest
on Finance
available†

†Buy Now, Pay Later on balances of £750 after 10% deposit, 0% APR representative. If you make your repayments within the agreed
loan term, the only additional cost will be a £29 settlement fee, if you do not, your interest rate moves from 0% APR to 29.9% APR.

Choose from signature
Nitron Blue or

Titanium Black 
spring



01773 831122

Call us now... 

www.BikeHPS.com

Or order online...

Whatever your bike...
HPS is your dedicated
wheel specialist

Carbon Fibre Road Legal Race Wheels
Countless independent tests have shown you’d need to spend
many thousands more on  engine, brakes and suspension, to gain
anywherenear the all-round performance improvements provided
by simply fitting a pair of ultra-light - yet far stronger than
metal - carbon fibre wheels.

For the past four decades, the iconic Dymag brand has been
synonymous with strong and durable, high performance road
and racing wheels. Dymag’s technology has evolved to maintain
their leading position from their original Cast Magnesium
wheels (still available today for earlier/classic bikes), through to
Forged Aluminium and into the state-of-the-art Carbon Fibre
wheels for high performance cars and motorcycles.

December
Offer*

Choose coloured
hubs and sprocket,

free of charge
during December

Save £175!

BST direct-fitting Prepreg Carbon
Fibre Wheels from £2145

Exclusive HPS Offer
*

Get a free full set of genuine

Probolt Titanium Disc Bolts with

every pair of BST Wheels from HPS

during December 2015  

Save up to £145!"Fantastic. On the road the difference was instantaneous.
It steers quicker, it flicks left to right quicker, it brakes
better - they are fantastic - and definitely the best from all
the millions of mods I've done to it."
TH, Wolverhampton - Honda Fireblade 

"these wheels will make your bike feel like a 600, by far
my best mod."
mcbrien, apriliaforum expert - Aprilia RSVR1000

0% Interest
on Finance
available†

HPS December Offer*

Dymag Ultra Pro UP7X, the lightest 
forged Aluminium wheels Dymag 

have ever developed, from just £1599

Save over £50!

Dymag CA5,
transform your 

bike’s handling and
performance with
Carbon Fibre Road
Legal Race Wheels,

pairs from £2040

Anodised Black Red Blue Violet Silver Gold Orange

0% Interest
on Finance
available†
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THIS MONTH HAS all been about the 
new bikes unveiled at the EICMA show in 
Milan – and for me the star of the show is 
Suzuki’s new GSX-R1000. Despite what 
Suzuki may say, the last time we saw an 
all-new big-bore GSX-R was when they 
unveiled the K5, 11 years ago.

And they’ve thrown everything at it. The 
GSX-R is the first litre bike to have variable 
valve-timing, a valve-train with finger 
followers like an S1000RR and F1 cars 
allows it to rev its head off, and Showa’s 
top-spec gas forks are bolted to an all-new 
lightweight chassis. On paper it’s on the 
pace with anything to come from Japan.

Yet some were underwhelmed by the 
first pictures. They shouldn’t be. When 
you see the bike outside of the context of a 
computer-rendered image on a flat-screen, 
it looks tiny, light and purposeful. We’re 
just relieved that the much-loved GSX-R 
is being revitalised, rather than dying out 
through lack of development.  

But there’s plenty of other sexy models 
appearing next year, too. Our new bike 
coverage starts on page eight.

  Matt Wildee
 Editor, matt.wildee@pbmag.co.uk

SUBSCRIBE
& SAVE OVER 63%

Get your magazine delivered 

to your door or directly to your 

tablet device. Or both.  

You know it makes sense.

Call 0844 848 8872
greatmagazines.co.uk/pb

PB’S BIG QUESTION

What’s your favourite 

new bike for 2016?

THANKS TO |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Reg Varney, Chaz (but not Dave), Keith Chegwin, the

short Chuckle Brother and the cast of Road House

SIMON RUSSELL
ART EDITOR
simon.russell@bauermedia.co.uk

Speed Triple. British bike designed 

perfectly for British roads. Perfect.

MATT WILDEE
EDITOR
matt.wildee@pbmag.co.uk

I can’t decide between the new 

GSX-R1000 and the ZX-10R...

JOHN McAVOY
ROAD TESTER
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

Kawasaki ZX-10R. It’s what I spent two 

years trying to make my 2012 bike into.

MICHAEL RUTTER
TRACK TESTER
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

BMW G310 with a basket on the front 

for Desmo. And bottles of Bathams.

MARK WHITE
TECHNICIAN
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

MT-10, because it’s about bloody time. 

Should wheelie like a bastard...

RUPERT PAUL
CONTRIBUTOR
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

I’m always drawn to flawed Italians,  

so it’s the Bimota Impeto for me.

SIMON HARGREAVES
CONTRIBUTOR
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

KTM 1290 Super Duke GT: really fast, 

loads of electronics... and panniers.

KAR LEE
CONTRIBUTOR
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

That Yamaha MT-10 thing will be  

great once they’ve finished styling it.

JOHN McGUINNESS
COLUMNIST
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

Why have a new bike when my old one 

is still the fastest thing on the Island?

CAROLINE BARRETT
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
caroline.barrett2@bauermedia.co.uk

Inspired by Chris’s office singing I fancy 

an Energica Eva. “Sheeee’s electric...”

CHRIS NEWBIGGING
FEATURES EDITOR
chris.newbigging@pbmag.co.uk

I fancy a few of them, but the XDiavel 

gave me an unexpected semi-on.

New GSX-R1000: 
 fitter than it appears 

at first glance



Your dream of riding away on a BMW  
could be closer than you think with a head  

turning REPRESENTATIVE 5.9% APR  
available across the range on BMW Motorrad  
Approved Used Bikes. In addition, when you take  

out this offer, we’ll give you £590 towards your  
deposit or BMW Genuine Accessories to the  

same value, whichever you choose.

For more information about the BMW Approved Used Bikes available and to get  

B�QFSTPOBM��OBODF�RVPUF�WJTJU�ZPVS�MPDBM�#.8�.PUPSSBE�$FOUSF��

Motorrad UK is a credit broker and not a lender. 

Representative APR available on BMW Select Agreements for models in the BMW Motorrad Approved Used Bike range sold between 1 October and 31 December 2015  
(subject to availability) at participating BMW Motorrad Retailers. £590 available as a BMW Financial Services deposit contribution or as a discount on BMW Genuine  
Accessories. No cash alternative available. Retail customers only. Finance available subject to credit acceptance to UK residents aged 18 or over. Guarantees and indemnities  
NBZ�CF�SFRVJSFE��5FSNT�BOE�DPOEJUJPOT�BQQMZ��0GGFS�NBZ�CF�WBSJFE�XJUIESBXO�PS�FYUFOEFE�BU�BOZ�UJNF��Ѳ#.8�4FMFDUѳ�JT�B�GPSN�PG�IJSF�QVSDIBTF�BHSFFNFOU�QSPWJEFE�CZ� 
BMW Motorrad Financial Services, Summit ONE, Summit Avenue, Farnborough, Hampshire, GU14 0FB.

The Ultimate
Riding Machine

BMW Motorrad UK

Approved  
Used Bikes



PREPARE TO AGREE TO FINANCE YOU CAN ILL AFFORD

2016N E W  M E T A L

SPECIAL
RETURN OF THE GSX-R1000

New Suzuki

ELECTRONIC ABS
Same calipers as the

current bike, but with

clever ABS to help 

instead of hinder
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for cutting-edge suspension tech. The 
base model’s rear shock isn’t known, 
or obvious from images – expect a 
more conventional item but still with 
high/low speed compression 
damping adjustment, as per the 
current GSX-R1000. 

ENGINE
The motor is all new, and the most 
advanced inline-four yet.  Variable 
valve timing makes its debut on a 
mainstream sportsbike. Steel balls 
within the intake cam sprocket move 
outward with centrifugal force as the 

revs rise, moving into different
grooves to alter the sprocket’s position
in relation to the cam.

Intake valve timing is retarded for
high rpm, allowing Suzuki to balance
the 200bhp at the crank it’ll need to be
competitive with decent low and
midrange power. Suzuki has been
criticised on every model since the K7
for chasing top-end power at the
expense of the famed midrange grunt
that made the K5/K6 model so
popular (and the last model to be
considered a class leader).

Those cams operate on an 
S1000RR-alike ‘Suzuki Racing Finger
Follower Valve Train’. Most engines of
the last 20 years have used cams 
operating on a bucket-over-shim 
arrangement directly on the valves, 
but this arrangement struggles to
control the valves at extreme rpm, and
has a weight penalty because the steel
bucket/shim has to be tough to stop
the cam flicking the bucket out.

EST SPECS 

POWER

200BHP
TORQUE

80LB.FT
WEIGHT

202KG

ELECTRONICS
No more complaints

about missing rider aids.

The L7 has got the lot

 Loads of info on 
the LCD dash – 
perhaps even too 
much at once?



SUZUKI GETS WITH THE PROGRAM ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

2016 Suzuki GSX-R1000R laid bare
1  Two header 
balance pipes have 
a butterfly valve 
that adjusts 
exhaust behaviour 
at different rpm

5 Cylinder head 
has narrow 
valve-angle and 
F1-style followers

2 Frame and 
swingarm are fairly 
ordinary – it still 
works, so why not?

6 Inlet cam has 
centrifugally-
operated moving 
lobes for VVT

3 Bodywork is 
more aerodynamic 
and facilitates a 
tighter tuck

7 Showa’s BFF gas 
forks are 2016’s 
must-have. The 
R-model has them

4 Ride-by-wire 
finally reaches 
Suzuki, bringing 
TC and launch 
control

1

2

3

4

5

8

6

7
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Injector (S-TFI) kicks in at high rpm, 
and combines with the air being 
drawn in at high velocity to create a 
finely-atomised air/fuel mix, 
furthering Suzuki’s quest for 
Superstock-competitive peak power.

An idea also pinched from BMW is 
the Suzuki Exhaust Tuning-Alpha 
(SET-A, yet another another additon 
to the Little Book of Suzuki 
Acronyms). The header pipes for 
cylinders 1/4 , and 2/3 are connected 
by balance pipes – good for high end 
power, but age-old technology. The 
slightly clever bit is a butterfly valve in 
each balancer – they’re shut lower 
down to allow each header to 

function independently, which helps 
midrange. A further EXUP-type 
butterfly is fitted before the silencer.

ELECTRONICS
Electronics have gone from becoming 
an unwanted system of hindrance to a 
must-have part of the litre-bike 
package since the last new GSX-R in 
2012, so Suzuki has given the new 
Thou everything we demand. 
10-stage traction control is standard, 
launch control is included, too, and 
the antiquated ABS of current Suzukis 
is replaced with an electronically-
controlled system to manage the 
four-piston radial Brembo front 

This F1 car-derived technology uses 
a pivoting finger as the connection 
between valve/cam (imagine the cam 
pushing down on your fingernail, and 
your fingertip pushing down on the 
valve), so the valve is only subject to a 
downward movement. This means 
the valve train can be lighter overall, 
giving better valve response, and 
better engine response/performance 
at all revs, according to Suzuki.

There’s now a dual-injection system 
fitted – one in the ride-by-wire 
throttle bodies (new for the L7) as 
usual, which takes care of fuelling for 
normal riding, and one high up in the 
airbox above the inlets. This Top Feed 

 

8 Gearbox is 
conventional but 
assisted with a 
quickshifter/
autoblipper
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‘It’s about time’

“I know the old one is a nice 
road bike, but Suzuki stood 
still for too long. I’m pleased 
the new GSX-R has all the 
latest tech – it’s the extra 
controllability that makes 
its rivals faster, rather than 
just their power advantage. 
Hopefully it’ll still be a good 
road bike, because I reckon 

it’ll definitely be a 
good roads racer if 
it’s not overly stiff and 
aggressive.”

Michael Rutter

calipers/single-piston Nissin rear.
A combined quick-shifter/

auto-blipper is fitted, and is 
adjustable between 50-70 
milliseconds. PB expects it’ll only be 
standard on the R-model, and the 
standard model will come without to 
help bring the price down.

DESIGN
The conservative styling will 
inevitably disappoint some, but 
Suzuki says it has been purposely 
designed to retain some family 
identity whilst improving 
aerodyamic efficiency. The 
bodywork is more compact, though 
Suzuki is staying tight-lipped on 
dimensions for now. 

Hamamatsu claims the new shape 
reduces lift and drag aid high-speed 
stability. New fairing bolts with a flat 
head are intended to help, too – 
sounds silly, but PB found nearly 
3mph by covering the slits on an 
S1000RR screen in 2010. The fuel 
tank is ‘sleeker’ says Suzuki, with a 
lower top so the rider can tuck in 
more effectively. On a mundane 
level, PB notes the double-bubble 
screen looks quite protective...

The L7 is the first GSX-R with full 
LED lighting – the headlight, 

taillight and indicators all benefit
from compact/lightweight design.
The non-R model has slightly different 
amber-lensed indicators in these early, 
heavily computer-rendered images. 
That might change for the final bikes.

There’s no official word on price or 
availability yet – we’re anticipating 
bikes in May, and we’d expect the 
GSX-R1000R to be around £16,000, 
with the base model a couple of  
grand cheaper.

BPF OR BFF?
The base-model GSX-R1000 has 

black fork legs, denoting its Showa 
Big Piston Forks. Only the R will 
get Showa’s new, class-leading 

Balance Free Front forks

2016N E W  M E T A L

SPECIAL
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Ticks all the boxes.
Dealer enquiries welcome

Check out our full range 
of shocks on nitron.co.uk

For sales and technical enquires, call 01993 849449 or email sales@nitron.co.uk

OPTIONAL
TITANIUM BLACK 
SPRING

 Comfortably outperform
the original

Higher quality

Longer service life

Look the part

Made especially for me

Valved for how and where i ride

Sprung to suit my weight

 Easy to use, effective
range of adjustment

Fully serviceable and rebuildable

Designed and built in the UK

Colour option to suit my bike

Available for all popular bikes

 Affordable 

From only

£393.60
including VAT
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Fairing comes off the R1, new stuff bolted on. It looks wild...

Y
AMAHA HAS FINALLY

put a cross-plane inline-
four engine into a naked
bike – the positively
opinion-splitting MT-10.

The MT-10 is based on the more
basic R1S recently announced for the
American market, stripped of
bodywork, peak power and some of
the more expensive features, and
with subtle changes made to various
areas of the chassis.

Oddly, Yamaha haven’t yet
specified any of the key figures –

power, weight and torque are all
being kept close-guarded secrets.
The only barely-notable claim so far
is that ‘the wheelbase is shorter than
any other bike in its class’.

ENGINE
The R1’s titanium engine internals
are omitted in order to cut a few
quid, and are replaced by steel. The
190bhp top-end is cut to an
unspecified lower level, with
more low and mid-range torque
than the rev-dependent sportsbike.

SPECS (EST)

POWER

160BHP
TORQUE

75LB.FT
WEIGHT

210KG

Yamaha MT-10

SENT BACK FROM THE FUTURE  

The precise changes aren’t yet 
defined – just a general ‘intake, 
exhaust and fuelling’ claim, plus 
different crank-balancing 
apparently. 

Compression drops from 13:1 to 
12:1 courtesy of new forged pistons 
on the fracture-split conrods, but 
Yamaha’s sparse information and 
spec panel don’t help to reveal any 
further changes to the 
998cc motor. However, 
we suspect that milder 
camshafts, smaller 

R1 SUSPENSION
It’s the same gear as the R1, with 

spring and valving changes to 

suit being a road-oriented bike

A HEAVY HEART
Titanium rods and valves are 

omitted. It’s likely to be lower 

revving, so it doesn’t need them



1 2 31 The motor is 
basically R1, but 
with significant 
changes for better 
road manners 

2 Chunky 
switchgear is from 
the R1; electronics 
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throttle bodies and a different airbox
make up the majority of the changes,
plus a more torque-centric design to
the MT-10-specific exhaust system.
Internal gearing may be different to
the R1’s – a 185mph top-end is
somewhat redundant without a
GP-derived fairing to hide behind.
There are also small changes to the
cooling system to neaten the visible
pipework on the MT-10.

CHASSIS
The frame is very similar to the R1’s s
chassis, but Yamaha claims the
strength and rigidity properties are
changed to suit the road bias of this

new model, as compared to the
superbike. It should give better feel
and ride quality at lower speeds and
on rougher road surfaces.
Interestingly, the wheelbase is 5mm
shorter than the sportsbike, too –
with the higher bars and gruntier
bottom end, it doesn’t take a Moto2
chassis designer to figure out
wheelies and lively behaviour are
probably higher up the brief than
total exit grip at 55° of lean...

The subframe is made from steel,
a few steps down the sexability
ladder from the cast magnesium
back end that hides under the
plastics of the R1. It does have

WHAT WE RECKON

‘Totally brazen’

“I always thought crossplane 
engines had great potential 
for naked bikes (and a half-
faired roadster – I bet one 
of those is on the way). The 
fact that the suspension and 
brakes are top-notch is great. 
Not sure about the 
looks, though, it’s a bit 
fussy and crazy for my 
Fenland taste.”
Chris Newbigging

2016N E W  M E T A L

SPECIAL

HOW FAST?
Good question: there’s no claims 

of power, torque or weight yet,

so it’s hard to anticipate

 performance



 Dash is similar
to the R1 in terms
of function, but
LED display
replaces TFT
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mounting points for Yamaha 
accessories as standard, though 
– details of which they’re also not 
prepared to share yet. We’d imagine 
that’s going to mean luggage of some 
sort. It also has a handy 12-volt 
socket for Yamaha’s optional  
heated grips.

Thankfully, the suspension loses 
nothing in translation – the KYB Air 
Oil Separate forks and shock from 
the R1 remain, albeit with revised 
springing/damping for the MT-10’s 
differing, road-focused peformance. 

The MT-10’s four-piston brakes are 
ripped straight from the superbike, 
too. ABS comes as standard, as 
dictated by the most recent EU 
regulations, but it’s not clear yet if it’s 
going to be using the same system as 
the R1. There’s no mention of the 
Unified Brake System used on the 
sports version (and which upsets its 
rear end, making it sway around a 
bit), so that’s one solid piece of good 
news we can impart.

ELECTRONICS
Obviously, riders won’t pay full 
sportsbike prices for a naked bike, so 
inevitably the transformation from 

R1 to MT-10 was going to involve 
some serious cost-cutting somewhere 
along the line. The omission of the 
sophisticated IMU six-axis control 
unit for the rider aids is one example 
– a more run-of-the-mill three-mode 
traction control is deemed sufficient 
for a motorcycle less likely to be put 
to such extreme use. There are also 
three different riding modes – 
standard, a sharper A-mode and a 
softer B-mode. Cruise control is 
included, too, and works from 
fourth-gear upwards, between 
30mph and 112mph.

HEY SHORTY
1400mm wheelbase is very short – 5mm less than

the R1, 35-40mm less than comparable nakeds

LOWER TECH
Sophisticated IMU-controlled 

riders aids are R1 only: the 

MT-10 gets more conventional 

three-stage traction control

SIDE ORDER
The MT-10 is ready-plumbed 

for accessories: a 12v socket 

for heated grips and mounts 

for luggage on the subframe
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THE SPECS

POWER

98BHP
TORQUE

5LB.FT
WEIGHT

180KG

THE SPECS

POWER

115BHP
TORQUE

61LB.FT
WEIGHT

175KG

Aprilia RSV4 RF/Works
THE TOP LINE Aprilia RSV4 

Factory isn’t any faster, despite 

new competition from the ZX-10R 

and GSX-R1000, but it is smarter.

The V4-MP phone app is even 

further integrated with the bike’s 

rider aids – you can now program 

the systems to different levels for 

different corners. Want to leap the 

Mountain at Cadwell? You can 

use your phone to tell it to turn 

everything off, before reactivating 

the safety net before Hall Bends.

It can also provide advice for 

going faster, and the telemetry 

function can show power use, 

throttle opening, G-force, lean 

angle and rear wheel slippage. At 

this rate, it’ll be a     

bastard for you  

Rich RSV4 ow    

benefit from Apr  

racing expertise   

five levels of spe  

on offer, from 

Superstock, righ  

up to a WSB-

ready, 230bhp 

piece of factory-

backed awesom  

If you have to th  

about cost, let 

alone ask, it’s w  

too much for yo

MV Agusta Brutale 800

SUPERMODEL FACELIFT

M
V HAVE GIVEN the 
Brutale an engine, 
electronics, chassis 
and styling overhaul.

It now makes 
115bhp and 61lb.ft of torque, with 
90% of the max grunt delivered 
from 3800rpm. But that’s down 
7bhp on before – the extra 2lb.ft of
torque may provide small comfort.

The exact engine changes have 
not yet been detailed, but expect 
fettling of airbox, throttle bodies, 
cams/timing and exhaust to clean
up emissions and stifle noise.

MV’s MVICS ride-by-wire and 
eight-way adjustable traction 
control remains. A quickshifter/

auto-blipper is standard fit.
A revised frame lengthens the 

wheelbase by 20mm to a still-
stumpy 1400mm, and trail jumps 
from 95mm to 103.5mm. Forks are
Marzocchi, the shock is Sachs, 
brakes are radial-mount Brembo 
four-pots and 320mm discs. 

Cosmetically, the bike gets a new
alloy subframe with a glory hole in
it. The numberplate hanger is now
mounted on the swingarm.

There’s a new LED headlight, and
the triple-exit silencer box is three
litres bigger than before. Minor 
details like bars/clamps and fluid 

reservoirs 
have been

changed to
neaten up the

dash area.

 

BEST IN SHOW
The sweetest, best-looking

bike of 2016, we reckon
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For an entry-level sportsbike, the new
Panigale is packing a mighty punch

W
ITH MORE POWER

than an original R1,
just three horsepower
less than a Ducati 1098
and more claimed

shove than any Ducati 999 produced,
Ducati’s ‘entry-level’ sportsbike is set
to be a proper rocket.

The Bologna firm have heavily
reworked the Panigale’s motor, while
taking on the cosmetic changes that
the larger Panigale had last year.
They’ve also improved the electronics
and added some flipping huge
exhausts to help it pass the stringent
Euro 4 emissions regulations.

ENGINE
The main changes in the motor centre
around a capacity hike, with
displacement rising from 898cc to
955cc. Rather than increase bore,
Ducati have upped the stroke, a
sure-fire way to boost torque thanks

to the extra mechanical leverage
imparted on the crank.

Ducati claim a power increase
throughout the rev-range, with
particular improvement in the low
and mid-range areas. Peak power is
now 155bhp, an increase of 8bhp at
the top-end.

Bore remains the same at 100mm,
but the stroke goes up from 57.2 to
60.8mm – the same as its bigger
brother, the 1299 Panigale. To
facilitate this, the Pani has a new
crank and redesigned conrods. The
pistons have also been revised with a
reshaped piston crown and DLC
(Diamond Like Carbon) low-friction
coating on the piston pins.

There’s a new servo-assisted slipper
clutch. The assembly uses a self-servo
mechanism that compresses the
friction plates under drive, but allows
a degree of slip when off the gas.

There’s been real effort to get the

THE SPECS 

POWER

155BHP
TORQUE

79.2LB.FT
WEIGHT

200KG

Ducati 959
Panigale

LOOK AT THE CANS ON THAT... bike compliant with the Euro 4 
regulations, which come into force for 
newly-developed motorcycles on 
January 1, 2016. It now also has a 
twin-injector 62mm throttle body, 
with more sophisticated control, and 
mechanical noise has been reduced.

The most obvious change is the big 
exhausts, though. Ducati simply didn’t 
have enough space to comply to Euro 
4 regs by using the area under the 
sump for catalytic conversion and 
silencing. Therefore two silencers 
snake their way up the side of the 
bike. It’s a neater solution than the 
super-quiet, Japanese-spec Panis 
we’ve seen before, but we suspect 
Ducati will come up with a more 
integrated idea when their next-
generation big-capacity superbike 
sees light of day in a year or two.

CHASSIS AND ELECTRONICS
No major changes here – the chassis 
uses the same Showa BPF forks and 
Sachs shock as before and retains the 
same 24 degrees and 96mm of rake 
and trail. But a 4mm lower swingarm 
pivot is meant to aid stability and 
slightly reduces wheelbase, too.

The 959 Panigale retains the same 
suite of quickshifter, ABS and traction 
and engine-braking control systems, 
but with revised software and the 
quickshifter tweaked with a new 
MotoGP-derived gear sensor. It also 
retains an LCD screen and has the 
option of Ducati’s GPS based 
datalogging device.
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WHAT WE RECKON

‘It should be perfectly-balanced’

“The 899 was a great combination of handling and power, and 
this bike should be even stronger. But as Ducati sportsbikes 
get more powerful and larger in capacity (the 959 and 
1299 are 30% bigger than a 749 and 999 of 10 years 
ago) it opens a hole in the bottom of their range. I’d 
like to see a new, lightweight 749, with 120bhp and an 
easier stepping stone for post-test sportsbike riders.”
Matt Wildee, editor

2016N E W  M E T A L

SPECIAL
EURO 4-COMPLIANT
Those massive pipe pass

 latest euro laws and might be 

OK for quiet trackdays, too

REVISED FAIRING
Wider upper fairing was first

 seen on the 1299 Panigale

this year

GOOD RUNNING GEAR
Showa BPF forks, Brembo

 M4.32 calipers, Sachs shock 

and Pirelli Rosso Corsa tyres
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SHARPER ROAD BIKES ||||||||||||||||||||||

Hypermotar

and Pikes Pe

Multistrada

Ducati XDiavel

PERFORMANCE CRUISER THE SPECS 

POWER

154BHP
TORQUE

95LB.FT
WEIGHT

247KG

WE NORMALLY LIKE cruisers about 
as much as visit to the clap clinic, but 
this XDiavel seems like a seriously 
cool bit of kit. It has 154bhp thanks to 
a similar Testastretta DVT engine to 
the Multistrada, developing huge 
grunt at low rpm and enough top-end 
power, which, combined with its long 
wheelbase and low centre of gravity, 
should make it king of 
the traffic light GP. It 
now has launch control 
to make this even easier. 

Ducati also claim 40 
degrees of lean (meaning it 

should be decent at fast A-and 
B-road riding, too) and there 
are more than 60 ergonomic 
variations of bars, seat and 
footrests. There’s also an S 
version available with 
Brembo M50 monoblocks, DLC 
finished forks and machine-
finished wheels. 

THERE’S A NEW, sportier-than ever

Multistrada, based on the Multistrada

S designed to celebrate their four

Pikes Peak 

victories. The 

bike uses 

non-active 

shock at the rear and has options

for a Termignoni silencer and short,

carbon screen. We like.

The Hypermotard 939SP is the

sportiest Hypermotard we’ve 

seen. It has a new 937cc 

Testastretta 11° motor 

producing 111bhp and 10% 

Hyper as well as updated

electronics. The SP comes with full

Öhlins suspension front and rear,

and more ride height, allowing 47.5°

before stuff decks out. It even 

comes on a set of Pirelli 

Supercorsas. We can’t wait to 

spank one on our back roads.    

BIG POWER
Testastretta engine should 

give it massive pull at city 

speeds and top-end to 

shame a sportsbike

LAUNCH CONTROL
Yes, launch control on a 

cruiser. Not much is going 

to beat the XDiavel away 

from the lights



1

2

DB11 sportsbike gets its kit off, becomes even sexier

Bimota Impeto

STRIPPED TO THE BONE

THE SPECS 

POWER

159BHP
TORQUE

96LB.FT
WEIGHT

177KG

B
IMOTA HAVE RIPPED the 
DB11 sportsbike’s dress off, 
and clad it in a skimpy bra 
and panties to create the 
Impeto supernaked.

It’s powered by the Diavel’s 
Testastretta 11° – Ducati’s more 
flexible derivative of the old 1198 
superbike engine. It still knocks out a 
claimed 159bhp and 96lb.ft of torque.

The frame is taken from the DB11, 
minus the full-length seat subframe 
and fairing bracketry. It’s part steel 
trellis, part machined aluminium 
alloy plate, with a swingarm 
constructed in the same way. The 
shock mount is adjustable for ride 
height and the Öhlins suspension at 
both ends is fully-tweakable.

The dash is a new TFT effort in an 
Impeto-specific binnacle that’s 
vaguely reminscent of a GSX1100EE, 

as one PB reader pointed out on 
Facebook. Brembo M50 calipers and 
320mm discs arrest the motion of the 
OZ forged wheels.

It’ll be expensive, and they won’t 
sell many, but we really like it. There’s 
a decent options list, too – carbon fibre 
replacements for the steel elements of 
the chassis, and a new supercharger 
kit that Bimota are offering for their 
Ducati engine, which boosts engine 

output by 20%, says the 
dinky Rimini 

manufacturer.

1 TFT screen sits in 
GSX1100EE-style 
binnacle

2 Ducati Diavel’s 
Testastretta donor 
motor makes a very 
healthy 96lb.ft  
of torque

2016N E W  M E T A L

SPECIAL
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Triumph

Speed Triple

T
RIUMPH IS GIVING the
brilliant Speed Triple a nip
and tuck to sharpen it up,
with more power, fettled
styling and an electronic

rider-aids package for the first time.
The three-cylinder wizards from

Hinckley claim a ‘new’ version of the
1050cc engine that powers both the S
and R models, but in reality it’s more
of a substantially modified version of
the motor that can trace its design
back to the 1997 Daytona T595. We’re
OK with that – it’s still a charismatic,
torquey engine in its current form.

DOWN TO THE WIRE
One of the biggest changes is new
throttle bodies, injection and ECU
with ride-by-wire throttle control. It
enables adjustable traction control
and five-way rider modes – Road,

Rain, Track, Sport plus a customisable 
final mode. ABS is switchable, too.

The cylinder head and pistons are 
redesigned to create a new
combustion chamber shape. The
crank is a new machined
construction, and the exhaust is
claimed to give 70% more flow whilst 
meeting the eco-evils of Euro 4. A 
slipper clutch should make for less 
dramatic corner entry. Peak power is 
up, as is torque and fuel efficiency, but 
Triumph isn’t quoting any figures yet.

Brembo monoblock calipers are 
standard, and the Speed Triple R gets 
full Öhlins suspension (NIX30 forks, 
TTX36 shock) as on the outgoing 
model. Carbon bodywork, a red
subframe, lighter panels and
machined alloy bar clamps, swingarm 
pivot caps and hub nut cover
cosmetically distinguish it, too.

EVEN MORE THRASHABLE

SPECS (EST) 

POWER

137BHP
TORQUE

83LB.FT
WEIGHT

215KG

Rider aids, more torque and a slipper clutch

TOO TASTY FO  P

T
HE

over
coole
and t
of th

Thruxton R –
retro thing we’
ashamed to lik

There’s a wh
of models, but i
Thruxton R we

It gets a spec
knocking out a
85lb.ft of torqu
4950rpm, and t
ride-by-wire fu
is set up for sha
It has traction c
and a slipper cl
even going to b
could be the styl
successor to the
Classic we’ve be

HELPING HAND
We never felt the creamy triple 

delivery needed traction 

control, but it’s now there for 

when you get too giddy

 We’d have to 
have it with the 
half fairing option



WHAT WE RECKON

‘Sensible tweaks for a great bike’

“Part of me wishes it was all new, but the basics are
still great – sharpening them up and adding rider
aids will make it even better. The styling changes
help too; simply changing the headlights to black
really sets off the controversial shape.”
Chris Newbigging, features editor

   ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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orn 

 gets 

more unisex styling, an extra 

4bhp and 5kg less weight. A 

new ABS system refines the 

anti-lock braking. Seat height 

remains at 785mm as the SFV, 

but the seat/tank are tailored 

to make it easier for shorties.

It will be the second new 

Suzuki to no longer need the 

clutch pulled in to start, and 

the Low RPM Assist opens the 

throttle butterflies slightly 

when you select first gear to 

reduce the risk of stalling and 

make getting away smoother.

Its tank is 0.7 litres smaller 

thanks to a Euro 4 emissions 

cannister under the tank. But 

Suzuki is claiming improved 

fuel economy. We’re expecting 

it’ll cost around £5500.
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2016N E W  M E T A L

SPECIAL
BLUE COLLAR

The base model is still 

high-spec – there’s just no 

carbon or Öhlins

FANCY THAT
The Swedish bouncers at 

either end will probably make 

the Speed Triple R the bigger 

seller of the new models
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KTM 1290
Super Duke GT

Go far, and go nuts with KTM’s panniered-up 170bhp lunatic

K
TM’S APPROACH TO 

an all-rounder is 
typically wild 
– simply adding 
panniers and a 

fairing to the loony-tunes 
Super Duke 1290 R to the 
create the 1290 GT. 

It occupies the same sort 
of position in the range as the 
990 SM-T (a PB favourite, 
thanks to its similar combo of 
older Super Duke motor and 
comfort), but instead of basing it on 
an adventure bike, KTM started out
with a machine already rolling on
17-inch wheels.

ENGINE
Identical to the naked 1290 R, which
will mean a real 160bhp at the wheel
and 100lb.ft of torque. It’s already a
seriously flexible, midrange-laden
engine, so there’s not really much
cause to meddle. So they didn’t. The

gearing is the same, but the 1290
R isn’t stressed at speed

anyway.

CHASSIS
Electronic semi-active
suspension is the major
change compared to the

naked bike. The WP 48mm
forks and direct-action shock

are similar, but are adjustable
through the switchgear and dash.

It’s the same system as the 1290
Super Adventure, where it works well,
so we’re expecting good results here,
too. There’s not much to speak of
otherwise – the frame, swingarm and
wheels are shared with the naked.
Brembo M50 calipers remain, with
Bosch cornering ABS – that means
powerful yet tactile and safe stopping.
The seat height retains the same
range of height and adjustment, with
a slightly more accommodating
separate pillion seat.

WHAT WE RECKON

‘Stability at 

speed is the key’

“For all the extra gear over the 
R, it’s the fairing that gets my 
attention. I dialled out a lot of 
my Super Duke’s high-speed 
instability with big suspension 
adjustments, but the 
small fairing will calm 
down front end lift at 
high speed.” 
John McAvoy

ELECTRONICS
The only addition to the package is 
cruise control. No bad thing, though 
we’re hoping it’ll remember previous 
settings rather than defaulting on 
start-up, as current KTMs do. Traction 
control and mapping are adjustable.

TOURING FOR MALADJUSTED INDIVIDUALS 

THE SPECS 

POWER

170BHP
TORQUE

106LB.FT
WEIGHT

228KG

MORE GAS
23-litre tank is five litres more

than the naked. KTMs are

good on fuel so 200 miles

should be more than feasible
NEW HAT

New fairing should make it

more tourer-ish, but wind

protection and downforce

should help handling at speed
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LIGHTLY FETTLED, SHALLOW-FRIED SUPER DUKE SPECIAL EDITION ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

THE SPECS

POWER

73BHP
TORQUE

54.6LB.FT
WEIGHT

151KG

THE SPECS

POWER

170BHP
TORQUE

106LB.FT
WEIGHT

189KG

KTM 690 Duke

& Duke R

KTM 1290 Super Duke R Special Edition

SMOOTHER THUMPERS

T
HE 2016 690 Duke is the 
smoothest KTM single yet, with  
a high-spec R model also added. 
The single-cylinder streetbike is 
21 years old, so it’s the ideal time 

to create the best refinement yet. The LC4 
engine has had a thorough overhaul to 
shed any obstrusive vibration. An extra 

balance shaft has been added in the 
cylinder head, and to meet Euro 4 
noise/emissions regs, the intake and 
exhaust have been fiddled with, too. 
Despite the Euro-nannying, it’s more 
powerful – 71bhp for the standard 
model, 73bhp for the R. The new bike 
comes with a 3kg weight penalty, 
though. A few extra quid spent on the 
Duke R will get you a Brembo
monoblock caliper (as opposed to

two-piece), 
a titanium 
Akrapovic 
silencer instead of 
stainless steel, fully-adjustable 
suspension and a kilo less weight 
than the commoner’s model. Both 
models now come with the welcome 
addition of Bosch cornering ABS, 
with ‘Supermoto mode’ to allow
childish skids.

IT’S NOT QUITE ‘The Beast’ 

prototype, but the slightly 

posher Super Duke R SE is a 

bit closer to the concept in 

appearance. 

It’ll only be available for a 

limited time (unspecified, but 

probably as long as people 

are still buying them), and 

comes with a selection of 

Powerparts catalogue goodies 

as standard. An Akrapovic 

titanium silencer knocks 1.5kg 

off, and works fine with 

standard mapping, say the 

Mattighofen lot. Machined 

alloy yokes anodised in orange 

are standard, and matched by 

milled fluid reservoir caps. The 

CNC machine has also been 

busy making the individual 

components of the aluminium 

levers, adjustable for length as 

well as span, and the lever 

guards fitted only to the SE. 

Brake discs are a wave 

design, and KTM makes a big 

deal of the seat, which ‘offers a lot of 

comfort thanks to its cushion made of 

special foam with exactly defined 

pores.’ Righto. It’s narrower at the 

front and offers a whopping 2mm 

extra seat height, apparently for better 

contact with the bike. 

The white/metallic orange paint with 

orange rims is also unique to the SE. 

Beyond that, it’s unchanged from the 

flawed standard Super Duke. 

Nice, but we’d have liked some 

rearsets, and maybe the GT’s 

semi-active suspension to add the 

performance to really 

make it worth having 

over and above the 

stocker.

2016N E W  M E T A L

SPECIAL

690 DUKE R
All the new stuff, plus posher

brakes, suspension and exhaust
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Energica Eva
No fairing, no emissions

E
NERGICA’S PROMISING

ELECTRIC bike loses its
fairing and gains high bars
to become a supernaked
for 2017.

It’s almost identical to the Ego
sportsbike PB tested in the last issue
(which remains on sale), but with a
Tuono-style makeover to broaden its
appeal. It has the same permanent
magnet motor, the same battery pack,
and the same tubular steel frame.
Bitubo suspension remains standard
fitment, with Öhlins as an option.

Like internal combustion
supernakeds, power and top speed is
knocked back a bit – maximum torque
is 125lb.ft as opposed to the 144lb.ft
sportsbike. Top speed is restricted to
125mph, rather than the claimed
150mph the faired bike can achieve.

It still has four power modes
(urban, eco, rain, sport), and four
regenerative braking modes to
harvest power from the motor on the
‘overrun’. It’s claimed riding in Eco
mode gives a range of up to 125 miles.

Expect it to cost around £22k.

UPRIGHT AND ELECTRIC

Yamaha MT-03

IDENTITY THEFT

IF YOU HAVE that MT feeling inside (geddit?) but are on a 

restricted A2 licence, there’s now an MT-03 for you. Slightly 

confusingly for PB’s oxygen-starved office dwellers, it’s 

nothing to do with the old 660cc single-cylinder MT-03 – it 

uses the 321cc, 41bhp motor from the R3 sportsbike.

The look is designed to fit in with the MT125, MT-07, 

MT-09 and the new MT-10, with subtle differences to make 

it stand out – a little bit. The colour options are the same 

across all five MT models, so be careful what you get on  

at bike meets next year.

It has a steel chassis, basic suspension and skinny 

wheels. The seat is low at 780mm, and the riding position is 

tailored for easy control, says Yamaha. It should make an 

entertaining bike for city riding and the odd country jaunt.

EVERY MANUFACTURER NEEDS

an entry-level bike these days – it’s all

about brand loyalty. BMW is hoping

to snare newbies with the A2-legal

G310R. It’s pretty trick compared to 

rivals – it’s a backward-inclined 

reverse single with upside-

down forks and radial four-pot 

caliper. It makes 33bhp and 

although it’s Indian-built it looks 

well finished and detailed.

BABY BEEMER |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

BMW G310R

2016N E W  M E T A L

SPECIAL

POWER TRIP
Cruise around in Eco mode, 

and it’ll do 125 miles, 

Energica reckons 
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+ Improved efficiency
+ Abrasion & corrosion resistant
+ Quality, performance

& reliability

+ The Biggest Brands, the Highest Quality
+ Road, Race, MX, Enduro, Trail, Trial 
 and Adventure –

We stock the lot! 

+ Forged Aluminium up to 33% 
 lighter than stock!
+ Forged Magnesium up  
 to 45% lighter  
 than stock! 

+ Europe’s No.1 for controlled  
 products
+ Throttle controls, grips, switch  
 gear & handlebars
+ Used by most of  
 the GP paddock 

+ World class suspension for   
 road, track and race 
+�Tailored for your  
 weight, usage  
 and budget

+ Grand Prix Pedigree!
+ Street Bike Prices! ®

+ High Performance 
Italian Exhausts with Quality, 

Character & Style
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Electric 
S1000RR 
surprise
BMW superbike is 
transformed into eRR

B
MW SURPRISED 

ATTENDEES of the recent 
G310R launch (p26) with 
an electric version of the 
S1000RR – the eRR. The 

unveiling was such a surprise, even 
BMW’s PR department were caught 
short and didn’t have any information 
on the bike on stage!

 The ‘experimental vehicle’ looks a 
fairly half-arsed effort at creating an 
electric superbike. Although housing 
a simplistic electric powerplant within 
the slender chassis of the 1000cc four 
is easy, the necessary battery and 
control systems are another matter. 

Current electric bikes, even those 
built purely for short races, have 
weight and size limitations imposed 
by the power source required for 
decent performance and range. 
Mugen’s electric TT bike weighs 
250kg (46.5kg more than a fully 

road-legal S1000RR), and has a 
1485mm wheelbase (60mm more 
than the BMW), and at the moment 
‘only’ matches Lightweight class 
racers on lap speed, and will only 
complete one lap of the IoM course. 
See why the eRR won’t work?

Despite the obvious shortcomings, 
it’s interesting that BMW are putting 
‘electric’ and ‘sportsbike’ in the same 
sentence. They already have the  
C Evolution electric scooter in 
production, so you wouldn’t bet 
against them being the first 
mainstream manufacturer to build a 
zero-emissions sportsbike.

FUNKY ROLAND SANDS MT-09

Yamaha is pushing its ‘Yard Built’ line

hard (where professional workshops

gifted free bikes pretend to build home-

spun customs), and the latest one is

Roland Sands’ flat-tracker MT-09.

There’s loads of TZ700 flat-tracker

attitude thrown at it, even if it doesn’t

have the intimidating undertone of a big

stroker to back the style up. Expect a

few of the new XSR900 derivative

model to end up this way.

ROSSI’S PROTÉGÉ WINS TITLE

The furore around his mentor almost

overshadowed Nicolo Bulega winning

the Moto3 Junior championship on

his VR46 KTM.

The Italian youngster is a product of

the VR46 rider academy, which pushes

the fastest school kids up through the

ranks of international racing. We

suspect Bulega will have an intense

winter, training in finger-pointing, erratic

racing lines and public sulking...

KAWASAKI PROMISES MORE SUPERCHARGING

Kawasaki have shown the 

‘Spirit Charger 01’ concept, 

and claims it’ll be the basis 

of a new, more rounded 

supercharged road bike to 

follow the H2.

The stylish exterior is 

probably just a device to get 

it out over a wider array of 

media outlets – the 

interesting bit is under the 

skin. The mad, lairy H2 is a

straightforward blown motor 

– the crank-driven charger 

stuffs air down its throat as 

fast as it can, regardless of 

fuel consumption or 

emissions.
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 Expect it to be  
a precursor to a 
more serious 
electric BMW 
offering soon

 It’s a runner, but 
there’s no way the 
eRR could be put 
to real use without 
huge batteries

VICTORY SPORTSBIKE CLOSER

A sporty non-cruiser from Victory is

edging closer with the unveiling of the

Ignition Concept. It uses the 1200cc

dohc, liquid-cooled V-twin first shown

in a one-off prototype built by Roland

Sands for the Pike’s Peak hillclimb. This

second one-off is built by Swiss shop

Fat Attack Custom, and while the

exterior is unique, the frame itself is a

production-spec cast unit, so you can

see the basic premise of the final bike.

HUSQVARNA VITPILEN CONCEPT

Husqvarna will release a production

version of the Vitpilen concept for

2017. It’s a single-cylinder

streetbike, with the stripped-back

ethos of a café racer, but without

the poncy retro pretentions. It’s

heavily based on the running gear of

parent company KTM’s Duke 690,

so it shouldn’t need too much to

make production-ready.

PIEROBON X80R

This is Pierobon’s latest lightweight,

Ducati-powered, track-only thing of

sexual beauty: the X80R.

Pierobon’s own aluminium

trellis frame houses an 848

engine, and the minimal,

posh-material construction means

it can weigh as little as 150kg. Not a

bad figure with a torquey 120bhp to

push it on. It comes as a frame kit,

FAST NEWS ||||||||||||||||||||| ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
OFF-ROAD

SCOOTER:

SAY WHAT?

Honda promised

an exciting concept

at Milan. But the

only new model of

note hi

‘adv

scoo

NO FAKE,

SAY BREMBO

A rise in knock-off

Brembo parts has

prompted the firm

to place a quality

control sheet and

ti terfeiting

rd in

aging.

NEW SPANISH

TRACK

Fancy a European

trackday at the

newest circuit on

the continent? Get

some winter sun at

the newly-opened,

4.5km Circuito

Andalucia in Spain.

MONDIAL

RETURNS

Mondial made a

surprise return at

EICMA. Sadly, not

with a new version

of the SP1-

powered Piega,

but a 125/250

hipster special.

VANVAN 200

Need something

to hang off the

back of a van?

The fat-tyred

VanVan will be

available as a

200 for 2016.

HJC DITCHES 

LORENZO?

HJC are said to 

be releasing 

Jorge Lorenzo 

from his contract 

early. His repeat 

criticism of their 

helmets is the 

likely reasoning.

and you have a choice of parts to 

tailor it to your budget – carbon or 

fibreglass fairings, for example. It’ll 

accept various running gear 

from the donor – any exhaust 

made for a production 848 fits. 

It’s as cost-effective as hand-

built, high-end and small-volume 

Italian specials are ever likely to get.

The SC01 has a 

butterfly valve on the 

supercharger inlet, 

which allows finer 

control over the 

induction to give 

tractable drive and 

fuel economy as well 

as peak power. 
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R E A L L Y | R E A L L Y | R U B B E

BRIDGESTONE BATT
S21 SPORTS TYRE
Bridgestone used the EICMA show to

fast-road tyre, the S21. Replacing the S

is said to combine superior grip with m

Big B say stability and handling are im

a smaller crown profile and a larger rea

new, gripper shoulder compounds. Bri

more neutral steering and a 36% incre

Price: £250 (est) Contact: www.brid

D U T C H  |  L E A T H E R Y  |  O N E - P I E C E

REV’IT AKIRA LEATHERS
PB’s editor Matt has been using Rev’It leathers for the

last year or so and has been impressed with their

comfort and performance. These Akira leathers are

top-of-the-range, with CE-approved armour and

plastic elbow and knee sliders. 

Price: £TBA  Contact: www.rev-it.co.uk

BOXFRESH GOODNESS

S S J C
This short jacket is designed for

year-round riding. With a cut to

suit sportsbike riders, and a

Drystar lining, it’s just the 

jacket to keep warm without 

looking like a card-carrying 

IAM member. There’s 

CE-approved armour at 

the elbows and 

shoulders, leather panels 

in the impact zones and 

enough vents to keep 

you cool. There’s also 

pockets for back and 

chest protectors.  

Price: £289

Contact: www.

alpinestars.com
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P A R T I S A N

C O R P O R A T E

P A E L L A - S C E N T E D

HJC RPHA11 INDY LORENZO 
Whatever you think of 2015 MotoGP champion Jorge 

Lorenzo, there is no getting away from the fact that he 

wears some good-looking helmets. This one was worn 

by Lorenzo at the US GP and is on HJC’s new RPHA11 

helmet, which boasts a wider visor aperture than the 

firm’s previous RPHA10, improved aerodynamic 

performance and an advanced visor locking system. 

As it’s unlikely Jorge will wear HJC in 2016, it could be 

the last Lorenzo rep we see on their lids.

Price: £449  Contact: www.oxprod.com

DC-DC POWER

This transfers power from

one battery to another –

perfect if you need to take

a charge off your van.

£69 optimate1.com

MOTECH SLIDER

STREET TRIPLE

These bolt-in sliders

protect the Street Triple’s

frame from otherwise

write-off-inducing crashes.

£87 motohaus.com

KNOX DEFENDER SHIRT

Unwittingly developed by

PB’s designer, this uses a

top-spec back protector,

elbow and shoulder armour.

PIRELLI DIABLO 

ROSSO III

All-new Diablo Rosso has 

been developed to provide 

more grip and better 

wet-weather performance. 

£250 (est) pirelli.com

P R O T E C T I V E  |  B R I T I S H

I N T E G R A T E D

ARC-ON APEX GLOVES 
We like Arc-On products at PB. They’re a British-

owned company who offer good value and aren’t afraid 

to innovate. These new Apex gloves are the first on the 

market to feature Forcefield armour inserts on the back 

of the hand, on the inside of the wrist and at the cuff. 

They’ve also been made out of kangaroo hide, have 

plastic sliders and a silicone gel palm grip. These are 

the first top-end gloves from Arc-On and after some 

furtive office fingering we’re so far very impressed with 

the build-quality and construction. 

Price: £180  Contact: www.arc-on.uk

L I G H T  |  P O W E R F U L  |  S H O C K I N G

ALIANT ULTRA  
LIGHTWEIGHT BATTERIES
Litihum-ion Phosphate batteries are one of the easiest ways to 

shed kilos on bike. Compared to a lead-acid battery you’re 

looking at a 50% weight saving for a battery of the same kind 

of cranking amps. Their smaller size also makes them perfect 

for packaging up in racebikes or specials. You’ve also got no 

acid to deal with and each comes in a strong ABS case. 

Price: £66-£188 Contact: www.bandcexpress.co.uk

E X C L U S I V E  |  P R E C I S E

 T A C T I L E

LIGHTECH R VERSION   
REARSETS 

These are some of the sexiest rearsets 

we’ve seen in a long time. The R version  

of Lightech’s rearsets uses exotic 

materials not found in their standard 

range. So that’s titanium bolts, superior 

bearings, folding lever tips, and carbon 

heel guards. Price: £502 Contact: www.

reactiveparts.com



BIKE OF THE MONTH WINS

A SET OF OXFORD 
PADDOCK STANDS
Send in some pics of your modded 

bike to editorial@pbmag.co.uk and 

you could win some great prizes. 

This month Jay wins Oxford’s front 

and rear stands worth £120. 

Made out of heavy duty 40mm tube, 

they offer a secure base to work on 

your bike. www.oxprod.com
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Jay’s GSX-R600
has raced in
Hottrax’s Modern
Classic Evo class

 It’s also travelled 
the length of the 
British Isles, and 
beyond

SEND US YOUR BIKE: .UK

SUZUKI GSX-R600
JAY WOOD

“MY 2001 GSXR-600 has been in PB before. It 
had 7000 miles on it when bought more than 
seven years ago, and is now showing 21,000, 
mostly track miles. Being a painter, I’ve treated it 
to a few different paintjobs, and it now has road 
and track bodykits. 

“It’s been to Land’s End, John o’ Groats, the 
NW200 and Assen BSB, amongst other trips. It’s 
not the easiest tourer as it has a race subframe 
– everything gets carried in a rucksack! 

“I’ve done trackdays at most circuits in the UK, 

and raced with Hottrax last year in the Modern 
Classic Evos. It was good enough for second in 
class at Donington. The engine is standard apart 
from a Blue Flame end can and K&N filter; it was 
set up with a Yoshi box on the VRS Racing dyno 
and made 114bhp at the rear wheel. 

“I’ve fitted Valter Moto jack-up plates, the 
obligatory rear shock spacer, carbon/kevlar 
engine protector, carbon heel plates and front 
mudguard, Goodridge lines, EBC HH pads, short 
levers, an LED rear light with integral indicators, 
Aprilia RS headlight, double bubble screen and 
Pirelli Supercorsas. I always think that if it’s not 
broken don’t fix it, just get on it and ride it.”

BIKE OF THE MONTH ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

‘You don’t need the 

newest, flashiest, bikes’

‘Buying cheap lets you 

spend more on goodies’

SUZUKI GSX-R1000
DAVID ESTERIS

“I SAW A post on PB’s Facebook page 

about editor Matt’s tidy 2000 R1 and 

wanted to show you this. Just like his 

R1, my bike goes to show that you 

don’t need to spend a fortune to have 

an exciting, fast performance bike.

“I paid just £1400 for this bike last 

year and the saving over something 

newer has allowed me to spend the 

cash on top-level performance parts. 

It’s got a lot of good kit on it which 

has transformed it. There’s an Öhlins 

shock and steering damper and 

forged magnesium Marchesinis, 

which save a huge amount of weight.

“Then there’s the Harris rearsets, 

reworked valving in the forks and 

Braking wavy discs. It has a Yoshi can 

but I have a full Akrapovic system 

waiting in the wings for more power. 

“And it’s got a personality.”

£1400 to buy, then 

David got busy 

with the mods
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‘It’s done

everything’
KAWASAKI ER-6N
NIKI GLEADHALL

Derek’s 1998 R1
looks stunning.
And for a £10k
outlay on mods,
so it should...

HONDA FIRESTORM
LEE BERRY

‘It got me back into biking’

“AFTER HAVING BIKES for many

years I sold my GSX-R1000 K3 in

2006 after about 20 of us had a trip

up to Scotland and I witnessed three

of my mates fall off. Then, about 18

months ago, I was offered a Honda

VTR Firestorm which had thrown the

timing chain and was in bits and

pieces in boxes.

“I bought it, stripped it all down

and have rebuilt it over the past 14

months. It’s a really nice cheap bike.

The motor is standard apart from a

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE OVER 63% VISIT GREATMAGAZINES.CO.UK/PB

 “THE STORY BEGINS in 1999 when
I bought a crash-damaged 1998 R1
from East Coast motorcycles in Forfar.

“By 2001/2002, I’d stripped the 
whole bike down to every nut and bolt 
to make a QB Carbon R7-style R1. All 
the work to turn it into the bike you 
see here happened between April and 
May 2002. It was a busy six weeks!

“At the same time I took the motor 
to Dave Stephenson for blueprinting, 
lightening, balancing and some other 
secret tinkering. He says the bike 
should make close to 170bhp now. 

“I’M A MEMBER of the

Straightliners club and we use

Elvington as a venue for speed

testing. I’ve had some success

– my best one-way speed over the

standing mile was 204.657mph

and I hold both the UK Timing

Association record and the

Straightliners record.

“My Kawasaki H2 is totally

road-legal and only lightly

modified with an ECU flash by

Brock’s Performance, and a Power

Commander V which is running a

custom map created by GT

Performance here in Plymouth.

It’s also geared up from the stock

18/44 to 19/42.

“It still has the standard exhaust

system, which uses the Akrapovic

end can that UK customers are

supplied with, and it still retains

the catalyst and standard headers.

The air filter is the standard

Kawasaki item and I’ve even left

the mirrors on.”

‘I’ve been 

fettling it for 

16 years’

‘My H2

now does

204mph!’
YAMAHA R1/R7
DEREK MURRAY KAWASAKI H2

BOBCLEGG

“There’s so many lovely bits fitted  
to it, from the Marchesini wheels to 
the braced and lengthened Spondon 
swingarm.

 “All told, the engine, chassis and 
cosmetic work have cost just over 
£10,000. Eek!”

“I USE THIS as a track bike but it 

used to belong to my dad, who did 

all the modifications. So far it has a 

Nitron emulsion shock, which is 

excellent value, and cartridge 

emulators in the forks. It handles 

really well but now it really needs 

some rearsets to improve the 

ground clearance. 

“The Leo Vince pipe adds a bit 

of character, saves weight and 

adds power, too. We’ve used this 

bike for everything – it’s been 

ridden to Le Mans for the MotoGP 

and now I want to go Minitwins 

racing with it one day.” 

manual camchain tensioner, BMC air 

filter and titanum Moriwaki cans. It 

also has an HRC quick-action 

throttle. 

“The brakes are running CBR600 

F4 calipers and master cylinder with 

Brembo ceramic pads and PFM 

discs. It has Harris rearsets and loads 

of other bits. The forks have been 

reworked and I plan a new shock, 

too. It’s still a work in progress. 

 “Going out on short runs has given 

me the confidence to get back into 

biking for a fraction of the amount I 

could have spent. It just proves you 

don’t need 200bhp to have fun.” 

The family has 
toured on his 

ER-6, now Niki 
wants to race it

Lee has rebuilt  
his VTR from  
a basketcase

Bob has even kept the mirrors on his road-legal H2
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WINS A YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION

STAR LETTER ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

WHAT IT’S LIKE TO 

BUY AN MV?

I tried to convince myself 
that I didn’t want an MV 
Dragster 800RR, right up 

to the point when I handed back 
the keys of the demo bike. 

I’d been staring at pictures of it 
for ages telling myself there was 
no way I was going to pay that 
much for it. Fact of the matter 
was I laughed my head off all the 
time I was riding it and that 
feeling hasn’t gone away. The 
auto-blipper is so cool! I just  
had to have one. 

Refined it is not. Lively, 
aggressive, offensively loud, 
stupidly light and absolutely 
great fun it is. The OE exhaust 
and tail tidy were the first things 
to go and totally transformed the 

look of the back end. They also
lopped off 6kg, making the dry
weight a ridiculous 162kg. I then
enlisted some help from Chris
Walker’s suspension guru who,
helpfully enough, resides just
down the road from me. 

Dropping the forks 10mm and
sorting out the settings stopped
the head-shaking and choppy
ride at anything over 30mph. It’s
not perfection but a sight better.
And besides, it’ll give me 
something else to upgrade when
my wife has forgotten about
how much I’ve already spent. It’s
not subtle in any shape or form
but I love the fact there really is
nothing else like it on the market.
Oh, and then there’s the sound it
makes... Awesome!
Ian Frankcom

LIKE FACEBOOK, BUT REAL

GUY MARTIN SHOULD

FIX HIS BIMOTA!

I’ve been enjoying the Guy
Martin stuff in the current issue
– I’ve been following him since
his first interview in PB in 2005.
I’ve also been lucky enough to
meet him a couple of times and
he’s always been good as gold
and generous with his time,
especially to my little lad.

I think he should buy a Britten,
though – it’s a proper piece of
engineering and I think he’d be
able to get one working really
well. I was watching one of his
TV programmes the other day,
and I see he has a Bimota V-Due.
What a cool bike, although I
remember reading that they
never got one going properly.
Perhaps Guy could fix one for
a TV show? 
James Robinson
Yep, Guy has a V-Due in his house.

It’s a box-fresh Direct Injection

model, and it’s a runner – or at

least the power valves cycled when

I turned on the ignition, when I

was over at his gaff. He keeps it

next to the downstairs loo. MW

BANDIT WELLWISHES

I have read with interest about
you racing a Bandit. I tried it a
few years ago in Bemsee’s
Thunderbike series. Wishing
you every success.  
Peter Wright. 

led. The truth is he was just 

fastest, best rider in GPs this year.

His title was deserved. However, I

think Marquez has disgraced 

himself with his actions on track

by interfering in the 

championship, even if he had 

cause to be upset by what Rossi

said about him before Malaysia.

Come to think of it, Lorenzo was a

bit smug and back-stabbing, too.

They’re all silly little boys. You’d

never get this at the TT! MW   

WHERE’S TREVOR?

Sorry to be no doubt the 
10,000th person to ask, but why
is Trev stopping his column? PB
is my favourite mag and Trev’s
column always made me choke
on my Belvitas.
Craig Baldwin
To be fair, we got more out of the 

old scrote than we expected – 12 

months of waffle was what we 

hoped for, so to get to 31 issues 

isn’t bad going. He decided to call 

it a day it before he got to the stage 

of churning out any old rubbish, 

because his much-abused noggin 

struggles to retain much these 

days. And the rest isn’t printable... 

He could have kept taking the 

cash, but he’s chosen to stop before 

the quality drops. We’re just lining 

up his replacement, who we think 

is going to be very good. Plus, 

you’ve still got John McGuinness’s 

grubby tales! CN

MARC CHEATED ME

Just finished watching the final 
race of 2015 and I must say I feel 
cheated by what I saw, as I’m 
sure does Valentino Rossi. 

I spent the whole Valencia 
MotoGP race waiting for a pass 
that never came, as Marquez 
played shotgun, slapping down 
Pedrosa when he had a go, but 
never getting close enough to 
have a pop at Jorge Lorenzo.

Of course this result, which 
looked like a stitch-up by the 
Spanish, meant that there was no 
chance Rossi could win the title. 
It made me sick – especially after 
the little wind-up merchant did 
him over in the previous round.

Rossi was the best rider and he 
deserved the title. He got conned 
out of it by the Spanish mafia.
Ian Bridge
I think you’re losing sight of the 

fact that Lorenzo was just plain 

faster over the year than Rossi. 

More poles, more wins, more laps 

RUTTER’S CHOICE

I want a new litre bike for road
riding, and about 10 trackdays a 
year. What does Michael Rutter 
say is best for track use?
John Fox
The BMW S1000RR is the fastest, 

easiest bike out there. It makes the 

most power, has a huge amount of 

midrange and stops very well. I’ve 

been racing Superbike and 

Superstock BMWs this year and it

feels very similar. If you’re going to

modify a bike heavily, Yamaha’s

R1 may be a better option; it has

amazing electronics and a lovely,

fluid motor. So, BMW for instant

performance, Yamaha for

potential, but a Ducati Panigale

for sheer drama. See Bikes of The

Year on p38 for more info. MR

Not the result Rossi wanted...
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 PB’s Bandit 
600 racebike. 
This can only 
end badly...

Rutter reckons 
nothing touches 
the S1000RR for 

out-of-the-box 
performance

With over 30,000 items in  

stock from over 150 brands, 

whatever you ride,  

we’ve got you covered.

SUZUKI
don’t just do sportsbikes

and neither do we

MCN CLOTHING AND ACCESSORY RETAILER OF THE YEAR 2013

WHY USE ANYONE ELSE?



J O H N 

M c G U I N N E S S
‘Hirotoshi Honda did 25 one-handed press-ups in front of me

after taking the piss out of me about my weight!’
John gets fitness tips from Mr Honda as well as a guided tour of the Yamaha and Suzuki museums

I
T’S PISSING DOWN at the moment but I’m still packing up my 
dirt bikes and heading out. Why? Because I’m 15 stone and if I 
don’t shed a bit of weight I’m not getting a Mugen. (As I said last 
month, they’re going to give me one to keep if I can slim down.) 
I’ve been out loads in the last two weeks and backed off a bit on 

the eating but nothing is happening. I need that winter virus, the one 
that turns your arsehole into a tap. A few years ago I got pneumonia 
and shed a stone and a half in 10 days, which would be handy now...

I’m not a chocolate fiend or anything and I spend most days out on 
bikes or rushing around, but when I’m home I’m flat-out in the fridge 
all night. Last year I saw a shrink to shed a bit of weight, which 
worked for a bit, but now the face-feeding has me in its grips again.

I don’t see what losing weight will do to my performance, but I am 
making an effort. At the end of the day I’m not blowing out of my 
arsehole after a TT, I just look a bit red in the face, but I suppose my 
weight is one of those things that has always hung over me during my 
career. When I retire I might ask myself, ‘Could I have done better?’ 
I’ve had a decent run so far but I suppose we all want a six-pack. At 
the moment my hair is falling out, my teeth are turning the wrong 
colour and I’m packing a few extra pounds – but the bottom line is I 
can still race a bike. Mark Webber reckons he has a plan for me; he is 
probably pissing in the wind but we will see. 

Speaking of Webber, I have to mention the Valencia MotoGP, which
was amazing. Webber, Martin Brundle, Dougie Lampkin, Johnny
Walker, Jason Plato, Adrian Newey, myself and a few others chipped
in and hired a private plane from Luton to get there. They are mainly
car guys, but all massive bike fans and Valencia was the place to be
– especially if you were a Rossi fan. I had to sit on the fence a bit as
although I’m sponsored by Monster and know Vale, I’m also a Honda
rider. The only person who knows if Marquez got a brown envelope
full of cash from Jorge is Marc. We will never know, but you have to
hand it to Lorenzo, he did a bloody good job and at the end of the day 
you simply can’t fight with Rossi away from the track. When it comes 
to social media and PR he is the master – if he said a dog shit was red 
everyone would believe him. Vale winning would have been a 
fairytale, but he shouldn’t have booted Marc off in Sepang! I don’t 
blame him for doing it, but you can’t expect to get away with it.

Before Valencia I was in Japan riding the Mugen with a bunch of 
journalists (see p56). I had to give a presentation and they handed me 
a piece of paper with a speech on it, which doesn’t really work for me. 
I’m much better winging it, but that would have been hard for the 
interpreter. As it was I have no idea what he was saying anyway... 
probably talking about the size of my cock.

I had the weekend off and Hirotoshi Honda came and picked 
me up. He is the son of Soichiro Honda and he took me to 

Mr Honda’s house. There are pictures on the walls of Mr 
Honda with Ayrton Senna, Wayne Gardner, Freddie 
Spencer, Steve McQueen and even Pele, while the 
house is a lovely traditional Japanese affair. They are 
going to turn it into a museum as in Japan you can’t 
hand a house down to your kids when you die. That’s 

why they all live in such small houses.
Despite being 72 years old, the next day Hirotoshi 

cycled over to meet me again and did 25 one-handed 
press-ups in front of me after taking the piss out of me about 

my weight! He is very funny, quite sarcastic, and great fun to be with. 
We ended up getting a bullet train to Hamamatsu to the Yamaha 
museum. No one had a clue who we were and afterwards we went to 
the Suzuki museum, which is just up the road. What a mega day out!

The journalists rode the Mugen at Motegi. It was good to hear their
comments, but I did laugh at some of them. When I hear someone say
it’s not that fast I just think, ‘Try running it flat-out down Bray Hill’. 
Mugen could make it do 200mph for 10 minutes, but it is designed to
do 37 miles at an average of 119.279mph, and it is bloody good at it.

Once I get back from off-roading I’ll be packing my bag and 
heading to Macau for the GP, which is a great end to the season and
something I haven’t missed since 1998. I’ll never get bored of it and
although the circuit is a bit wild and the field pretty strong, I’ll do 
them all in the bar afterwards! Although to be honest I’m looking 
forward to getting home and spending time with the family.

We are taking the kids to Italy over the festive period – that’ll screw
the diet up. The Italians love cheese and creamy sauces and that’s my
weakness. Last night the hunger chimp told me there was a lump of
brie in the fridge and I had nailed that by the time I went to bed...

WHO IS
JOHN 

McGUINNESS?
The Morecambe Missile has 

23 TT wins, the Senior lap 

record and the fastest ever 

lap, at 132.701mph. He’ll 

be proper good  

one day...
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1 McGuinness joins Mark Webber and Co on a private jet to the Valencia MotoGP 
round 2 John is piling on the miles in an effort not to pile on the pounds 3 Nobody 
recognised Mr Honda and McGuinness at the Yamaha museum 4 McG snapped 
this picture of the late, great David Jefferies on the wall inside 5 He also saw his 
mate Vale’s old shonker 6 No trip to Japan is complete without a visit to the Honda 
Collection Hall 7 It’s a classic race machinery fan’s wet dream inside 8 And 
Suzuki’s historic racer display isn’t too shoddy, either

6

4

1

2

3

5
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8
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PB’ BIKES O
In a year of amazing sports 

We took them all to Oulton for

BMW 

S1000RR
196.26bhp, 203.5kg, 

£16,290 as tested

The quickest bike round our 

Mallory Park test track all year, 

the S1000RR is a supremely 

useable and blisteringly 

fast sportsbike.

Words Michael Rutter, Chris Newbigging, 
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OF THE YEAR
bikes, these are the best.

the final trackday of 2015

DUCATI
PANIGALE S

196.39bhp, 194kg, £20,750

More grunt than an orgy in a 

pigsty, plus electronic assists 

that let you get on with riding 

hard, the Pani is the most 

involving ride we’ve had 

all year.

YAMAHA 
YZF-R1M

189.89bhp, 201.5kg, £18,499

The track-focused version of 

Yamaha’s all-new R1 blew us 

away at Mallory earlier in the 

year with its corner speed 

and utterly sublime 

electronics.

BIKES OF THE YEAR / 2015

John McAvoy / Photography Simon Lee
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I’VE A LONG-

STANDING

connection with
and affection for
Ducatis. It goes

back to when I helped my Dad
out as a kid when he was racing
TT1s. And the first time I raced,
in 1990, was also on a TT1.

I’ve raced 888s, 916s, 999s
and 1098s over the years – every
version of the old-style Ducati
superbike. But not the Panigale.
It’s very different, but it still has
what I’ve always liked in them.

It feels like a bike wrapped
around an engine, which I
suppose is exactly what it is, not
having a proper frame to speak
of. It’s very small and narrow,
the torque low down is great yet
it manages to be smooth and
balanced – that’s new for
Ducatis. The old engines didn’t
like going slowly, you had to get
the revs up a bit before you could
use the torque, but the 1299
works right from the bottom.

There was no point in timing
the bikes on such a cold day at
Oulton, but the Ducati wouldn’t
have been fastest because it’s so
lively. All that torque creates a
lot of weight transfer on and off
the throttle, and it upsets the
bike. I particularly noticed the
front rebounding too much
when I came off the brakes and
tried to turn at Shell Oils hairpin

But that’s only with the
electric suspension set as it
came, in ‘Race’ mode. I’d like to
have adjusted it, but the problem
with electronic suspension is
that it’s not as simple as using a

screwdriver for a thickie bike 
racer... If I had the time to learn 
to use the electronic settings, 
you could sort it out, but all of 
these bikes demand you learn to 
use the functions.

It was particularly good 
through Hizzy’s chicane. The 
older Ducatis had a reputation 
for being hard work through 
slow direction changes, but the 
new style of chassis is so short, 
narrow and light it works really 
well. I’d love to compare it 
back-to-back with the Panigale R 
– we rode both on the Mallory 
tests, but on different days, and 
they were close on times. The big 
thing I remember is the Panigale 
R was better on the brakes into 
the slow sections. It could be that 
it has conventional suspension, 
set up stiffer than the electronic 
shock on the S-model – I’d like to 
try to find that little bit of time 

‘It has the
most drive
low down
and the feel 
is unique’
Why the 1299 Panigale S lights the biggest fire 
under our behinds by Michael Rutter

DUCATI PANIGALE S THE MOST INVOLVING

Michael and Chris 
refuse to let go of 
the 1299

BIKES OF THE YEAR / 2015
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ENGINE |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Type Water-cooled, dohc, 8v, V-twin

Capacity 1285cc

Bore x stroke 116mm x 68.5mm

Fuelling Fuel injection, ride by wire

Power 196.39bhp @ 10,250rpm

(measured)

Torque 105.17lb.ft @ 8250rpm

(measured)

CHASSIS |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Frame Airbox-based monocoque

Front suspension Fully-adjustable

43mm semi-active Öhlins NiX30 forks

Rear suspension Fully-adjustable

Öhlins TTX semi-active monoshock

Front brakes 2 x 330mm discs with

four-piston Brembo M50 monoblocks

Rear brakes 245mm disc with twin-

piston Brembo caliper

DIMENSIONS ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Wheelbase 1437mm

Rake/trail 24°/96mm

Weight 194kg (wet, measured)

Weight bias 53% front, 47% rear

Seat height 830mm

Fuel capacity 17 litres

TECHNOLOGY ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Rider aids Semi-active suspension, TC,

anti-wheelie, cornering ABS,

quickshifter, autoblipper, electronic

steering damper, power, rider & engine

braking modes

BUYING |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Price £20,750

Contact www.ducati.co.uk

THE SPECS

the S lost over the R.
The traction control, wheelie 

control and suspension are good, 
as they are on all the bikes. The 
BMW has the best set-up, but 
there’s not a huge amount in it, 
and spending time getting to 
know the bike and dial them all 
in to suit what you’re doing is a 
big part of it. Apparently Matt 
got some good results out of his 
long termer on trackdays, but 
you need the time to try it all.

I really like the auto-blipper
– on these tests they’re great, no
messing around blipping the
throttle and dipping the clutch
as you slow down. Because I’ve
been racing since forever, at full
race pace and effort my brain
defaults to throttle blipping. It’s a 
great device, but old habits die 
hard for me!

People expect me to like the 
fastest bike the most. And I do 
love the S1000RR – it’s an 
incredible bike as standard, and 
the stock qualities transfer 
directly to road racing. They’re 
great at the TT and other road 
races, whereas the Yamaha is 
just too stiff to work, and the 

IN DETAIL

1 Ubiquitous 
Brembo M50 
monoblocks haul
up the lightest
bike here

2 Semi-active
suspension is
amazing, but
modes can
befuddle

3 11,000 redline.
That’ll be a 
V-twin superbike.

Ducati would be too lively.
But as standard on short 

circuits, there’s nothing in the 
lap times to really say ‘this is the 
bike to have’. So for that reason, 
I’d pick the Ducati – the engine 
gives it a unique feel. All the 
Japanese manufacturers’ bikes 

feel fairly similar, apart from the
Yamaha, and the BMW is the 
same sort of experience, too. The
V-twin stands out – it’s got the 
most drive low down, and the 
feel is unique. I’ve loved them all
my life, and the Panigale 1299 is
the best one yet.

Stacks of torque down 
low, but also smooth and 

balanced. That’s a new 
trick for Ducati

Prowess in slower corners 
is streets ahead of earlier 

Ducati superbikes



IN DETAIL
1 Semi-active
Öhlins forks
compliment the
R1M’s stiff
chassis by
smoothing the
track surface
below you

‘Slide control
is metered in
such a way
that you don’t
even notice’
R1M’s electronic assists rule by virtue of their
subtle approach by Chris Newbigging

My first ride, coming back
from a trackday, wasn’t ideal.
The shagged, low-pressure tyres
came as a result of Matt riding it
on track all day. It was getting
cold and dark, too. It felt too
long-legged, stiff and vague to be
useful at sensible, get-you-home
pace. And the lack of braking
feel was distinctly unwelcome.

So I’m hoping for more at
Oulton. I grab the Yamaha after
Rutter has done 15 laps. The way
he crested Deer Leap on one
wheel, leant over and landed
into a graceful drift held to the
braking point for turn one was
incredible. It’s clearly not shit...

The tyres are still full of heat,
and I’ve been out on the other

best-stopping bikes), but the 
effect on confidence is larger.  
I run wide a few times, as I’m 
convinced it won’t stop.

But it gets better. It’s still as 
long-legged and tall-geared as I 
remember. The modest 
sub-7000rpm torque still feels 
flatter than the drive-laden 2009 
bike. But the rapid, smooth and 
stepless power above that makes 
it the most manageable bike over 
Oulton’s crests and whoops. The 
other two suffer a little with too 
much torque too soon – the 
electronics and/or rider have to 
deal with wheelies/wheelspin, 
while the Yamaha drives flatter, 
seemingly less hindered by the 
IMU rider aids control.

two bikes to get my eye in. The 
first thing I discover is an issue 
with the gearbox. The BMW and 
Ducati’s auto-blippers rapidly 
become second nature, but the 
Yamaha’s shifter fully resists my 
foot until I remember to use the 
clutch. It’s only taken a morning 
to undo something that’s been 
second nature for 15 years. 

The Brembo calipers on the 
other two make the Yamaha’s 
rehashed Sumitomo four-pots 
feel even more second-rate. The 
vague, progressionless action 
doesn’t actually seem to hinder 
stopping distances (Johnny 
assures me the data from
Mallory shows only a small 
deficiency compared to the 

I’VE ALWAYS

BEEN a Yamaha
man, albeit
unintentionally.
My first, second

and third bikes were Yamahas.
My first motorcycle as a bike
journalist was a Yamaha, and my
first race bike was a Yam. I liked
the 2009 crossplane R1, too.

The new one excited me; the
concurrent announcement of the
premium R1M had me fizzing. I
like the hidden headlights,
hollowed seat, waifish mid-
section. The side-mounted,
single silencer is miles better
than the over-designed
underseat jobs on the old one. It’s
the rocket up the arse it needed.

3

1

YAMAHA YZF-R1M THE BEST ELECTRONICS

Stepless, smooth 
power delivery at  
the top end make the 
R1M eminently 
manageable

Electronics keep 
everything in line,  
despite the less than 
grippy surface

BIKES OF THE YEAR / 2015
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2 Front brakes 
feel vaguer than 
the other two 
bikes’, but 
stopping 
distance aren’t 
adversely 
affected

3 Race dash is 
pro-level kit, 
even if it does 
look like a 1980s 
arcade game

Air temperature is a 
surprisingly mild 11°C, but the 
track was damp in the morning 
and the surface isn’t as grippy as 
it might be under summer sun. 
The Supercorsa SPs cope 
admirably, but the Yamaha 
occasionally moves a touch. On 
anything conventional, you’d 
assume it had naturally found 
grip. On a cold day, I don’t 
believe a 190bhp bike can 
re-find grip at kneedown levels. 
It’s almost certainly down to the 
IMU metering wheelspin and 
slide control in such a way that 
you don’t notice it happening.

The BMW and Panigale are 
helped by their rider aids, but in 
a noticeable way that feels like it 
fights the bike’s mechanical 
tendencies. The Yamaha is 
another level of subtle control.

The Yamaha’s chassis feels 

ENGINE |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Type Water-cooled, 16v, dohc,

inline four

Capacity 998cc

Bore x stroke 79mm x 50mm

Fuelling Fuel injection

Power 189.89bhp @ 13,250rpm 

(measured)

Torque 83.42lb.ft @ 8250rpm 

(measured)

CHASSIS |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Frame Aluminium twin spar

Front suspension Fully-adjustable

43mm upside-down semi-active Öhlins

NiX30 forks

Rear suspension Fully-adjustable,

semi-active Öhlins TTX36 single shock

Front brakes 2 x 320mm discs with

four-piston calipers

Rear brakes 220mm disc with

twin-piston caliper

DIMENSIONS ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Wheelbase 1405mm

Rake/trail 24°/102mm

Weight 201.5kg (wet, measured)

Weight bias 52% front, 48% rear

Seat height 860mm

Fuel capacity 17 litres

TECHNOLOGY ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Rider aids Datalogger with GPS,

traction control, slide control,

quickshifter, power modes, wheelie

control, cornering ABS, linked brakes

BUYING |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Price £18,499

Contact www.yamaha-motor.co.uk

THE SPECS

stiff, yet the Mechatronic Öhlins 
isolates bumps. It’s solid, stable 
and capable of generating huge 
grip, but today’s not the day to be 
pushing tyres too hard. The 
BMW gives more feel later, but I 
think the Yamaha could be 
exploited further given time. It 
feels like a race bike; the BMW 
feels like a road-legal sportsbike, 
albeit an incredible one.

But although it feels like it 
could be the fastest, it wasn’t. It’s 
still another great R1 that sets an 
example for others. They just 
need to find a little more feel 
from the front brakes, ditch the 
linked rear brake that makes it 
back-in, and drop the gearing so 
it’s not at a disadvantage out of 
slower corners. Then it’d easily 
find those few tenths and show 
the BMW what a Grand 
Prix-inspired weapon it truly is.

2



‘It starts to feel a  
bit like cheating’

Modern-day CBR600RR? 
That’s missing the point of 
the S1000RR’s brilliance

Anyone can set their personal lap record on a 
BMW S1000RR by John McAvoy

BACK IN

JANUARY, after
getting back
from racking up
2000 miles on

the latest BMW S1000RR in five
days, I wrote “The 2015 BMW
S1000RR has no weaknesses.
Not one”. Since then, I’ve used
an S1000RR for both parts of our
annual tyre test, ridden one
round Mallory Park and set my
fastest ever lap there on it,
thrashed one to North Yorkshire
and back in a day, spent a day
riding one back to back with
BMW’s very own S1000XR and
finally spent a day at an open
pitlane trackday at Oulton Park
on one. All in all I’ve probably
racked up a total of 4000 miles
on S1000RRs this year in all

kinds of scenarios, and on top of 
that I’ve also ridden every other 
2015 sportsbike. I stand by those 
words I submitted 10 months 
ago. This bike has no weakness.

I overheard someone at 
Oulton Park referring to the 
S1000RR as a modern day 
Honda CBR600RR, which is the 
de facto term used to describe a 
bike that is good at everything.  
I understand the sentiment, but 
it’s not strictly accurate. The CBR 
is brilliant at everything and 
definitely fits the ‘Jack of all 
trades’ billing. However, as the 
rest of the saying goes, it was 
also the master of none, and this 
is where I feel the comparison 
falls over. The S1000RR IS the 
most powerful sportsbike, has 
the best power delivery, the best 

suspension, the best fuelling, is 
the most comfortable, and has 
more toys than any other bike 
ever manufactured. It is also the 
cheapest, compared to its rivals. 

But the best bit about the latest 
S1000RR is how different it feels 
to its two predecessors. They 
always left me a bit cold and, 
daft as it may sound, unsatisfied. 
This third-generation S1000RR 
has developed a set of 
personalities which were 
previously missing. It’s your 
friend, mentor, coach, and drill 
sergeant all in one. Capable of 
fading into the background and 
just being a comfortable basic 
mode of transport to get you 
from A to B without any fuss, 
then – as was the case for my 
first time at Oulton park in 

nearly 10 years – offering the 
security of top-notch electronics 
to bail me out of the shit as I did 
my best to learn the track. The 
Beemer will wait patiently for 
me to catch it up, giving me a 
helping hand here and there. By 
the end of the day, taking to the 
track on the S1000RR began to 
feel a bit like cheating. 

It’s a riot, and with the track 
beginning to making more sense 
to me, the electronic 
intervention became virtually nil 
and I could start picking off 
other bikes almost at will. It has 
an uncanny knack of matching 
your mood and needs perfectly. 
It can be the hardest of the 
hardcore, the angriest of the 
angry and have reserves of 
performance that seem endless, 

BMW S1000RR THE FASTEST

BIKES OF THE YEAR / 2015
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ENGINE |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Type Water-cooled, dohc, 16v, inline four

Capacity 999cc

Bore x stroke 80mm x 49.7mm

Fuelling Fuel injection, ride by wire

Power 196.26bhp @ 13,000rpm

(measured)

Torque 85.09lb.ft @ 8750rpm

(measured)

CHASSIS |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Frame Aluminium twin-spar

Front suspension 46mm fully-active

upside-down forks

Rear suspension Semi-active

monoshock

Front brakes 2 x 320mm discs with

Brembo monoblock calipers

Rear brakes 220mm disc with single-

piston calliper

DIMENSIONS ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Wheelbase 1425mm

Rake/trail 23.5°/96.6mm

Weight 203.5kg (wet, measured)

Weight bias 52.8% front, 47.2% rear

Seat height 815mm

Fuel capacity 17.5 litres

TECHNOLOGY ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Rider aids Four rider modes, TC, race

ABS, launch control, pitlane speed

limiter, quickshifter, anti-wheelie,

autoblipper, cruise control, heated grips

BUYING |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Price £16,290 as tested

Contact www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk

THE SPECS

IN DETAIL
1 Well metered 
and forceful. All 
hail the Brembo 
monoblock

2 Side-mounted 
exhausts. What 
was wrong with 
that in the first 
place, hey?

3 S1000RR lacks 
the TPFT race 
dash of its rivals, 
but it also costs 
thousands less

1

2

3

yet somehow despite this, it’s a 
fun and easy bike to ride; a bike 
that never makes you feel like 
the weakest link. The first and 
second-generation S1000RRs 
always wanted me to do things 
on their terms, whereas 
everything about the current 
S1000RR is on my terms.

Signing off the season by 
doing a trackday at Oulton Park 
on a BMW S1000RR couldn’t be 
a more fitting end to what has 
been a vintage year for 
sportsbikes. We are slap bang in 
the middle of a golden era for 
motorcycling and taking the 
leading exponent of the new era 
to one of the greatest circuits in 
the world serves as a reminder of 
just how stunning the current 

S1000RR is. Not just good, 
stunning. 

Some of the reasons Oulton is 
such a magnificent track are its 
high speed corners, elevation 
changes and undulations. 
Navigating it on a 190bhp, 
203.5kg motorcycle could be a 
nightmare. Indeed I was barely 
able to use full throttle 
anywhere, and the limits of what 
my brain can cope with were 
eventually reached. Deep down  
I know the S1000RR had much 
more to give, but with me all 
maxed out on bravery and blind 
faith, it never felt like it, which 
despite all of its technical genius 
and vast reserves of 
performance, is the S1000RR’s 
real trump card.

The S1000RR almost 
telepathically works to 

your strengths

Johnny chases down 
Panigale-mounted 

Chris with absolute 
composure
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‘They’re all  
simply awesome’

Three paths to brilliance, but there’s an obvious winner

I
T’S BIKES LIKE these that 
converted us from anti-
electronics luddites to 
paid-up members of the 
traction control fan club. 

They’re simply awesome, and 
unlike the days when just the 
Japanese big four made decent 
superbikes, they all offer 
distinctly unique experiences, 
too. Our three favourite 
superbikes barely share any 
common details – engines, 
chassis and styling are all 

different. You can pick any of 
these subjectively, and still get a 
brilliant bike that’ll more than 
justify three years of payments. 

The R1M is amazing. The 
electronics are a silent guardian 
angel, watching over us riding 
our arses off in November 
without spoiling our fun. It feels 
like a racebike. Ride it alone, 
and it feels every bit the most 

sophisticated 
R1 ever. Hop  
on one of the 
other bikes 
though, and 

the strange 

brake feel and less than 
impressive low-end drive aren’t 
quite good enough for £17,500. 

The Panigale S suffers no such 
problem. At Oulton, it was 
actually too torquey – it was like 
feeding a wild horse a bag of 
speed and trying to ride through 
a shopping centre. In a good 
way. Not especially fast in this 
circumstance, but you never get 
bored. Learn to get the best from 
the electronics settings, show it a 
wide, fast European track and 
it’ll be incredible. It has two 
problems though: the BMW’s 
natural speed, and the BMW 
being more than £6000 cheaper. 

Our hearts would want the 
Ducati, but finish/detailing and 

lust factor aside, there’s nothing 
to justify spending the 
difference in performance 
terms. Ducati and Yamaha have 
gone radical, but the BMW 
proves there’s nothing wrong 
with fine-tuning an already 
brilliant package. 

Our test bike didn’t have the 
optional customisable, less 
intrusive ‘Slick’ electronics 
mode, yet the computer 
wizardry in the RR coped best 
with the demands of Oulton. 
The nit-picky problems with the 
other two just weren’t there on 
the BMW. It managed to excite 
while also being the most 
effective, and cheapest. We’d be 
smug bastards if we’d bought 
one – but still have pangs of lust 
every time we saw a Panigale S.
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He’s left enough rubber on 
Mallory’s tarmac this year  

to make a whole new set of 
tyres. Here’s what his data 

tells us about the bikes that  
blew him away in 2015
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WITH MICHAEL 
RUTTER

MICHAEL RUTTER

PB TESTER AND TT WINNER
43, 5ft 10in, rapid

Rutter is the fastest magazine 

road tester on the planet, famed 

for his pinpoint accuracy and consistent

approach. Also has a penchant 

for monster wheelies and 

spaniel husbandry



A LAP OF MALLORY THE SECRETS OF A FAST LAP

2015 superbikes: the facts
Another year datalogging at Mallory gives unrivalled analysis

T
HE CLASS OF 2015 
will go down as one of 
the greatest. The 
already magnificent 
BMW S1000RR got 

even better, Yamaha gave us an 
all new, hi-tech R1, and the 
Italians obliged by heavily 
upgrading the Aprilia RSV4 and 
Ducati Panigale. During the 
course of the year, we have taken 
each of them to Mallory Park 

and allowed Michael Rutter to 
thrash the living shit out of them 
to set a lap time, and tell us what 
he thinks of them.

BMW finished on top last year 
with the HP4, but clearly moved 
the goalposts this year with the 
third-generation S1000RR. It 
went 0.54s quicker than the 
HP4’s 2014 laptime... Not only 
did BMW’s own bike better the 
HP4, but so did many others. 

The HP4 slipped from top spot to
sixth in just one season. If there
was ever an illustration of just
how fast the rate of motorcycle
development is at the moment,
then this is it. 

While just 0.5s covers the class
of 2015, the BMW S1000RR 
does own the lion’s share of that
gap. It enjoys a 0.3s cushion over
the second-placed Ducati 1199
Panigale R. Just 0.2 seconds then

Edwina’s Chicane

Gerard’s

Bend

’s

in

SECTOR 1 START/FINISH TO STEBBE STRAIGHT

1 YAMAHA R1M 17.76s 2 YAMAHA R1 17.80s 3 BMW S1000RR 17.89s

The fact that both models

of R1 finish the first sector

in front of the BMW must

be a relief to Yamaha’s

marketing suits. The

sector is all about high

speed, sustained 

cornering at maximum

lean and a very long,

drawn out traction zone.

Stability, accuracy,

shit-hot su

electronics  

here, and  

and dance

Rutter brakes later on the

BMW, apexes the hairpin

faster on it, accelerates

earlier and harder out of it

and squirts up to the Bus

Stop faster on it. The misery 

for the others continues and 

he flicks the S1000RR in 

and out of the awkward Bus 

Stop quickest, too.

Its power delivery starts

really low down but not with

so much torque, meaning

his getaway from the Bus

Stop into Devil’s Elbow is 

virtually seamless. Each of 

the other bikes suffer some 

sort of compromise in this 

section, but the S1000RR

pulls out 0.5s on the R1 that

it was actually trailing

before the sector began,

and 0.2s on the über

lightweight 1199 R. It’s a 

brilliant example of no 

matter how much power or 

racetrack-derived tech you 

Considering how busy this

sector is, it is remarkable

that there aren’t greater

time differences between

the bikes. Heavy braking

into and through the first

made about the R1’s new

crossplane engine and its

all new electronics package,

their claim that the new R1

is “Ready to connect to

your body and take your

riding to a new level” may

have some truth to it. There

is no doubt this is Yamaha

territory and both R1s works

magnificently through this

SECTOR 2 EDWINA’S CHICANE TO LAKE ESSES

1 BMW S1000RR 15.58s 2 APRILIA RSV4-RF 15.60s  

SECTOR 3 HAIRPIN TO START/FINISH

1 BMW S1000RR 20.33s 2 DUCATI PANIGALE 1199 R & 1299 S 20.54s    

sector and play to their 

strengths to great effect. 

The 0.13s difference 

between the R1M and 

S1000RR might not sound 

like much but on track, but 

it translates to a 6m gain in 

one sector on that one lap, 

which is significant.

part of Edwina’s, full lean to 

full lean direction change, 

low speed and low rpm 

drive into 100mph, and 

right to left direction 

change are hallmarks of 

this sector. 

The BMW enters the 

sector at 122mph and exits 

it 15.58s later at 122mph. In 

that time it has slowed to 

just 40mph and negotiated 

four separate direction 

changes. The on-track gain 

through this sector 

Up the creek  

with no paddle
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separates the next six bikes 
back to seventh place, so 
we’re talking tiny margins 
here... blinks of an eye. 

Splitting a lap of Mallory 
into three sectors and 
looking at the top speed 
achieved by each bike allows 
us to delve a bit deeper in to 
the relative performance of 
the BMW, and how it laps 
Mallory Park the fastest. 

Considering the BMW’s 
relative dominance, it’s a bit 
of a surprise that it isn’t 
fastest in all three sectors. 
And neither does it have the 
highest top speed...

between the BMW in first and

Ducati in third is just 1m.

The most notable fact is the

lack of any R1s in the top

three. Going from first and 

second in Sector 1 to invisible 

here backs up Rutter’s 

feedback about the R1. He 

noted that under heavy 

braking it was very difficult to 

manage, and its tall gearing 

made it less punchy out of the 

slow chicane. The BMW, 

Aprilia and Ducati all aced 

Sector 2.

load a bike up with, it’s

pointless if the rider can’t

access it.

Once more for context,

when we datalogged Rutter

on the full BSB-spec 

Gearlink Kawasaki ZX-10R, 

he covered this sector just 

0.32s quicker. 

BRAKING 120-20MPH LAKE ESSES TO SHAW’S HAIRPIN

TOP SPEED START/FINISH STRAIGHT

LOW DOWN GRUNT HAIRPIN TO BUS STOP

1 DUCATI 1299 PANIGALE S 5.58s/163.40m

2 YAMAHA R1M 5.74s/168.96m

3 BMW S1000RR 5.85s/166.4m

4 APRILIA RSV4-RF 5.88s/170.26m

5 DUCATI 1199 PANIGALE R 5.91s/175.59m

6 YAMAHA R1 6.11s/178.59m

1 DUCATI 1199 PANIGALE R 150.62mph

2 BMW S1000RR 149.56mph

3 DUCATI 1299 PANIGALE S 148.82mph

1 BMW S1000RR 2.86s

=2 YAMAHA R1M 3.03s

=2 YAMAHA R1 3.03s

=2 DUCATI 1199 PANIGALE R 3.03s

3 APRILIA TUONO V4 FACTORY 3.05s

4 DUCATI 1299 PANIGALE-S 3.06s

5 APRILIA RSV4-RF 3.13s

THE VERY FIRST thing 

Rutter had to say about 

the Panigale S after his 

initial laps was how it had, 

“The best brake set-up 

I’ve tried on any road 

bike.” The combination of 

flat, wide bars, brilliant 

electronics, and auto-

blipper are all massive 

reasons for the Ducati’s 

success. But another ace 

card that the Ducati has to 

play is as a concequence 

of its engine having so 

much grunt low down, 

Rutter is taking the hairpin 

in second gear, which 

means fewer downshifts.

Even though he really 

didn’t like the way the R1 

or R1M felt on the brakes, 

the R1M appears in

second place overall. The

R1M’s performance does

also highlight the fact that 

the top three bikes have 

active suspension, which 

makes a pretty good case 

for having it if you’re 

chasing a laptime. The 

active Panigale S is 0.33s 

quicker and uses 12.2m 

less tarmac than the 

traditionally-suspended, 

and much lighter, Panigale

R, while the R1M is 0.37s 

quicker and uses 9m less.

If you look at the 

performance of the bikes 

without active suspension

in isolation, the Aprilia 

RSV4-RF is the clear 

winner and only 0.03s 

behind the BMW. The R1 

gives 0.26 seconds to the 

S1000RR in just this one 

5.5s braking zone, and a

whopping 0.53s to the

1299 Panigale S.

THE FIRST, AND SO far 

only bike to go north of 

150mph is the Ducati 1199 

Panigale R. Rutter said at 

the time he felt the 

homologation special’s 

overall set-up was spot

on. Unsurprisingly, he

pointed to the fact that the

Ducati is 13kg lighter than

the S1000RR. But its

Mallory-friendly gear

ratios and the fast-revving

nature of the Panigale’s

engine all came together 

to produce one of the 

most efficient accelerating 

bikes we’ve tested. 

The S1000RR isn’t 

exactly slow at 

149.56mph, and is 

tantalisingly close to the 

magic 150mph figure, but 

has to settle for second 

place. Pretty much

everything else is in the

147-148mph bracket. For

reference, and to illustrate

just how impressive these

road bikes are, Rutter’s

top speed on the Gearlink

Kawasaki ZX-10R in full

BSB-spec, including slick 

tyres, registered 155mph 

using the exact datalogger 

we use for our tests. 

THERE’S BARELY

ANYTHING to chose 

between the top new 

bikes of 2015. When so 

little separates the top 

bikes over a lap, 

uncovering where the 

BMW is making its time 

up is like looking for a 

needle in a haystack. 

However, there are a few 

places where the 

S1000RR dominates, and 

the short 50-metre squirt 

from the hairpin to the 

entry of the Bus Stop 

chicane is one such place. 

One of the stand-out 

characteristics of the 

third-generation S1000RR 

is its crisp fuel injection. 

Uncomplicated and 

plentiful power delivery

right from very low down 

are the only ingredients 

needed here. There isn’t 

even a gearchange to 

consider, just a three-

second burst from very  

low in the revs. 

The fact that just 0.03s 

separates five of the top 

six bikes, but the BMW is 

0.17s faster than the 

second placed R1M, tells 

you just how evenly 

matched all the bikes are 

with the exception of the 

BMW. It was even faster 

than Rutter’s Gearlink 

Kawasaki, BSB-spec 

ZX-10R which registered  

a time of, wait for it...  

yes, 3.03s.

3 DUCATI 1199 PANIGALE R 15.61s

3 APRILIA RSV4-RF 20.55s
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THE RUTTER TEST MALLORY PARK LEAGUE TABLE

TIME TOP SPEED GERARD’S POWER WEIGHT COMMENTS

2015 BMW S1000RR Sport   53.80s 149.55mph 96.48mph 196.26bhp 203kg Optional light wheels

2015 Ducati 1199 Panigale R  54.13s 150.62mph 96.12mph 188.44bhp 187.5kg Conditions held it back

2015 Ducati 1299 Panigale S  54.15s 148.81mph 95.73mph 196.39bhp 194kg Huge grunt everywhere

2015 Yamaha YZF R1M 54.19s 148.48mph 96.42mph 189.89bhp 201.5kg Conditions held it back 

2015 Aprilia RSV4-RF 54.20s 147.47mph 89.42mph 184.3bhp 207.5kg Rain cut track-time short

2015 Yamaha YZF-R1  54.33s 148.00mph 98.26mph 189.89bhp 198.5kg King of corner speed

2014 BMW HP4  54.34s 149.35mph 95.18mph 184.28bhp 201.5kg Very nearly perfect

2014 Ducati 1199 Panigale S  55.24s 143.68mph 90.20mph 181.83bhp 196kg Terrifyingly brilliant

2014 MV Agusta F4 RR 55.30s 143.24mph 91.88mph 180.5bhp 214kg Lairy but hard work

2014 Fireblade SP 55.72s 143.23mph 97.48mph 172.4bhp 212.5kg Best suspension here

2015 Aprilia Tuono 1100 Fac’ 55.80s 141.34mph 94.80mph 164.35bhp 213kg Smooth, useable, grunty 

2015 Triumph Daytona 675 55.80s  135.2mph  96.44mph 116.40bhp 192kg Sharp, Blade SP-worrier

2014 Aprilia RSV4 R ABS 56.07s  140.76mph  95.80mph 170.1bhp 213.5kg Held back by ABS

2014 Triumph Daytona 675R  56.59s  132.48mph  95.59mph 120.0bhp  192kg Big lean, amazing noise

2014 Kawasaki ZX-10R 56.67s  144.22mph  91.73mph 181.5bhp 201kg Let down by stock shock

2014 EBR 1190RX 56.68s 137.86mph 88.69mph 164.26bhp 206kg Seriously decent bike

2015 Honda Fireblade 56.68s  144.2mph  89.62mph 166.21bhp 202.5kg Basic, but still on it 

2014 Kawasaki ZX-6R 56.75s 131.6mph 91.29mph 118.68bhp 192.5kg Cement dust on track

2014 Suzuki GSX-R750 57.28s 134.86mph 91.56mph 133.74bhp 192kg Same weight as a 675R

2014 Aprilia Tuono V4 R   57.30s  136.5mph  94.8mph 156.0bhp 215.5kg Faster than an RC8R

2014 KTM RC8R 57.56s  138.21mph  94.96mph 158.3bhp 203kg The most torque

2014 MV Agusta F3 800 57.92s 132.12mph 93.16mph 132.14bhp 197Kg All rider aids switched off

2014 Ducati 899 Panigale 57.93s  133.67mph  91.88mph 138.2bhp 197.5kg Not fastest, but fun 

2014 Suzuki GSX-R1000 58.12s  139.1mph  89.3mph 165.6bhp 203kg Limited by tyre grip

2014 Honda CBR600RR 58.28s  128.46mph  89.1mph 109.14bhp 197.5kg Same weight as a 899

2015 Kawasaki H2 Ninja 58.30s 143.15mph 92.31mph 206.51bhp 232kg Overwhelmed its tyres 

2014 BMW S1000R Sport 58.44s  134.7mph  90.3mph 159.2bhp 206.5kg Ground clearance problems

1999 Suzuki RGV500 58.92s  136.5mph  86.4mph 175bhp (est) 150kg Once-in-a-lifetime awe

2014 KTM Super Duke 59.03s  131.0mph  88.3mph 160.0bhp 214kg Better as a road bike

2015 Ducati 848 Streetfighter 59.54s 124.8mph 93.19mph 121.1bhp 200kg Damp track, 5 laps only

2015 MV Brutale 800RR 59.81s 126mph 92.3mph 127.12bhp 192kg  Damp track, 5 laps only

ALL THE BIKES 

I’ve ridden in 
2015 have been 
phenomenal. 
Even the MV 

Brutale 800RR and Streetfighter 
848 at the foot of the table, 
despite them not being as quick 
as full-on sportsbikes. I enjoyed 
the Aprilia RSV4 – like Ducati’s 
Panigale, it’s different, but it 
shares some of the good qualities 
of the inline fours. It needs 
electronics that are easier to use, 
though – they work great, if you 
can figure out how to set them.

BMW’s faultless S1000RR rules Rutter’s world

‘You can’t touch it’

The huge jump forward in 
electronics has helped bikes go 
faster. But the reason the BMW 
S1000RR is so impressive is the 
way it delivers across the board. 
You can’t fault it. The engine, 
brakes, suspension and 
electronics are all great as 
standard. It doesn’t need setting 
up – you just ride it. The best bit 
is it has all that performance, yet 
it’s civilised enough to ride to the 
south of France. It’s an incredible 
bike – I can’t wait to see Suzuki 
and Kawasaki’s answer to it in 
2016. See you next year.

Sharp yet civilised. 
And that’s just 

Michael...
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PB asks Ducati’s most important 

designer since Tamburini how 

Ducatis of the future will look



I
T’S ARGUABLE that Ducati’s 
chief designer is the most 
important in the bike industry. 
Other manufacturers might sell 
more bikes, but there are few 
others that live and die by image 
as well as performance quite 
so much as Bologna’s exotica 
masters.

Gianandrea Fabbro is the man with 
Ducati’s future (and a pencil) in his 
hand. Although he’s not the only 
one designing, creative direction 
and ultimate responsibility is his. 
He designed the 1098 to rescue the 
superbike range after the failed 
experiment of the 999, and later 
developed the Panigale. This makes  
his thoughts and opinions important...

“I’m not sure electric

bikes are the future”
I don’t know how electric bikes will influence the
future of motorcycling – whether they will become
a smaller, niche interest. My 
problem with them is that I am in 
love with motorcycling – they are 
not just transportation for me. I
think they have a place in off-road
and sportsbikes. It has a future in
racing, but the rest, I’m not so sure.

“The H2 is great, but it  

won’t influence anyone else”
People talk enthusiastically about the H2, it’s a very exciting motorcycle. I don’t 
know if this sort of engine and behaviour will influence the design of any other 
manufacturer – I feel the H2 stands as a flagship, not as something to make 
money. It’s a super-exciting thing for such a big company to produce, it’s like 
when we built the Panigale Superleggera – it’s something exotic that exists 
outside normal needs – it’s a demonstration of ultimate design.

Fabbro compares 
the H2 to Ducati’s 

Superleggera
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“We’ve developed five scale model 

concepts with Audi’s help”
We were already working like the automotive world when Volkswagen took 
over, so they couldn’t really change any of the design processes. They do 
keep an eye on us, and they have to approve any projects. We have asked to 
collaborate with them on some advanced designs and concepts, and have 
created five scale model concepts in conjunction with them.

A motorcycle designer has to be sensitive to engineering – it’s a 50/50 
balance between mechanicals and body design. Car designers know they 
are more or less working around the same volume and shape, they don’t 
have to worry about packaging, With a motorcycle, the design is influenced 
by the mechanical components, the riding position and so on. But that 
gives us more freedom to create something new compared to car design.

“I want to 

take the 

philosophy 

of the 916 to 

the extreme”
We have done breaking away from Ducati’s 
image and heritage. We learned a lesson with 
the 999, and being influenced by the 916 still 
isn’t a problem for me. In fact, I want to push 
the 916’s design philosophy further. It was a 
bike that was straight from the track – it was 
very well designed and finished, but there  
was nothing extra.

My dream is to design a motorcycle just for 
racing, and then make it ready for production. 
The Panigale is a good example of this idea – it’s 
rationally packaged and well finished. But I would 
like to start with a race bike, and create a bike 
whilst learning from the mechanics. The Panigale 
is a little more balanced between road and race – 
we do have to take care of  street ability, even 
when we produce something that is close to a 
pure racer. Bikes that are uncompromising, 
maybe harsh, are for good for Ducati. The 
Japanese are good at producing balanced bikes, 
but I feel we must be uncompromising with 
Ducati superbikes.”

The one-off 2014 
VW XL Sport had a 

197bhp Panigale 
engine in the boot

“I like the 

R1... it’s a 

bit like a 

Panigale”
Of all the bikes from 
other manufacturers, 
the 2015 YZF-R1 is the 
one I like the most. 
Yamaha have retained 
the model’s identity, but 
I think it is influenced 
by the Panigale. There 
are details like the 
hidden headlights, 
which was one of the 
main themes of our 
bike. I recognise some 
similar details, but I 
also like the quality of 
the bike. They have the 
courage to do 
something different 
sometimes too.”

Ducati drew on their 
heritage years before 

it was fashionable

“The Sport Classic  

was ahead of its time”
There is the potential to see something like the Sport 
Classic range again. We were too early with the idea, 
and maybe we didn’t communicate the concept well 
enough. I don’t know if it needs to be a high-tech, 
high-performance bike, because people now want 
bikes that are easy going,  Some people were scared of 
Ducatis – we produced the Scrambler for this reason. 

The rider can dominate the bike. It changes the 
psychological effect the bike has on you – sometimes 
you feel you have to prove something to yourself when 
you ride a supersport bike, for example. But if you can’t 
give 100% of the bike’s ability, you want something 
that demands nothing from you.
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How far have electric race bikes 
really come? We ride John 

McGuinness’s TT Zero-winning 
Mugen Shinden to find out...

Words Alan Cathcart / Photography Takuro Nagami

R
ACING IMPROVES THE breed, right? 
Yet the ever-increasing performance of 
E-Superbikes has until now been almost 
exclusively driven by the success of 
American companies MotoCzysz and 
Mission Motors. In the absence of Italy’s 
Energica Ego (which PB tested last 
month) from the racetrack, it’s taken 

Japan’s Mugen to finally break the American dominance of 
this increasingly less arcane race class. They’ve posted 1-2 
finishes at the last two Isle of Man TT Zero events, courtesy 
of Kiwi Bruce Anstey, runner-up each time, and his 
victorious team-mate John McGuinness.

We’re at a sunny Motegi circuit to ride McGuinness’s TT 
Zero-winning Mugen Shinden Yon, and holding up the 
waiting Suzuki MotoGP team from taking their turn on the 
track... This layout, though shorter than the full GP circuit, 
allows full exploitation of the bike’s slippery aerodynamics, 
and a stern test of how it stops, turns and goes. Plus, 
McGuinness is on hand to show us how it should be done.

The immediate impression is of how normal it feels to sit 
on – this is a superbike that just happens to be powered by 
an electric motor. Although it’s a fair old stretch to the bars 
(which actually helps you tuck away behind the screen in a 
straight line) the 790mm seat height delivers a rational 
stance that’s pretty comfortable as well as spacious. And 
thanks to the way designer Kunio Yoshimi has cleverly 
waisted the carbon-fibre frame’s twin spars, you can tuck 
your knees in pretty tightly, too. It doesn’t have the Mission 
Lightning’s flawed riding position with too wide a seat 
that’s probably a function of maximising battery space, and 
the result is that, like the MotoCzysz, you feel more like a 
part of the bike rather than perched a little precariously on 
top of what seems a top-heavy package, with less than 
ideal steering and the resultant lack of confidence this 

of 
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THE MOTOR
The casing housing the rotor that is the motor’s sole moving

part was machined from magnesium billet – a costly process

which took three days of CNC time. The motor is mounted

low down beneath the swingarm pivot, in the optimum

location for ideal handling at the rear of the converter. Mugen

say the bike produces more than 148bhp at the output shaft,

running at 8000rpm, with a constant (and massive) 162lb.ft of

torque delivered from 1rpm. This is transmitted to the rear

wheel via a direct single-speed transmission with gear-driven

primary reduction and chain final drive. There’s no gearbox.

WHEELS
With the accent on weight-saving for the

cycle parts, it’s quite a surprise to find the

Mugen uses (admittedly gorgeous)

Marchesini forged magnesium wheels,

rather than the even lighter BST carbon

fibre wheels employed on the MotoCzysz.

The Marchesinis are shod with Dunlop

rubber, and though the two bikes present

at Motegi on a gloriously dry autumn day

each had a lightly treaded D212 GP

front tyre, one had a 195/65 rear slick and

the other a 200/70 treaded D212. Both

riders used slicks in the Isle of Man,

apparently.

BATTERY PACK
The carbon battery pack casing with Kevlar-reinforced 

edges and joints is slotted inside the frame, but isn’t a 

load-carrying component. The lithium-ion pouch cell batteries 

are supplied by sponsor Hitachi through its Maxell subsidiary, 

and are air-cooled via an internally ducted system in the 

bodywork. The batteries take five hours to recharge from zero 

to 95% capacity via a 240V power source.

causes. In brief, The Mugen is 
welcoming and comfy.

To boot up the bike, turn on the 
power supply via the main switch 
on the left handlebar, flick off the 
killswitch on the right one, watch 
the row of green lights across the 
top of the dash illuminate, then 
when they’re all lit up you can 
twist – and go. With Map 1 
selected of the two available, the 
ride-by-wire throttle delivers 
strong but not awe-inspiring 
acceleration until you’ve really 
got rolling. The ECU reduces the 
percentage of torque available at 
low revs until it reckons it’s OK to 
let you give it the berries. You can 
whack it hard open almost as 
soon as you’re off the mark, but 
the controller won’t deliver all the 
goods until it reckons it’s safe to 
do so. Call it E-TC. The power 

curve has been sanitised down 
low to make sure there’s no 

risk of looping it (as was the 
case with early E-racers), 
but beyond a certain 
speed there’s maximum 
performance from the motor, and the fabulous 
horizontal torque delivery curve is what makes 

riding E-bikes so addictively thrilling. 
Even fitted with ultra-long TT gearing, the 

Mugen doesn’t disappoint at Motegi, even if its 
straightline performance is ultimately the equivalent 

of a sorted 600 sportsbike. That’s a function not only of 
the long gearing but also of the power-to-weight ratio, 
mitigated by the much hunkier torque delivery. But 
without any need to work the gearbox to keep the engine 
running up high, that performance is immediately 
accessible at all times once beyond a certain speed. 
Selecting Map 2 softens the power and torque delivery for 
a damp track surface or a tight corner exit on a dry track.

Yet even in the sportier map, the Mugen is even more 
rideable than any of the Yank tanks we’ve ridden, and that 
makes it an ideal TT bike that feels controllable yet 
responsive – it doesn’t have the same aggressive pick-up 
from a closed throttle that makes riding the otherwise 
admirable MotoCzysz hard a bit of a challenge. That’s a 
characteristic which extends to the Mugen’s handling, 
which as far as we’re concerned sets new E-bike standards. 

The Nissin brakes are phenomenally good at hauling 
down such a heavy package from high speed, even if it 
takes a while to find your braking markers because of the 
deceptive way the Mugen keeps on accelerating hard. But 
while the amount of regen braking dialled into the ECU 
map is useable without being particularly noticeable in 
terms of delivering what amounts to engine braking, it 
would be nice to be able to vary it for different corners or 
sections of the track as you can on the five-way MotoCzysz 
system – less for a series of flowing corners, or turn it off 
altogether to keep up turn-in speed, more for hard stops 
followed by slow turns. You can’t do that on the Mugen, 
and we reckon the firm may be missing a trick here.

But in our second session I start to use both brakes to 
something approaching their true potential – it feels 
awkward at first squeezing hard on the left bar-mounted 
scooter/bicycle-type rear brake lever, especially trail-
braking into the chicane at one end of the Motegi short 



‘It’s completely silent at high 

speed, with just a remote 

whine from the motor’
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DASH
The exquisitely engineered Shinden Yon epitomises electrical

excellence on two wheels, and is clad in wind-tunnel 

developed bodywork aimed at maximising top speed, as 

monitored by the TFT dash whose main reading clearly 

shows which map is selected out of the two available. This 

makes it all the more surprising that John McGuinness 

sacrificed his 120mph lap at the 2015 TT by starting out on 

the slower of the two maps, and only realised he’d done so 

after the fast sections down Bray Hill and out of Union Mills! 

There’s a speedometer to let you know how fast you’re 

going, plus a tacho sweeping across the top of the unit, and 

three temperature readings across the bottom for controller, 

motor and batteries, with the rate of charge being consumed 

and the actual percentage amount remaining shown on the 

right hand side. Looks like they already have everything they 

need for the streetbike version...

SUSPENSION
Showa’s latest MotoGP-spec fully 

adjustable 48mm Big Piston Fork is 

employed, set at a 23º rake with 105mm 

of trail. To save weight, it has no springs, 

instead using pressurised gas damping 

in the left leg, and compressed air only in 

the right. Together with a variable-rate 

link there’s a conventional gas rear shock 

that’s adjustable for high and low speed 

compression damping, plus rebound 

and preload. 

The Shinden sets 
new electric bike 

handling standards



ENGINE ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

Type Oil-cooled, three-phase DC motor 

with liquid-cooled inverter/controller

Capacity 410V

Fuelling Fly by wire throttle

Power 148bhp @ 8000rpm

Torque 162lb.ft @1rpm

CHASSIS |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Frame Carbon-fibre twin-spar

Front suspension 48mm fully adjustable 

Showa BPF forks

Rear suspension Fully adjustable Showa 

monoshock

Front brakes 2 x 320mm discs with

six-piston Nissin calipers

Rear brakes 220mm disc with twin-piston 

caliper, supplementary regenerative braking

DIMENSIONS |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

Wheelbase 1485mm

Rake/trail 23°/105mm

Weight 250kg (wet, claimed)

Seat height 790mm

Fuel capacity 38 miles from one charge 

(five hours at 240V) at TT Zero race speed

THE SPECS

MUGEN  
SHINDEN YON

PERFORMANCEBIKES.CO.UK62

BALANCE
The Mugen’s carbon-fibre frame supporting this 

electric power package carries it quite far forward in 

a 1485mm wheelbase, whose length is presumably 

aimed at encouraging stability, reducing wheelies 

under acceleration, and providing more real estate to 

position as many all-important battery cells as 

possible. But with a 55/45% forward weight bias, the 

front Dunlop is loaded up to maximise grip and 

optimise turn speed – maintaining momentum is the 

key to avoid consuming vital charge unnecessarily. 

ELECTRONIC BRAIN
Mounted horizontally beneath the battery pack is the 

liquid-cooled controller/inverter developed in-house 

by Mugen, which acts as its E-Superbike’s ECU by 

controlling the current supplied by the Maxell batteries 

to the oil-cooled three-phase brushless DC motor. It’s 

entirely constructed by Mugen. 
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the MotoCzysz. Unlike the Mission R’s utterly thrilling
scream of speed uttered via its straight-cut primary
reduction gears, the Mugen wafts along silently at high
speed, with just a remote whine from the motor. There are
zero emissions, but also zero decibels – all you can hear is
the swish of Dunlops on tarmac, plus a little chain noise,
but that’s all. There isn’t even much wind roar from under
your helmet, thanks to the Mugen E-bike’s effective
streamlining – it’s uncanny, and a little underwhelming.
The visceral thrill of mechanical sound is a key contributor
to the thrill of going fast, whether emanating from the
exhaust, the primary drive, or the engine itself, and riding
the Mugen at high speed underlines that.

Having hosted its annual MotoGP race the previous
month, the Motegi track surface is billiard table smooth, so

no basis for comparison with the Isle of Man. But the
meaty-looking Showa BPF forks do a great job of
countering the massive combined weight transfer of
batteries and rider under the balls-out braking the
Nissin package invites. No street-sweeping with a
lifted rear wheel, no weaving around your chosen
line, the Mugen just stops level and poised. This is
helped by using the rear brake first, as it’s easy to do
with the handlebar-mounted lever. McGuinness
must have liked that, being used to a thumb brake on
his TT Hondas, for a hard stop from high speed,
loading up the rear wheel before hitting the front
six-pot brakes. But on what would have been a
third-gear sweeper on a 600 at the end of the pit
straight, the Mugen’s forward weight bias gives loads
of confidence in keeping up corner speed. This is just
a very addictive motorcycle that would be great on
a twisty country road at the height of summer.

And that’s where we hope the Mugen 
Shinden is heading one of these days. 
Mugen CEO Tomoyuki Hashimoto says 
the company is working on it. “We are 
considering going into production with 
the Shinden, to sell worldwide,” he 
says. “We’re looking at every possibility, 
and this will probably take a minimum 
of two or three years. But we would like 
to find a way to bring this technology to 
customers.” Until then, take it from us: the 
breed is improving more every year.

BRAKES
Twin front 320mm Nissin discs are

gripped by radially-mounted six-piston 

calipers aimed at effectively stopping a 

bike weighing 250kg. The lever to operate 

the 220mm rear disc via a twin-piston 

caliper replaces the clutch lever on the 

left handlebar, and the conventional brake 

package is coupled with supplementary 

regenerative braking whose pre-chosen 

level is incorporated in the two distinct 

riding maps included in the ECU. 

It varies in each of them, but cannot 

be adjusted by the rider.

WEIGHT
Weight is an E-bike’s biggest enemy, with the massive 

battery pack needed to power the 2015 TT Zero-

winning Mugen Shinden Yon round one lap of the 

37.73-mile Isle of Man TT Course at racing speeds 

dominating its architecture. So to counter this, 

designer Kunio Yoshimi has created a slim, aero-

friendly, twin-spar chassis which, like the swingarm, 

fairing, ‘tank’ shroud and mudguards is made from 

carbon fibre, and was cured in the company’s own 

autoclave oven in its Tokyo HQ.

circuit. But even with the Mugen’s 
heavy weight I can brake with 
complete stability and poise from 
an indicated 200kph at the 
150-metre mark down to 40kph for 
the tight right entry. Plus, even 
using the rear brake very hard, 
there is no risk of chattering the 
rear Dunlop. The Mugen steers 
easily and predictably as it’s laid 
into turns on the brakes, and again 
lifting it from side to side in the 
flip-flop chicane, without feeling 
like it wants to fall on its side as 
more top-heavy E-bikes packed to 
the gills with batteries do. 

The architecture of the Shinden 
has been carefully thought out, the 
battery pack mounted high enough 
in the chassis to prevent ground 
clearance problems at full lean, yet 
without making it feel top-heavy. 

The Mugen is quieter than any 
other E-racer I’ve ridden, besides 

It doesn’t feel as 
top-heavy as you’d 
expect once you’re 

up to speed

McG’s particular 
way of saying 
‘Don’t crash it’
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“IT’S A BIG RACING SCOOTER...’

I
DIDN’T REALLY KNOW what to expect when Mugen
asked me to ride an electric bike for them in 2012,
having never ridden one before. I talked to Michael
Rutter about it; he’d already won the 2011 race on the
MotoCzysz, and I’d seen him running away with it for

a while, so it was a no-brainer to have a go at beating him.
“My first ride of it was here at Motegi – it was frosty with

ice on the track. I was well nervous, and didn’t know what
to expect; you just get on with it, don’t you? But anyone can
jump on and ride an electric bike because it’s such a simple
thing to ride. Twist-and-go – it’s just a big racing scooter,
with linear power delivery from a pretty small motor.

“When I first started riding the Mugen at the TT I was
swapping back and forth between that and my normal
bikes, but it wasn’t difficult to do that because in the early
days it didn’t have the speed. About 125mph was tops, and
compared to 200mph on a superbike with 200–plus
horsepower, it was pretty docile. You jump on those things
and they want to hurt you – they’re spinning up, unstable
as hell and sometimes you don’t know what you’re going to
get from them. But on the Mugen I just have an ear-to-ear
smile all the way – I love riding it. It gets the best out of you
as a rider, because it gives you time to get on the perfect
line, and lets you make it really flow.

“The first year I could open my sandwich box and have a
buttie going down the Sulby Straight, because it wasn’t 
very fast. But now I’m working hard the entire lap, thinking 

way ahead because the
window’s narrowed as it’s
got faster; you’ve now got
to be inch-perfect the
entire lap. We’ve gone
from 102mph to 119mph
in four years – a huge step
forward. We’d have got a
120mph lap in 2015 if I’d
not selected the rain map
on the startline by
mistake. Heading towards
Union Mills I realised
what I’d done, so I put it
into Map 1 and off I went
to the chequered flag. We missed 120mph by five seconds.

“You have to be careful over Ballaugh Bridge or Ballacrye
because of all the weight in the frame. I back off slightly in
Ballacrye just to be sure. I snapped a chain at Parliament
Square in the 2009 Senior because I used a powershifter from
first to second going through neutral, and after that I’ve
always tried to be friendlier with my race bikes. In TT Zero you
only have one lap, so just one chance of winning, and if
anything preventable happened to stop that I’d kick myself.

“We don’t have to worry about battery life – you just ride it
as hard as you can. What would I change about it? Everybody 
wants more power, but I wouldn’t change much else.”

 Shinden’s 
extra speed 
now requires 
pin-perfect 
accuracy for 
every corner of 
the one-lap  
TT Zero

John McGuinness has won two TTs on a Mugen. Talking 
to PB at Motegi, he gave us his take on electric racing
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SPECIAL / TRIUMPH DAYTONA 675RS

DEAN CATTON
To the best of his knowledge, Dean has 

 no royal blood in him, although 

considering the number of blood 

transfusions he has received as a result 

of crashing bikes, he may be wrong. 
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When Dean Catton set out to build a Triumph Daytona 675RS, 
he didn’t anticipate crossing paths with the monarchy...

Words Jon Urry / Photography Simon Lee

T
HE BIKE HAS quite  
a strange history; its 
previous owner was 
Prince Harry.” Dean 
Catton casually drops 
this bombshell as we 
stand admiring his 
Daytona 675 special. 

Or ‘Daytona 675RS’ as he has named 
the bike. It’s not every day that PB 
finds itself in the vicinity of something 
that has been ridden by royalty, so 
how on earth did Dean come to own 
this particular bike? And more 
importantly, will I get sent to the 
Tower if I throw it up the road?

“I bought the Daytona in 2009 after 
smashing my wrists up on a YZF-R6. 

Before the accident I had debated 
buying a triple, but it was such a 
different riding experience to an 
inline four that I didn’t take the 
plunge. Then, when I was getting 
back onto bikes again, I test rode 
another Triumph and decided to go 
for it. I had £5000 from the insurance 
payout and so I contacted a mate at 
Triumph and asked if he knew of any 
bikes kicking around the factory for 
sale, because at the time used 
Daytonas were rare,” Dean explains.

Despite specifying ideally a black or 
grey bike, a week later he got a call 
telling him there was a bike for sale 
but that he needed to know a few 
things about it first...



“My mate told me he had located a 
lovely, totally standard bike, but not 
only was it red, it was also Prince 
Harry’s old bike. I thought he was 
joking, but it turned out Triumph had 
just given Harry a 2009 model and 
this was his old one. I snapped it up, 
although sadly it doesn’t have his 
name in the logbook.”

Annoyingly, Dean can’t find any 
photographs of Harry on the bike, but 
that doesn’t really bother him 
because, as you can see, it doesn’t look 
anything like a standard Daytona 675 
now. And no, stripping it down didn’t 
reveal any ginger pubes.

“Initially I was worried about riding 
a sportsbike again as my wrists were 
pretty  

bad,” says Dean. “But the
Daytona was fine. I love
modifying bikes so it wasn’t
long before I started to tweak
it, adding the usual tail tidy
and screen. But then I 
decided to go the whole hog
and make it into an R model.
Which is when it became an
obsession.”

It wasn’t until 2011 that
Triumph released the Daytona
675R, so Dean initially got the
jump on them, but he now calls
his bike an RS so as not to look
like he is copying the factory’s lead.
Not only this, but he has also gone
one step further than Triumph when
it comes to enhancing the
performance of the Daytona 675.

“I was lucky when I was building
the bike,” Dean admits. “At the

point it turned into an
obsession I was working at a

bike dealership, which
meant I could get parts

at cost price. When you 
are building a special, 

ELECTRICS
A Bazzaz standalone quickshifter is a simple 

plug-and-play unit while the Watsen LED 

indicators cost a whopping £100 from 

America. Made from aluminium, they are 

colour-matched and sit flush to the fairing. The 

rear indicators are integrated into the brake 

light. The dash is an HM race unit.

BRAKES AND WHEELS
Brembo M4 monoblock calipers are matched 

 to a Brembo 19/20 master cylinder and Hel 

lines. OE calipers required spacers to match 

the Ducati 999R Marchesini front wheel. 

Dean has a matching 999R rear wheel that 

should slot in once it’s had new bearings.

TATTOO
Dean’s anatomically correct (if you ignore 

the cogs) tattoo shows the metal plates, 

screws and fractures from his R6 

accident that the X-ray revealed. He is 

planning a similar one for his leg to show 

the damage a 50cc scooter can do.
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his attention to the Triumph’s 
suspension. Rather than simply 
buying a set of 675R Öhlins forks, he
opted for the more affordable K-Tech
route, with a set of SKK internals. It 
still cost £1200, but was cheaper than
a new set of R&T forks. The 675R 
Öhlins rear shock was a lucky eBay 
purchase and at £500 was a bargain.

“I honestly didn’t think the 
suspension would make that much 
difference,” Dean remembers. “But it
transformed the bike, it’s absolutely 
amazing, and was the best money I 
have spent on the RS. However with
the new suspension and more 
powerful engine it needed a better 
steering damper, so I junked the 
horrible OE one and replaced it with a
Bitubo unit.”

 

saving a third off the RRP of parts 
makes a huge difference. I didn’t go 
mad and only bought parts as and 
when I could afford them, but the 
saving helped me justify the expense 
and speed up the whole project.”

Bit by bit the RS started to take 
shape and began to match the image 
Dean had in his head, but it was still a 

slow process as he refused to 
compromise on his vision  

for the bike.
“I’ve been through 
so many exhausts. It 

started on a 
standard one, 

which I 
swapped that 
for a TOR 
Triumph race 
exhaust, then 
replaced that 
with an Arrow, 

which was 
disappointingly 

quiet. That then 
gave way to an 

Akrapovic, which was

really nice and had a big, fat link pipe. 
But it didn’t look racy enough as it had 
a heat shield. I wanted to give the RS 
a supersport racer look and that 
meant the titanium MHP can.”

With eBay helping fund each 
upgrade as Dean sold the old pipes 
and any standard parts he had 
removed, the RS project was shaping 
up nicely before disaster struck.

“I was on a rideout with a few 
mates when the bike started to cut 
out. When I pulled over, smoke was 
billowing out from under the seat, so I 
removed it to take a look,” Dean 
recalls. “The reg/rec had overcharged 
the battery and caused it to expand 
and blow acid out. It had fried the 
ECU, wiring loom and reg/rec. 
Luckily Triumph sorted the damage 
out as a goodwill gesture as it would 
have cost £3500 in parts and labour.” 
Overheating reg/recs on first-gen 
675s are common and it is worth 
checking out how to reposition  
the unit if you own one.

With the bike up and 
running again, Dean turned

SEAT
Stock seat can be uncomfortable on long 

rides so Dean got his re-covered to match 

the new look and add padding. This bike 

gets ridden every day and practicality 

was a key factor during its transformation.

SUSPENSION
Standard Daytona 675 forks with

K-Tech’s 25mm SKK internals. The

shock is an Öhlins TTX36 unit,

bought for £500 on eBay from a

broken 675R. It is only available new

directly from Triumph as they have

sole rights to its distribution. Kais

set it up for road use.

SWINGARM
The later 2011 Daytona 675R swingarm 

fits directly into the older bike’s chassis, 

as does the R model’s Öhlins TTX36 

shock and lighter rear wheel. The 

swingarm is an ex-BSS item, bought 

from Triumph racer Luke Jones.

EXHAUST
Dean has found no noticeable power 

differences between all the cans he has 

tested, but the titanium MHP end can 

looks the best and the Akrapovic spat 

out the most impressive flames. 
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After upgrading the brakes to 
Brembos, Dean started to explore the
possibility of lightweight wheels.

“The rear wheel is a standard 675
one, but the front is a Marchesini
forged alloy wheel from a Ducati
999R. It cost me less than £200 on
eBay. I needed to replace the bearings
to match the Daytona axle, then space
out the Brembo calipers as the Ducati
has 320mm discs and the Triumph
308mm, but that was simple. I really
wanted a set of lightweight wheels
and at £200 you can’t argue, but
to be honest I didn’t really 
notice the difference as the 
Triumph front wheel was 
very light anyway,” 
Dean admits.

A few more cosmetic 
changes and the RS 
was taking shape, 
although Dean wasn’t 
able to ride it. A massive 
scooter accident left him 
with a smashed leg and

NUMBERPLATE
Dean has paid £120 in fines for 

this plate already.

phone calls soon uncovered a 2011 
675R swingarm and wheel, which 
thankfully bolted straight in.”

Despite going as far as removing 
the engine during his ‘cleaning 
session’, Dean’s leg healed before he 

had saved up enough money to 
tune the motor so he left it at a 

quick swap of sprocket 
sizes (up two teeth on 

the rear, down one on 
the front) and it was 

back out on the 
road. Which is 
where this bike 
spends most of 
its time, in all 
weather.

“I didn’t want 
a bike that was 

going to sit in the 
garage,” he says. 

“Why go through 
the grief of building 

a special if you’re not 
going to ride it?”

two years off bikes. With time on his 
hands, and his love for the RS 
undeterred, giving the bike a quick 
clean soon resulted in a total strip 
down and rebuild.

“I removed the subframe to paint it 
white then didn’t stop,” says Dean. 
“The next thing I knew the 
bike was stripped and I 
had rounded a nut 
trying to remove the 
swingarm. A few 

STEERING DAMPER
The increase in torque and reduction in 

weight that Dean has achieved while 

creating the RS (not to mention the 

race-spec, ex-BSS tyres, gearing change 

and lighter front wheel) has required an 

adjustable Bitubo steering damper. 

GUY MARTIN’S SIGNATURE
“I met Guy when I had my broken leg. He 

was well impressed I had damaged myself 

so badly on a 50cc scooter.”



ENGINE |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

675cc Triumph Daytona 675 engine. MWR air filter, Triumph racing velocity stacks, MHP exhaust matched to

standard Triumph downpipes and a de-cat link pipe with secondary air valve removed. Samco hoses and Evans

water-free coolant. TuneBoy re-map of the stock Triumph ECU with air restrictions and O2 sensor removed. Bazzaz

quickshifter, HM race dash. Renthal sprockets with two teeth more on the rear and one less on the front than

standard. DID X-ring 520-pitch chain. GB Racing engine covers.

CHASSIS ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Standard 2007 Daytona 675 frame with a 2011 Daytona 675R swingarm, K-Tech SKK 25mm fork internals in OE

forks, Öhlins TTX36 shock, Bitubo steering damper. Brembo M4 four-piston monoblock calipers with a Brembo

master cylinder, Hel twin lines, Brembo 320mm discs and SBS pads. Ducati 999R Marchesini front wheel with new

bearings, 2012 Daytona 675R rear wheel. Gilles rearsets and chain adjustors, ASV levers, Bonamici clip-ons. HRC

rear brake reservoir. Tech spec tank grip with custom seat. 2009 Daytona 675 nose cowl with race front subframe.

DEAN’S 2007 TRIUMPH DAYTONA 675RS

THE SPECS
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DEAN’S DAYTONA 675RS shows

how good modifications can really

enhance an already excellent

standard machine, and that you

don’t need to break the bank to

create a properly good road bike.

From the moment the HM Racing

dash illuminates and briefly shows

‘Triumph’ before reverting to a nice

and clear display I love the RS. Not

only does the fact it was once

owned by a member of the royalty

make me laugh, but everything

about the bike works together to

ensure you enjoy the ride. So many

times with the specials I ride this

simply isn’t the case.

We took the RS to the Cat and

Fiddle road in the Peak District, a

stretch of tarmac as notorious for

the number of crashes it sees as it

is for its unending bends. We

couldn’t have picked a better route

as it played perfectly to the

strengths of the Triumph’s chassis.

The Daytona 675 has always been

a great handling road bike, but the

modifications Dean has done make

his RS even better. Because he has

gone to K-Tech and bought a set of

specific internals, rather than just

stuck a set of random eBay Öhlins

R&T forks in, the front end feels like

it belongs to the bike. The K-tech kit

is compliant and soft on the bumps,

yet still focused and firm in the

bends, giving huge amounts of

feedback and therefore confidence.

I’m so used to riding specials with

‘ex-race’ forks in them that feel like

solid girders and refuse to give any

feedback that it is a pleasure to

actually feel the front end of the

Daytona dip under brakes and

absorb bumps. Knee-down in

October – that’s how confidence-

inspiring this Daytona is. And it isn’t

over the top, either, which on a road

bike is a real blessing.

The Brembo brakes are strong,

but not stupidly so, meaning you

don’t have to worry about locking

the front accidentally. And the

engine is also perfect for road use.

When Dean said he had lowered the

gearing I was worried it would ruin

the traditional lazy feeling of the

triple. It doesn’t, if anything it makes

it better. True, you need to shift

gears a bit more, but it is nowhere

near as frantic as something like an

R6, thanks to the triple’s long

spread of torque. The quickshifter

was an added bonus when I

WHAT’S IT LIKE TO RIDE?

remembered to use it and you can’t

beat an occasional pop and bang on

the over-run.

My only grumble is the bike’s lack

of mirrors, which drove me to

distraction on the road. Other than

that, it is a lovely bike and I like the

fact Dean has been sensible with his

money (excluding his exhaust fetish)

when creating it, rather than just

opening his cheque book and signing

his life away. Great effort, Dean.

FAIRING
The main fairing is standard 2007 

Daytona 675 but the nose cone is taken 

from a later 2009 model and fits straight 

on. Even the red paint is identical. The 

white is a vinyl sticker done by Pittys 

Custom Vinyls, while the ‘79’ racing 

number is Dean’s birth year.

Dean’s RS plays to the stock bike’s strengths

 Suspension 
mods combine 
with sublime 
stock chassis to 
fill you with 
confidence

 Cat and Fiddle 
was the perfect 
proving ground for 
this special
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K
TM’S RC8 R is probably the only 
sportsbike on the planet that 
properly fits normal blokes. 
Designed to fit burly Austrians, it 
combines great ergonomics with 

unique styling and a grunty, fluid V-twin 
power delivery that makes it a superb road 
bike. And you can get them for under £5k.

The RC8 was KTM’s first and (so far) only 
superbike. Its crazy, insect-like looks wowed 
everyone when the prototypes of the bike 
were unveiled in 2003 and still looked fresh 
when the production bike appeared in 2008.  

The RC8 was up against Ducati’s 1098 and 
Aprilia’s RSV1000, but despite looking mad, 
was actually playing a different game to 
both of these. On our first ride of the bike we 
were amazed at how easy it was to ride, how 

comfortable it was and how well-appointed 
the suspension and running gear were.

The 1148cc V-twin had a huge amount of 
midrange shunt. Although the fuelling was 
snatchy at low rpm, it delivered enough 
grunt. And once you got used to anticipating 
that kick in the ass it was devastatingly 
effective – and still is.

The chassis complements it perfectly – at 
just 199kg wet, some 600s are heavier and 
there is a beautiful neutrality to the bike that 
makes it utterly confidence-inspiring on 
unknown roads. 

In fact, to this day there are still very few 
bikes that are better for fast road riding than 
an RC8. Above 100mph you sit there in total 
comfort, guiding the sweet-steering chassis, 
gleaning every kind of information you’d 

want from the informative, unique dash. It’s 
stable, responsive, up for it and 
unencumbered by traction control or any 
unnecessary electronic intervention. 

Suspension and brake set-up is class-
leading, too. KTM own WP suspension so  
it’s no surprise that every RC8 ever built 
comes with WP units. They’re superb quality 
and very adjustable, too. There’s a sticker 
under the seat with KTM’s specific 
suspension set-ups for road and track, and 
these work perfectly – turning the bike from 
a compliant B-road blaster to a tactile 
trackday front-runner.

In fact, everything is so adjustable – seat 
height, bars, footrests, ride-height – and 
because of this it’s easy to see how people fall 
in love with RC8s – especially considering 
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The overlooked European superbike
makes a sound used buy for lovers

of the alternative a roach

Words Matt Wildee, Jon Urry / Photography Bauer archive, KTM 

KTM RC8
BUYING GUIDE

MODEL HISTORY

The first RC8 arrived 

in 2008 and came 

with an 1148cc 

engine that made a 

claimed 155bhp 

(equating to a 

realistic 137bhp). 

The RC8 R joined 

the model range in 

2009 and brought 

with it a larger

capacity 1195cc 

engine thanks to a 

2mm bigger bore 

that KTM claimed 

made a claimed 

168bhp. The R also 

featured an orange 

frame, uprated WP 

suspension and 

higher-spec Brembo 

brakes.

In 2010 the RC8 

was discontinued 

and in 2011 a new 

twin-spark head saw 

the RC8 R’s power 

increased to a 

claimed 175bhp 

while the chassis 

also received 

upgrades.

The last RC8 R

was released in 

2012, adding a 

slipper clutch, and 

very slight chassis 

and styling mods. 

A track-only RC8 

R was released in 

2011, with slick tyres, 

higher-spec engine, 

slipper clutch and 

Akrapovic exhaust.

how easily the bike can be much improved 
with fuelling mods and other simple tweaks. 

It got even better in 2009, with a more 
powerful homologation-special RC8 R, 
which pushed capacity up to 1195cc. By 
2011, every bike was called an RC8 R – and 
this bike is our choice. The fuelling problems 
of old had been largely eliminated and the 
new twin-spark motor has a huge amount of 
midrange and a genuine 160bhp at the back 
wheel, and with even better suspension and 
handling. It is the most refined, most-
finished member of the RC8 family and is 
captivating in every way. 

The latest RC8 is still on sale new now, 
priced at £13,495, but there are some truly 
great used buys out there, however deep 
your pockets are.

 2008 RC8  2009 RC8 R  2011 RC8 R Track  2011 RC8 R
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Fave mod Fitting an

Akrapovic system

not only makes the

bike sound amazing,

it also gives it a 

strong boost in the 

midrange, which you 

need against 

modern 1000s on 

track. Fitting a 

quickshifter seems 

to smooth out the 

lumpy gearbox, too.

What do you love 

about your RC8? 

The styling is still

futuristic; it is

different to

everything out. The

V-twin’s torque is 

amazing and the 

RC8 handles 

beautifully when you 

get the suspension 

set up correctly.

What do you 

dislike about it? My 

RC8 R made 

156bhp, which was 

about 40bhp down 

on a modern 1000

and a bit frustrating 

when you are on

track. It used to go 

through water pump 

seals but replacing 

them is a cheap and 

easy job. The Track 

was better, and more 

powerful, but 

compared to BMW 

S1000RRs and 

Japanese 

sportsbikes it lacked 

the power and 

electronics to be 

competitive on the

British scene. Sadly

this year I have had

to change to a

Kawasaki to be

competitive simply

because the RC8

was underpowered.

Any advice for

potential owners?

Give one a go, the

V-twin engine is very

reliable and has 

loads of torque, and 

the chassis handles 

beautifully. I really

miss racing my RC8

and I would

recommend them to 

anyone looking for a 

trackday bike. Buy 

the RC8 R over the 

RC8 as it has all the 

performance

upgrades already 

fitted and is a much 

better bike.

CHECK THE FITTING

Seat height can be adjusted by 20mm to 

805mm or 825mm, the footpegs have spacers 

to allow them to be repositioned and the bars

can be moved up and down. Check the bike

has spacers and see what position the pegs/

bars/seat are set at if it doesn’t feel comfy.

GEARBOX

KTM used parts from the LC8’s gearbox in 

the RC8 nd it wasn’t quite up to the job. Early 

RC8 models suffered from the bike jumping 

out of gear, something KTM sorted with a ‘TI’ 

(see above) that involved swapping the gear 

selector drum for a new one. Ensure this has 

been done if you are buying an RC8, 

it is standard on the R models.

WATER PUMP SEAL

The water pump seal is a weak point, so keep

an eye on the breather hole on the back of the

pump. If the seal goes, water or oil can gather

in the breather. Replacing the seal is simple

and the part only costs a few quid.

EXHAUST

A new Akrapovic titanium

EVO6 exhaust system

costs an eye-watering

£2500, and despite the

expense quite a few

owners have them fitted.

When buying a used bike it 

is worth holding out for

one with an Akrapovic

exhaust as it makes a 

noticeable difference to 

the power delivery. It is 

catastrophically loud so 

ensure the stock exhaust 

is included in the deal and 

be very aware of trackday 

noise limits.

SPRAG CLUTCH

As with any V-twin, watch 

out for a damaged sprag 

clutch. When the starter is 

pushed, listen out for a 

clattering or squeaking 

sound that indicates the 

sprag clutch is on its way 

out. Replacing it involves 

removing the flywheel and 

that’s a bill of around £200 

plus parts.

WE OWN ONE!

DARREN RUMLEY 2010 RC8 R & 2012 RC8 R TRACK

WHAT TO LOOK FOR
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Fave mod When I

first got the bike

I hated the fuelling.

The throttle response

was so snatchy it 

was almost 

unrideable, but then I 

got the Power 

Commander 

removed and the 

stock ECU remapped 

and the bike was 

transformed. While I 

love the sound of the 

JCE exhaust, and the 

fact it spits flames, 

the remap is the best

money I have ever

spent on the bike.

You can pay a

fortune for an 

Akrapovic system, 

but the JCE end can 

is considerably 

cheaper and makes 

good power when 

combined with a 

K&N air filter.

What do you love 

about your RC8? 

My bike may be the 

smaller capacity

model, but it still

makes 145bhp at the

rear wheel with

88lb.ft of torque and 

has simply fantastic 

midrange. The 

chassis is superb, as 

are the brakes, and I 

love its styling – it’s 

just different to a 

run-of-the-mill 

Japanese bike. The 

chassis’ adjustability 

means you can tailor 

it to yourself, too.

What do you dislike

about it? Aside from

the fuelling issues

when I first got it, the

clutch was also a 

problem. The bike 

was really hard to get 

into gear, so I 

swapped the KTM 

clutch plates for 

some EBC ones and 

that cured the issue. 

My only real 

complaint now is the 

seat feels like it is 

made from wood!

Any advice for 

potential owners? 

Don’t take it to any 

old workshop, find 

someone like Dave 

Wood Racing who 

specializes and 

understands the 

bike’s quirks. A bad 

RC8 isn’t very nice, 

but a well-sorted 

one is beautiful.

AIR FILTER

KTM recommend the air filter is cleaned at

the 6000-mile service, but this is quite a long 

time and it often gets clogged up. If the bike 

feels a bit asthmatic, chances are the filter is 

blocked. It’s a simple item to get to and the 

OE KTM air filter can be cleaned and reused.

THROTTLE BALANCE

Big V-twins are very susceptible to 

unbalanced throttle bodies and if the RC8’s 

units are out of balance the bike can become 

a real pig at low speed with a jerky response 

and unwillingness to tickover smoothly.

TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS

KTM make rolling improvements to their bikes 

in what they call Technical Improvements, or 

‘TIs’. Only KTM dealers have access to these 

and it is worth ensuring they have been 

completed. You can check a bike’s history via 

KTM’s website or at a KTM dealer.

THE MECHANIC’S VIEW

Mark White from M&M 

Motorcycles (01780 482277) 

explains how KTM are trying 

to put him out of a job...

“I don’t see many RC8s for anything other 

than tyre changes, but they’re not hard to 

work on. Though they do have their quirks. 

“To do the oil you need to remove the 

lower panels, which is easy, but the oil filter 

and drain plug are on the left hand side of 

the engine and not the bottom. And there are 

two drain plugs. Get the bike on its sidestand 

and it’s a very easy process. 

“The sump plugs have filters on them, and 

you can either clean them or replace the 

whole units (KTM sell a service kit for around 

£30). The filter cover has a seal, so change 

this, and remove the filter with a magnet 

rather than try and grip it with a set of pliers. 

It sounds complicated but isn’t and there are 

loads of ‘how to’ guides on the internet. 

The RC8 has the feeling of being designed 

by people who expect you to work on the 

bike yourself. That’s nice for a modern bike, 

but puts me out of a job!”

SERVICING

Initially, KTM advised the RC8’s engine was 

serviced every 4500 miles but this was 

subsequently extended to 6000 miles. This 

annual service should cost in the region of 

£200 and involves the usual oil and filter 

changes. The major service is at 12,000 miles 

and includes a valve clearance check and 

spark plug swap, which increases the price to 

nearer £500.

LOWSIDE COSTS

Handlebar £132.30

Mirror  £163.30

Footrest   £28.80

Silencer   N/A

Indicator (front)  Included with mirror

Front brake lever £61.75

Engine cover £23.94

Radiator  £464.88

LEE SHERVELL 2009 RC8
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APRILIA RSV-R FACTORY
Comes with OZ wheels, Öhlins suspension

and Brembo brakes, but is underpowered

compared to the latest breed of V-twin.

BUELL 1125R
Single six-piston caliper and massive 375mm

rim-mounted disc are pretty cool but spares

are limited and servicing can be costly.

DUCATI 1098S
Arguably a better road bike than the later 

1198. The S brings lightweight Marchesini 

wheels and Öhlins suspension to the party.

HONDA VTR1000 SP-2
World Superbike V-twin bred to take to the 

fight to Ducati. Taut, if a little underpowered 

now, plus comfort is poor and fuelling glitchy.

KTM RC8
ENGINE ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

Type Liquid-cooled, 8v, 75-degree V-twin

Capacity 1195cc

Bore x stroke 105mm x 69mm

Fuelling Fuel injection

Power 158.89bhp @ 10,200rpm (tested)

Torque 86.62lb.ft @ 8,500rpm (tested)

CHASSIS |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Frame Chromium-Molybdenum trellis frame with 

aluminum swingarm

Front suspension Fully adjustable WP 43mm 

upside-down forks

Rear suspension Fully adjustable WP  

single shock 

Front brakes 2 x 320mm discs with four-piston 

Brembo calipers

Rear brakes 240mm disc with twin-piston 

caliper

DIMENSIONS ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Wheelbase 1425mm

Rake/trail 23.3°/97mm

Weight 195kg (wet, measured)

Seat height 805-825mm

Fuel capacity 16.5 litres

BUYING |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Private £4500-£9000

Dealer £6500-£10,000

2008-CURRENT 2009 SPEC

TOP RC8 MODS
PB spoke to 2009 RC8 R Cup champion, 

and owner of DWR Motorcycles, Dave 

Wood about how to make an RC8 fly… 

www.davewoodracing.com

HANDLING

To sharpen the steering you can fit the RC8 

R’s yokes. The R has a trail of 97mm 

compared to the stock bike’s 90mm and 

swapping the yokes speeds up the stock 

bike’s handling and allows it to hold a tighter 

and more consistent line around corners.

QUICKSHIFTER

The RC8’s gearbox isn’t the best in the world 

and on track a quickshifter makes up-changes 

far slicker and more precise.

REARSETS

To increase ground clearance, a set of KTM

Power Parts rearsets cost £430 and fit 

beautifully. Cheaper alternatives are also

available with prices starting at £150.

ECCENTRIC RIDE HEIGHT ADJUSTER

We played around with the height adjuster 

quite a lot and ended up using the lowest 

setting. The lower the rear the better the bike 

drives out of bends. But this makes it less 

agile. To counteract this we shortened the 

wheelbase as much as possible by rotating 

the rear wheel adjusters through 180 degrees.

REMAPPING

The later the RC8 the better the fuel map. 

Don’t bother fitting a Power Commander as 

this messes them up; get the KTM ECU 

remapped per cylinder and the secondary 

butterflies set up to the individual bike. Taking 

a load of ignition out of the initial throttle 

opening also improves response massively. 

Some owners disconnect the secondary 

butterflies, but this just robs the bike of power.

POWER

When doing the valve clearances, I’ve found 

that if you run them slightly bigger than 

recommended you gain about 8bhp. It’s free 

horsepower if you know what you are doing. 

TYRES

Some people put a 200-section rear on the 

RC8, but I don’t think this works very well. 

Stick with the 190/55 that KTM recommend. 

200-sections are just a fashion thing...

GEARBOX

If you use an RC8 on track it can find neutrals 

going from fourth to third. The R has a 

stronger detensioner spring, which seems to 

cure this issue.

SUSPENSION

The RC8R has a slighter spring on its shock 

compared to the standard RC8, which seems 

to suit the bike better. Don’t bother changing 

the actual suspension units as both the WP 

shock and forks are excellent. Instead use a 

lighter shock spring and thicker oil, and a bit 

more of it in the forks.

THE ALTERNATIVES

The ultimate modded RC8: 
The championship winning 

IDM superbike from 2012



132 SPECIAL
PACKED WITH
INSPIRATIONAL
TWO-WHEEL
ADVENTURES

ON SALE

NOW

BIKE ADVENTURES
The Big Book of Bike Challenges

FIND US in WH Smith, selected newsagents and Tesco
and at www.greatmagazines.co.uk/motorcycling

*free delivery with online orders.

This one-off  special from 

the makers of Bike maga-

zine will leave you wanting 

to hit the road. From the 

UK to Uzbekistan, Mon-

golia, Russia and home to 

Japan – Suzuki’s V-Strom 

tackles the biggest ever 

road test. Plus sleeping on 

beaches, riding a Grand 

Prix bike on the road, cross-

ing the USA on a Ducati 

Panigale and more…



www.zero-limits.co.uk

Carbon Fibre Specialist
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The only limit is

your imagination!

Speedycom Performance Ltd

Phone: 0129 881 6633

MV Agusta Cheshire

01279
731172
westco@fsmail.net
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To get a quote please go to

www.davewoodracing.com

O��No need for power, commanders or 
other fuel devices

O��We can remap ECU’s for more power,
smoother throttle control and better fuel
consumption

We are able to repair a full range of Race Exhausts and/or
l t exhaust parts

ROADNRACE SUPPLIES
Tel: 01507 480455 Mob: 07932 751791
www.a16roadnracesupplies.co.uk

Where you can spec your exhaust just the way you want it!
We manufacture a full range of road-legal exhausts, race exhausts, stubby exhausts & currently the most 

popular range, the Moto GP exhausts here in the UK. You can also request bespoke exhausts. 

A16 Moto GP Exhaust Cans
Stainless from £135
Carbon from £175
Big Bore Pipework Available

A16 Carbon Tipped Exhaust 
Cans from £149



Standard S1000RR petrol

tanks used for trackdays

World Endurance Superstock-

spec S1000RR test mule 7.5-ton Iveco truck carries everything 

needed for a race weekend
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FROM SUBURBAN SHEDS TO WORLD-LEVEL RACING

P
RIME FACTORS RACING was set up in 
2013 with the aim of competing in the FIM 
World Endurance Championship, something 
they achieved in 2015 after winning the UK’s 
2014 national series. In the team’s first 

season on the world scene competing in the Superstock 
World Endurance Championship, they managed to run 
at the front end of the field with riders Gary Mason, 
Stefan Capella, Lee Johnston and Barry Burrell on a 
BMW S1000RR. Not only this, but they also found time 
to enter their first British Superstock race, qualifying 
fifth at Silverstone before being forced out of the race 
with a technical issue. However, the team has even 
bigger plans for the coming season as they step up to 
the premier class.

In the traditionally French-dominated World 

‘The riders  

have their own 

posh seats, the 

mechanics get 

camping chairs’
The newest World Endurance team 
shows PB around its Redhill HQ
Words Jon Urry / Photography Paul Bryant

WORLD ENDURANCE 

SUPERSTOCK 2015 BMW S1000RR

‘This is a test bike, which we use for trackdays and

testing. During free practice you can run more than one

bike, so we take it with us to the races, but other than

that it is just a test mule. As we have three riders in an

endurance team, it is handy to have three race bikes

when testing to maximise track time.’

TYRES

‘The Superbike class

changes tyres every

pitstop, but Superstock

bikes don’t as we aren’t

allowed quick release

wheels so it takes longer.

A superbike can swap its

tyres in eight seconds, but

it takes us 40. A rear lasts

about two and a half

hours of constant use,

while a front does four

hours. We run Pirelli

endurance-spec slicks

based on the SC1. They

grip the same as a BSB

slick, they just last longer.’

IVECO EUROCARGO

75E16

‘In the paddock this is a 

bit of a tiddler! Mike, our 

logistics guy, somehow 

manages to fit everything 

in this 7.5-tonner and 

drives it to the track. 

When the race ends it can 

be a real rush to re-pack 

the truck, mainly to ensure 

stuff doesn’t get stolen by 

the crowds but also as the 

circuit wants us out asap.’

LIGHTING RIG

‘We built our lighting rig

ourselves and it is a big 

metal frame that hangs 

above the pit so that we 

have light on the bike at 

night during the stops. It 

straps to the wall with a 

bunch of ratchet straps 

and is currently a work in 

progress as we haven’t 

been to every circuit yet.’

SHOCK SPRING 

REMOVER

‘We take this to the track 

but we are supported by 

K-Tech so they send their 

own technician who does 

all the suspension work. 

He can completely strip a 

fork or shock at the track. 

We don’t run the BMW 

electronic suspension;

I don’t think any of the 

endurance teams do.’

BRITISH ENDURANCE

BMW HP4

‘This HP4 won the Hottrax

British Endurance

Championship last year.

The team’s owner now

uses it for trackdays.’

2015 BMW S1000RR 

CHASSIS

‘This is a rolling chassis 

which we gave to K-Tech 

to develop a shock for the 

2015 chassis. You can’t 

use the 2014 bike’s shock 

as it hits a mounting point 

due to the revised frame 

and swingarm.’
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Endurance Championship, this small UK-based team is 
preparing to create some waves in 2016 both at home 
and abroad. Armed with a Superbike-specification 
BMW S1000RR that the team will build and develop 
itself from its UK base in Redhill, Prime Factors Racing 
are planning an assault on both the Superbike World 
Endurance title as well as the Isle of Man TT and North 
West 200. And when you consider the depth of talent 
at their disposal, you have to fancy their chances of 
causing an upset.

With new team manager Steve Plater part of the 
squad for 2016, the team will compete at the two 
big Irish road races as well as every World 
Endurance round, including Suzuka, with a new 
line-up of riders that is set to be announced soon 
Could this be the year we finally see a British team 

take the EWC title? In the notoriously demanding
and machine-wrecking endurance racing season
anything can happen...

Paul Cooper, Prime Factors Racing’s crew chief,
showed PB around their workshop as the team were
busily packing up before their final 24-hour race of the
2015 season. When you witness the amount of
pre-race prep and sheer volume of kit and spares 

required to run a motorcycle flat-out for 24 hours 
solid, you really get an appreciation for just how 
grueling World Endurance is, and the dedication it 
takes to become a front runner. Not to mention the 
skill of being able to pack it all in a fairly small 

7.5-ton transporter without squashing fuel tanks or 
losing the ignition keys...
More info: www.primefactorsracing.com

WANT
TO BE THE NEXT 360º GARAGE?If you have a workshop, 

garage or shed that should 
be on these pages, email us at editorial@pbmag.co.uk

 Prime Factors Racing’s 
Surrey workshop is like an 
operating theatre full of 
tools and bike parts

PIT BOX DOORS

‘If it is raining you need 

something to keep the 

guys in the pit box on the 

start/finish line warm and 

dry. It can be pretty 

miserable sitting there 

for 24 hours in the rain 

– at least the riders get

a break!’

SPARES

‘The impact gun hammers 

the thread on the rear 

spindle and also the nut 

and so we swap them 

regularly.’

CASTROL SRF 

BRAKE FLUID

‘This is a very high 

temperature brake fluid 

that can deal with the 

stress of endurance 

racing. It’s not cheap and 

costs about £50 a bottle.’

STANDARD BMW 

S1000RR PETROL 

TANKS

‘If we are running the bike 

at a trackday we will use 

the standard BMW tank 

as an endurance-spec 

one costs a fortune and 

we don’t want to risk 

damaging one.’

PADDOCK STANDS

‘Some of the teams use a

bike lift that slots into the

swingarm pivot, but after

testing with it we didn’t

find it very stable. A

simple front and rear

paddock stand does the

job perfectly and doesn’t

get in the way of the rider

when he gets off the bike.

We practiced a pit stop in

the workshop and were

20 seconds faster using

conventional stands.’

VITARGO

‘The riders use this as it is

packed full of caffeine and

vitamins. Us mechanics

just drink a load of coffee

and eat! It’s hard to keep

going; when a bike comes

in you get an enormous

surge of adrenalin, which

drops when it leaves.

Then you “crash” and feel

incredibly tired.’

2015 BMW S1000RR 

SUPERSTOCK 

ENDURANCE BIKE

‘This test bike comes to 

the track with us. We use 

it for qualifying to keep 

miles off the race bike. It is 

100% the same as the 

racer and ready to rock, 

on tyre warmers, when 

the race starts as you can 

swap complete bikes if 

yours breaks within the 

first two laps. When that 

time has passed, we strip 

it down and it is ready to 

be used for spares if a 

rider crashes. 

SEAT

‘The riders have their own 

posh seats, us mechanics 

have plastic fold-up 

camping chairs! But we 

use the comfortable seats 

when the riders are out 

on track...’
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 ENGINE

‘This has done the Le 

Mans 24-Hour and is 

awaiting a refresh. We 

do 5000 miles on an 

engine before changing 

it and 3500 miles of 

that were at Le Mans 

alone. We dynoed it 

after and it still made 

an impressive 202bhp. 

The only part of the 

engine you can change 

in the Superstock class 

is the head gasket, but 

we don’t bother. It’s 

100% off the shelf, 

even the clutch is the 

same. We don’t even 

put any oil in during the 

race – just feed it fuel.’

 DAYGLOW MUDGUARD

‘Our riders have a dayglow front mudguard and strip of 

LED lights inside the front fairing so we can spot them 

when they are entering the pit.  At 2am when you are 

knackered, this is a massive help.’

‘The engine, frame and 

swingarm are identical to 

the road bike and are 

covered in Alpha Racing 

crash protectors. 

‘The BMW electronic 

suspension has been 

removed and replaced 

with K-Tech units and we 

are allowed to run BMW’s 

HP lightweight wheels. 

The rearsets are from 

Alpha Racing and so are 

the fairing lowers. 

However, the upper cowl 

is an OE BMW fairing 

with the standard BMW 

lights and screen. 

‘We run a titanium 

Akrapovic exhaust 

system with a standard 

BMW air filter and BMW 

race calibration kit, which 

boosts power to around 

204bhp. The rules state 

we aren’t allowed to use 

titanium fasteners, so all 

the nuts and bolts are 

BMW steel units. The 

calipers are OE units 

although we can use 

Brembo discs, SBS 

endurance-spec pads 

and Castrol SRF high 

temperature brake fluid. 

‘The brake master 

cylinder is a BMW unit 

but we have span-

adjustable Alpha Racing 

levers and Alpha Racing 

bars as they are more 

adjustable and easier  

to change. 

‘The tank is expanded 

to 24 litres (see above) 

and the bike runs Alpha 

Racing keyless ignition 

and endurance 

switchgear. The ABS has 

been removed but we 

retain BMW’s electronics 

assists with a BMW 

Motorrad 2D datalogger.  

I reckon you can get a 

competitive EWC 

Superstock bike for 

around £22,000 – that’s 

good value for money.’

How to build an 

Endurance racer

 STOP BOARD

‘One guys runs into the 

lane and catches the 

rider’s attention while 

the stop board man 

stands there to show 

the rider where their 

front wheel needs to 

be. It can be pretty 

scary because at night 

the riders’ eyes are on 

stalks and their brains 

scrambled.’

 WORLD ENDURANCE 

PETROL TANK

‘This has an extra section 

welded on to increase its 

capacity from 17 litres to 

24. We kept finding a few 

litres we couldn’t use at 

the bottom. We spoke to 

Taz, who showed us a 

one-way valve system that 

captures the fuel in the 

back of the tank, allowing 

it to be used. It also 

prevents the surge of fuel, 

and therefore weight, 

around the bike.’
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 SPROCKETS

‘We use a D.I.D 525 chain 

as it is stronger than a 

520, but we don’t lube it 

during the race. If the race 

is dry we don’t adjust the 

chain, however if it rains it 

will stretch slightly. We do 

a lot of gearing changes 

and as we have three 

bikes when we test, we 

have three of everything!’

 FAIRINGS

‘We use Alpha Racing glassfibre bodywork with the 

standard S1000RR top cowl as we need to run lights so 

the riders can be seen. You need two independent 

lighting circuits for the front and rear in case one fails, 

plus a third, emergency rear light on another circuit.’

 ENDURANCE FUEL FILLER

‘This throws about 23 litres of fuel into the tank 

and has one line for fuel in and another for air 

out. When fuel enters the air line we know the 

tank is full. During a race we fill the bike every 

50-minutes and it is doing about 0.6-litres a lap.

FUEL TANK FILLER

‘This needs two separate 

barriers. With just one, 

when a bike crashes a 

stone can get wedged in 

the filler, allowing fuel to 

escape. Our hinged flap 

over a single-valve filler 

held down by Velcro is 

simple, cheap and works.’

 TYRE TREE

‘We’ve five sets of wheels 

but as soon as a bike 

comes in we are straight 

down to the Pirelli truck to 

get new tyres fitted. We 

have one set on the bike, 

two on warmers, one with 

wets and one with inters.’

 CALIPERS

‘We use standard BMW calipers with dry break lines. 

We swap calipers every time we change the front 

wheel as the pads get incredibly hot. We also stick in 

new caliper bolts. There is no need to bed the pads 

in; the riders do this while they ride up the pitlane.’ 

 ICE BATH

‘We bought this in 

Oschersleben as an ice 

bath as it was all we could 

find! I don’t think the 

riders ended up using it in 

the end. I can’t imagine 

why not...’
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PAUL COOPER’S WORKSHOP WISDOM 

‘A good wedgie helps boost morale...’

KEEP LAUGHING 

It can be hard to keep 

going for 24 hours, so 

laughter is important. If 

someone falls asleep 

you take a picture of 

them and take the piss. 

We are going to get a 

bingo dobber and mark 

the sleepers’ foreheads 

at the next round.

WORK AS A TEAM

You can’t do everything 

yourself, it is a team 

effort and you need to 

trust the guys around 

you. Endurance racing is 

a team effort and that 

means you all need to 

pull together in the same 

direction. A good wedgie 

also boosts morale!

ATTENTION TO DETAIL 

IS EVERYTHING

Our bikes have to last  

24 hours of abuse, so  

you need to build them 

perfectly, and that means 

getting every last little 

thing right. It’s the small 

things that make the 

difference, not only to the 

bike but also the rider.

TRUST A ROUTINE

When you are tired, you 

start questioning yourself 

(‘Did I do up that wheel 

nut? Did I tighten that 

caliper bolt?’) If you are 

well drilled and have a 

routine you will go onto 

autopilot and do it 

correctly no matter  

how tired you are. 

DON’T PANIC

Even when the pressure is 

on you need to remain 

methodical. There is no 

point rushing around and 

panicking as that’s when 

mistakes happen. Take 

your time, follow a routine 

and that’s the fastest, and 

safest, way of getting the 

rider out on track again.

PRIME FACTOR’S CREW CHIEF, PAUL COOPER, ON THE TOOLS HE CAN’T BE WITHOUT

Paul’s 5 favourite tools...

1 NUTSERT

‘This is basically a rivet tool that inserts a threaded 
insert instead of a rivet. When a bike crashes and a 
thread becomes damaged you just bang a drill through
the hole and then use this to insert a new thread. It
takes seconds and is far less hassle than trying to  
re-tap the thread.’

2 VERNIER GAUGE

‘Accuracy is everything on race bikes and you wouldn’t 
believe how sensitive riders can be. A rider will go out 
and pull in after the first lap if their bars aren’t exactly 
the same angle as the last time they rode the bike. 
When you run two bikes as we do you need them both 
to be identical or the riders will complain.’

3 SNAP-ON ½-INCH RATCHET

‘You need a big ratchet and this one is a brilliant bit of 
kit. We use it for undoing rear wheel nuts that require a 
bit of leverage. We don’t use air-powered impact guns 
that much in the workshop as they are really noisy.’

4 SCREWDRIVER

 ‘There is nothing particularly special about this 
screwdriver, but every mechanic has their own 
‘universal’ screwdriver. It’s one of those tools that you 
end up reaching for as it isn’t too big and isn’t too small, 
it’s just perfect. This is actually our other mechanic, 
Paul Wheatley’s screwdriver; mine has a black handle. 
This is so well used the end is rounded and can be used 
for removing wheel weights without scratching rims.’

5 REAR SPINDLE NUT TOOL

‘We built this ourselves and it is a modified socket. The 
new axle nut sits in the tool and the bar helps locate it 
on the spindle to prevent cross-threading. We go 
through a hell of a lot of nuts and spindles as the 
impact gun absolutely hammers threads. We use a new 
nut and spindle at every wheel change and the spindle 
is all greased and ready before the pit stop.’

1

2

3 4

5
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JOIN

JOHN McGUINNESS, 

CHRIS WALKER  

& JOHN REYNOLDS

FOR THE ULTIMATE 

BIKER PARTY WEEKEND

•  – Ride motocross and 
adventure bikes off road

• Ride out with BSB riders
• Try and ride iconic classic and 

vintage bikes
• Trials bike stunt display, plus short 

track live action
• BSB chat show and bargains to buy
• More live acts than ever before



INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS

STORY SO FAR

Tired £700 Bandit

bought to race in

Formula Prostocks’

Bandit 600 Challenge

SPENT THIS MONTH

£50
GSX-R600 K6 shock

from eBay

1997 SUZUKI BANDIT CHRIS NEWBIGGING

What lies 
beneath
Workshop session with our £700 would-be
race Bandit reveals its dirty secrets

THE DECISION NOT to performance 
test the Bandit before stripping it and 
preparing it for racing in the Bandit 
600 Challenge was a good one. Job 
one was to wash it, getting the worst of 

the clag off before introducing it to various parts of 
Whitey’s Snap-On toolkit.

Job two was to raise it up on the workbench. And 
that’s all it took to find the first potentially nasty 
problem. The last owner used it as cheap transport, 
and had found a ‘bargain’ £12 chain on eBay. It hasn’t 
been used, and is still covered in what appears to be 
used truck axle grease as it was supplied. But the split 
link (a bad idea to start with) was already half-
shedding its clip, and was spotted before we’d even
boiled the kettle for the first time. Any sort of dyno or
speed testing would have almost certainly lobbed the
chain out in horrendous fashion.

It’s the first thing to hit the scrap pile. Before we go
any further, Mark warms it up one last time before
stripping it, so we can do a compression test. As the
oil-cooled motor warms up, I’m pleased to note it’s now
running evenly and quietly. I take the opportunity to 

SQUAWK BOX
The alarm works fine, but we

don’t need or want it. It’ll be

carefully divorced from the

wiring loom

PUT YOUR FEET UP
Standard rearsets won’t cut it,

and riser plates are half a

solution. We’ll look for cheap

rearsets to gain clearance

 Whitey lives out his 
secret SAS sniper fantasies 
with a jet wash

 The more-bizarre-than-
usual expression says it all 
about the compression test

 We only rode it across 
the car park. £12 eBay 
chain is already failing

Like a pet budgie, Chris 

smiles at his reflection in 

the Bandit’s touring screen
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crack all the header bolts off – the heat permeating the
head warms the casting faster than standard-fit
stainless bolts, and you have a window where the 
thread’s grip is reduced. I get movement on six of eight 
bolts, before access and exhaust heat stop me. 
Whoever thought unprotected stainless into alloy was 
a good idea needs a firm kicking.

Whitey and I pick different areas and pull bits off. 
Mark removes the tail panels, seat and fuel tank, while 

I pull away the fairing and stash for later. We’re not
planning to use different bodywork to start with:
standard stuff is cheap, robust and not unacceptably
heavy. The lights and indicators won’t return though.

Now Whitey has access to the motor, his pressure
gauge is attached to each cylinder one by one. It’s a
mixed bag: two cylinders are acceptable, one is low,
one just about chuffs out 65psi. Hmm. The service
history shows a valve service was performed 1000
miles ago, and the fresh smear of sealant locating the 
cam cover gasket half-moons at the camshaft ends 
suggest someone has definitely accessed the screw-
and-locknut adjusters, so it’s not just a tight valve. 
Bandits are prone to burning valves a little – an easy 
fix, but something to do nonetheless. We’ll see later.

The simple Suzuki makes further disassembly easy: 

COMPRESSION
The smooth running is

deceptive: two cylinders lack

compression. Something to

investigate later 

LIGHTS OUT
Removing the headlight and

inner trim is all we’ll do before

refitting the fairing

GREASED SHITE-THING
New pads and free-moving

pistons: good. Brake grease

contaminating everything: bad

‘Any sort of speed testing 

would have lobbed the £12 

chain in horrendous fashion’
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crucial parts are stored neatly, redundant but saleable 
parts put to one side to earn a few quid back, and the 
rusty old crap lobbed out. Surprisingly, just two bolts 
on the whole bike are seized. One M6 bolt holding a 
brake hose P-clip to the fork leg shears – no matter, we 
don’t really need it. The silencer hanger is seized, too 
– Whitey persists with an impact driver until it snaps. 

Three weeks in penetrating fluid and wiggling the 
header bolts earlier has done the trick – all eight come 
out without shearing or rounding heads, and the 
exhaust clatters to the floor. A massive crack on 
the backside of the collector reveals the source 
of the slight blow we heard. A small amount 
of force has it snapped in half. Rusty, broken, 

steel baffle material drops out. In the skip.
Even the motor mounts, seemingly not disturbed 

since it was built, put up no resistance. The lump 
comes out easily, with only a little bit of grumbling 
from Whitey because it’s heavy. 

The GSF’s rolling chassis looks sorry for itself, 
especially with the brakes removed and stored on a 
shelf. The front calipers were in pleasingly good nick 
– new pads and over-exuberant use of brake grease 
suggests they’re freshly fettled. The pads are cheap shit 

and we need new lines anyway, so they’ll be
stripped and inspected regardless.

While it can stand up unaided, we take the
opportunity to test shock fitment. We’ve

 There’s probably two 
kilos of chain lube on the 
frame and motor

VITAL INCHES
Test-fitting a borrowed shock

has given us two inches more

ride height. The steering and

clearance will thank us

SEEPING SEATS
Bandits like to burn valve

seats and lose compression.

Grinding the valves in again

often saves them

TITIVATION
The chassis needs a good

clean, some rattle-can paint

and all new bearings to make

it tight and presentable
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decided to use a decent shock from a late model GSX-R,
because they’re a quality item that’s available cheaply
and are inexpensive to fettle to our needs too. Mark’s
mate Andy drops by with a GSX-R600 K6 shock for us
to try. The eye/fork fittings match up so we offer it up.

First obstacle is the undertray moulding: the
clashing part performs no useful function, so it’s cut
out with a die-grinder. Easy. The top mount bolts in,
but the linkage fouls before the bolt can be passed
through. The thick casting has material to spare,
though, so Whitey grinds it away where it fouls.

It takes half an hour of grind, test fit, remove and

‘While it can stand unaided

we test shock fitment with

a unit from a GSX-R600 K6’

FORMULA 

PROSTOCKS INTEND

the Bandit 600

Challenge to be a

cost-effective, close-

fought class, so

permitted changes are

few. The rear shock is

free choice, but forks

must retain all original

parts bar springs and oil.

We can modify the

damping holes, but the

limited improvement

here renders an

expensive shock mostly

pointless, too.

Brake calipers and

disc diameter must be

standard – any road

master cylinder may be

used. Wheels must be

standard Suzuki – early

bikes like ours will be

permitted to fit a 3.5in

front to allow correct

fitment of race tyres so

unmodified with a

standard-type air filter.

Aftermarket rearsets

can be fitted, road gear

ditched, and approved

race bodywork fitted.

Handlebars must mount

as standard and not

drop below the height

of their clamp.

Details: formula

prostocksracing.co.uk

repeat before it fits, but eventually it’s in without 
compromising the linkage. We’ve gained two inches of 
rear ride height – that sounds a lot, but the Bandit sits 
low as standard. It now looks to have normal-ish sporty 
geometry, so we’re optimistic about the experiment. 
Andy needs this shock back, but an eBay trawl netted 
one for £50, delivered. Bargain.

Our next move is stripping the motor. The plan is to 
inpect the top end to check and rectify before turning 
it upside-down, removing the lower crankcase and 
giving the bottom end a quick poke around. There’s no 
obvious issues, but we don’t want to run into worn 
gearbox problems before we thrash the life out of it. It 
also needs a new oil cooler and lines – the cooler is 
swollen with corrosion, and about to fail. The rusty 
steel hoses are already weeping. Then it’s on to chassis 
overhaul, improvement and race prep. It’s going to be a 
fun winter in the workshop.

they aren’t at a

disadvantage to later

bikes, which have them as

standard. Any road-legal

race tyre can be used,

plus wets.

The exhaust can be

changed, but headers

must be 40mm or less.

Carbs can be rejetted,

but the airbox must

remain complete and

 A big crack on 
your tail pipe is not 
desirable. More 
scrap to weigh in

 Two of three 
linkage bearings are 
seized. We’ll replace 
them all

GSX-R600 K6 shock
fits nicely after grinding
the linkage rocker

 The first wave of 
redundant crap. 
There’ll be more 

Bend the legs,  

not the back, 

Whitey...

What you can change
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FOR YEARS THE first generation of
Yamaha’s YZF-R1 has held legendary
status. The blueprint for the modern
sportsbike, the 1998 R1’s minimal,
sharp, chassis-hugging styling,

heavily-braced swingarm, stacked gearbox and
weight distribution have become the template for
every across-the-frame four-cylinder superbike since.

In fact the first bikes have built a reputation as
being particularly ferocious. Grunt-laden nutter bikes
that straddle the fine line between death and glory –
always willing to float huge wheelies and tankslap
you into the nearest hedge. My 2000 model, on the
other hand, has been dubbed by cliché-hunting
journos as the ‘bland’ R1: refined and sorted, but
losing a little of its fire-breathing essence.

I hadn’t ridden a 1998 R1 for 13 years, so I thought
it’d be interesting to compare my tweaked 2000 5JJ
with contributor Jon Urry’s stock 1998 4XV. Truth is,
I really wanted a blast on my old girl before she’s laid
up for winter. With no salt, and double-figure 
temperatures, 
this could be 

2000 YAMAHA YZF-R1 MATT WILDEE

STORY SO FAR

Matt spends the last 18

months fettlling and

fine-tuning his 2000 R1;

contributor Urry buys a

new mudguard

reflector

Wife swappers
Wildee and Urry have a go on each other’s much-loved R1s

the last grippy ride of year.
Over the last 18 months I’ve spent lots of time, effort 

and a bit of cash sorting my R1. I’ve been through 
every chassis bearing to eradicate play, rebuilt the 
brakes and replaced the hoses, and had MCT revalve 
the forks and shock. I’ve also sorted the fuelling so that 
it makes 134bhp at the back wheel. It’s sharp, tight and 
right on the money. Jon, in that time, has bought a 
new reflector for his mudguard and yet another 
stock exhaust can for his loft. 

Just by slinging a leg over Urry’s R1’s big-ass 
tail-unit I’m amazed at the difference. There 
are more than 150 changes between the 
bikes, and while they’re subtle, the 
sum of the tweaks makes a big 
difference. On Jon’s bike you sit 
in an upright riding position with 
narrow bars and forward-set 
pegs. Mine feels more aggressive. 
It’s lower at the front than stock, 
higher at the rear, and in 2000 

Yamaha made changes to put 
more of the rider’s weight 

on the front end with a 
steeper seat slope 

Jon’s midget
lady-friend gets 

down to business 
behind the 4XV

‘With no salt, and double-figure 

temperatures, this could be the 

last grippy ride of the year’
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and what feel like different, wider clip-ons.
Jon and I head for the best local roads. There’s a

familiarity here – the huge midrange shunt I adore
about my bike is still there, building in power from just 
5000rpm right through to its 11,750rpm redline, but 
it’s quieter thanks to that OE can and doesn’t have the 
same sporting edge. The gearchange is the same, 
clunky, crude but positive enough to trust. 

There’s mist in the air, but the roads are dry and on 
this fast, flowing A-road Jon’s bike is still devastatingly 
effective. As the pace gets faster it begins to wallow, 
but it still works well – there’s enough feel to know 
what’s going on and the brakes work reasonably well, 
despite having original lines. “They’re so hardened 
now they’re stiffer than braided lines!” says Jon later. 

I look in the mirrors (which vibe a bit more than my 
5JJ’s) to see the undercarriage of my bike and a front 
wheel floating high in the air, which changes the 
game. “You bastard, Urry!” I laugh. So, for the next few 
miles we enjoy second-gear clutched wheelies (both 
need a dab of left lever to float). 

 Urry’s bike may be slightly rough around the edges, 
but mechanically it’s sound, and it still words well. But 
it really doesn’t feel more ‘mental’ than mine. In fact, 
mine’s stronger in the middle and has more top-end 
power, and we both agree it wheelies better, too. 

We stop for a burger and coffee, buzzing at the 
thrills we’ve had on a pair of superbikes that each cost 
less than a fancy exhaust system for a 2015 machine. 
Both feel special, despite their vintage.

I’m glad I own the 5JJ, though. They’re better value 
and the base model is better. Despite all the tweaks 
and fettling my bike’s been subjected to, I reckon it 
would still be cheaper to buy and mod a 2000 bike 
than buy a stock 1998 version in similar condition.

Back home I put the R1 up on stands and connect the 
trickle charger. It’s been a great few years of ownership 
and it’s a brilliant advert for sub-£3k bikes. And there’s 
more to come. The plan is to tidy a few bits and pieces 
and spend next year sharpening its sporting edge, 
without compromising its brilliant on-road 
performance or old-school charm.

This last dry thrash  
of the year is more
special than usual

Despite a mild 

wallow, this R1  

is still sharp  

enough
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AFTER WE PUBLISHED bits of Guy
Martin’s book last month, I took the
office copy home, pitched up in my
heated garage, stuck the radio on
and cracked a beer. Four hours later,

I’d read the whole book. I prefered it to his
biography; it tells you more about Guy as a man
and motorcyclist, and about his mind.

One of the themes running through the bike is
Guy’s belief in The Chimp Paradox. Dr Steve Peters’
theory suggests your mind is divided into parts – a
human part, which makes considered decisions.
The computer part deals with facts. Then there’s
the chimp portion – the noisy, impulsive bit of your
brain that thinks without consequence and gets
you in to trouble. Guy has named his ‘Brian’.

I’m fairly sure the reason my name has been on
the logbook of this RGV for five years is down to my
inner chimp. No logic can explain the time and
money I’ve poured into a bike that has only covered
just over 1000 miles in that time. Admittedly it got
mothballed one year while I concentrated on
house-buying, but it’s not an impressive total.

1989 SUZUKI RGV250K CHRIS NEWBIGGING

Fit for a chimp
Chris’ RGV250 belongs to the irrational chimp 
part of his brain. So that’s all of it, then...

But I’m happy to placate my inner simian with
my darling two-stroke. I built it from an incomplete
box of parts, and have improved it slowly since.
The few miles I’ve done have all been thrashing,
and there’s a fair number of track miles on the
odometer, too. I know it inside out. 

Yet I sometimes consider selling it. The closest I
came was after riding a Gilera Nuovo Saturno 500. 
But after riding the 250 again, I reconsidered.

For all the thrills of 200bhp techno-superbikes, 
every time I get on my 57bhp tiddler I end up with 
a silly grin across my chops. I had expansion 
chambers built by Two Stroke Addicts a few years
back, and on top of that I’ve added a Zeeltronic
programmable ignition/powervalve control. I had
the box of sparks, plus the carburation, set up by
two-stroke specialist Krazy Katt Dyno near 
Bedford. That 57bhp is backed up by a clean curve
and useable power all the way through. 

The VJ21 is about the lightest 250 anyway – in
the state mine is in with few heavy OE bits omitted,
it weighs little more than me in winter riding kit
and a rucksack. So it gets a fair lick on, and the
nimble chassis means it gets along backroads 
about as fast as I dare on most things, even with

STORY SO FAR

Rescued from a box, 

improved and ridden 

occasionally, Chris is 

still chasing perfection 

with his RGV

SPENT THIS MONTH

6 hours
dreaming of TZ250 

forks and shock for it

SPANNIES
Two Stroke Addicts-built 

expansion chambers are 

just delicious

FORKS
One of this RGV’s major weak 

points. Even SV650 springs 

and heavier oil didn’t help

REAR SHOCK
Hagon shock has its limits.

Something more

sophisticated required

 Pirelli Diablo Rosso II 
rubber requires road 
pressures in the mid-20s 
for any feel
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iffy suspension and unsuited tyres.
Which is my next job. It has a Hagon shock, and I

experimented with a set of SV650 fork springs I
had kicking around, plus heavier oil. The shock
works well to a point, the forks got better with the
springs but they’re still soft, and the basic damper
rods have turned the oil to water again. So really, it
needs a more sophisticated shock up to hard riding 
and something, anything doing with the forks.

The H-rated Pirelli Diablo Rosso II tyres need 
changing too. Grip is OK on the road, but it slid 

around on the PB trackday a few times, and there’s
no feel. I suspect they’re developed for heavier,
modern 250 four-strokes. The rounded profile
might give those jumped-up commuters decent
steering, but the RGV is too skittish. I’m running
pressures at mid-20s on the road to get any feel,
and it’s still not ideal. I’m going to look at road-legal
supermoto tyres – they’re the only modern bikes 
with comparable weight and the same high 
demand for grip. With those sorted there’s a danger 
I might cover more miles in 2016...

Doing it properly
Johnny’s RGV rebuild starts (again)

1992 SUZUKI RGV250N JOHN McAVOY

As symbolic as it was easy, the first 
bearing was pressed into my 
RGV250’s swingarm without any fuss 
and as the hydraulic press in Mark 
White’s workshop completed the 

action, the very first (of many) steps of rebuilding my 
RGV was complete.

With the frame and swingarm looking so damn 
good after being vapour-blasted by Kieran Sangha of 
Hart Motors last month, I decided to take the plunge 
and start as I mean to go on, which meant another 
visit to the Suzuki vintage parts website. Some time 
later, and with my credit card a bit worse for wear, I’d 
ordered a full set of bearings and sleeves for the 
whole chassis. Even if it means not being able to 
afford other parts for a while, the knowledge of 
knowing that the chassis is as crisp and tight as the 
day it left the factory is (for me at least) worth a 
fortune. To be fair, the majority of the bearings that 
came with the bike when I bought it were in a terrible 
state – in particular the suspension linkage sleeves 

were toast, so I was always going to be spending
money in this area.

A big box full of genuine Suzuki branded bearings
arrived a few days later, and so began the deeply
satisfying process of actually rebuilding a complete
bike nearly three years after I bought it. Next month
it’ll be up on its wheels and the next job will be to get
the recently repaired and welded subframe powder
coated. It actually feels like progress now.

Whitey finally 
gets busy with 

the bearing press

STORY SO FAR

A shining example of 

what happens when an 

inebriated grown man 

is left unattended in 

front of eBay

SPENT THIS MONTH

£160
Full set of chassis 

bearings and sleeves

PB trackday was a 
blast, but unsuited 
tyres were skittish

 Programmable ignition 
and powervalve control is 
one of Chris’s top mods
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Project TL1000R got

faster, then ate its

gearbox. Nova built a

new one, JHS refined it,

and now the bike’s

ready to roll. Finally

CONTACTS

www.jhsracing.co.uk

www.novaracing.co.uk
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IT’S BEEN ANOTHER month of woe
with the TL, this time centering
around the Suzuki’s new gearbox.
Thanks to the extra power and torque
of our JHS-tweaked TL-R (it makes

23bhp and 13lb.ft more than stock) we’d eaten the
stock gearbox. The dogs on first and second were
worn and rounded after Michael Rutter spent a day at
Bruntingthorpe launching it in the springtime.

James at JHS thought the only way to safeguard
against this happening again would be to fit a
beefed-up box. The result was a Nova-built box with
M121- F1-spec steel gears and undercut dogs,
transforming the TL’s stock box from a sloppy
nightmare to an intermeshing work of art.

It was the first gearbox Nova had made for Suzuki’s
V-twin – a prototype for other modded TLs – and they
encountered a few teething troubles. We’d supplied
the firm with old gears from the TL’s knackered
gearbox, so they’d had to estimate the clearances for a
new box. And they weren’t just swapping like for like
because we had specified closer-ratio, race-style gears
for more urgency.

“The problem was that the gear cluster was about
five-thou out in total,” says PB’s TL saviour and Suzuki

1999 SUZUKI TL1000R MATT WILDEE

TL gets its 
gear together
Gearbox delays, but now it’s ready (we think)

guru James Holland. “It was just a thou here, a thou 
there but the upshot was the dogs were nicking each 
other when the bike was in neutral and top gear, 
which was creating some scary noises and meant 
another stripdown. It was fine for the rest of the gears. 
Nova’s stuff is top-notch and it’s not something you’d 
have if you bought an off-the-shelf gearbox from them 
– this is what happens you’re developing something 
new. Honestly, it sometimes feels the TL’s fighting me 
all the way – and of course without a cassette gearbox 
it meant dropping the motor and stripping it. Again.

“We modified the existing gears for more clearance, 
got the old girl back together and she runs beautifully 
on the dyno, going through the box without making a 
racket. We’re running more compression than before 
and the bike responds really well to that. There’s still a 
long way to go with the bike and quite a lot more 
development we can do. I’m still excited, although it is 
a love-hate relationship sometimes.”

Next-up is a trip down to JHS to pick up the TL 
before we ready it for some lightweight bodywork and 
make the mods to the suspension and running gear 
that we’d planned to perform before the last few 
months of gearbox headaches. Hopefully.  

MAY 2015...
PB track tester Michael Rutter 

launches and wheelies Project 

TL at Bruntingthorpe. First and 

second gears were doomed. 

JHS have modified 
the new gears for 
clearance
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■ THE SUPERBIKE GIANTS 
Ducati 916, Kawasaki Z1, Honda CB750 or 
Suzuki GSX-R750 – we thrashed them all

■ DEFINING OUR BIKING LIVES
Heroes of their eras – from Yamaha’s FS1-E to 
Triumph Bonnevilles and Ducati’s Desmosedici

■ THE HOTTEST FUTURE ICONS 
Our hit list of bikes that the future will make us 
wish we’d bought when they were affordable

SPECIAL                        EDITION

GREATEST

BIKES60
CELEBRATING THE BEST MOTORCYCLES OF THE LAST 60 YEARS

INCLUDING 

O�DUCATI 916 O�YAMAHA FS1-E 

O�HONDA FIREBLADE O�KAWASAKI Z1 O�BMW S1000RR

O�YAMAHA RD350LC O�VINCENT BLACK SHADOW O�TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE

FIND US IN WHSMITHS OR ORDER YOUR COPY ONLINE AT GREATMAGAZINES.CO.UK/MOTORCYCLING

ON 
SALE 
NOW



USED HARD, WORN OUT 

Michelin Power Slicks

9
10

ROM £250 A SET CONTACT WWW.MICHELIN.COM

BEFORE WINTER 

WRAPPED its icy tentacles 
around the riding season, I 
managed one last trackday on 
PB’s Panigale, equipped with 

these Michelin slicks. I’d run lots of different 
tyres on the Pani over the year, but I’d had the 
same problem with all of them – after four 
sessions the rear was goosed, simply worn 
out, and with a big fat traction tear from 
having to battle with 100lb.ft of torque.

But these slicks lasted much better than any 
other track tyre I’d used all year, only starting 
to show any signs of wear after 120 miles on 
track – and they were fit for another trackday. 
I’d recommend them for any big-power bike.

Grip was stunning, with huge traction, 
massive side grip and once you get used to the 
lack of movement compared to a treaded tyre, 
seemingly limitless grip. The triangular 
Michelins needed to be loaded up to deliver 
proper feedback, and felt better as I stiffened 
up the bike during the day. By the end, 
suspension was on its hardest ‘active’ setting, 
the steering damper maxed, traction control 
turned down and anti-wheelie turned up, 
such was the drive available. 

Tested in medium rear, soft front, I think 
you could get at least two trackdays from the 
rear, maybe four from the front. Huge grip 
and longevity show that although they can be 
more expensive than treaded tyres they offer 
better value for very fast track riding.
Matt Wildee

MULTIPLE COMPOUNDS
Front tyre is available in soft and 

medium, rear in soft, medium and 

hard. Hard rear should last three 

trackdays on 190bhp bike, I reckon

DISCONTINUED MODEL
The Power Slick has been replaced 

with Power Slick Evo, which I’ve 

tested and is even better. But 

discounted Power Slicks are still for 

sale online at about £250 a set
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Kriega R30

GOING ON

WORD-OF-

MOUTH can

be dangerous.

You get a valid opinion

before buying, but there’s

a danger people won’t say

they spent good money

on sub-standard kit.

My Kriega rucksack is

pricey, but I was assured

the comfort and quality

justified it. It’s OK, but not

the perfection some

would have you believe.

The main compartment

is capacious and keeps

stuff dry. But the roll top

means it’s not quick to

access at the side of the

road, so wallets/phones/

earplugs inevitably go in

the pockets, which aren’t

waterproof. A pocket’s zip

broke in normal use, too.

The large capacity (and

therefore mass of what

you can carry) isn’t borne

well through the Quad-

Lock shoulder harness.

I’ve adjusted it endlessly,

but I get sore shoulders

after a couple of hours.

It’s good in light use,

but for this money I want it

to be good for hundreds

of miles and carrying kit

for a night away – I can’t

say it is.

Chris Newbigging

HOW LONG FIVE YEARS/4000 MILES COST £100

CONTACT WWW.KRIEGA.COM

6
10

Hill4Leather repair
HOW LONG TWO-WEEK TURNAROUND COST £72  

CONTACT WWW.HILL4LEATHER.COM

A MINOR 

CRASH in my 

Spidi suit was 

fortunately 

more insult than injury, 

and both the suit and I 

lived to ride again. But the 

scuffed arse looked crap. 

A new suit wasn’t an 

economical measure, 

especially after such a 

short period of ownership 

– but repair was. 

Hill4Leather cut the 

abraded panel out of my 

leg, neatly stiched in new 

leather and tided up minor 

scuffs. They also 

recreated the large Spidi 

‘S’ so neatly it took close 

inspection to realise it had 

been changed.

£72 all-told is a bargain. 

The suit is back to 100% 

of its protective ability, 

and I no longer have to 

suffer the shame of 

wandering around in a 

scuffed, tyre rubber-

marked suit either. It was 

back within a fortnight, 

too. There’s nothing not to 

recommend it as a way to 

salvage all but the most 

shredded suits.

Chris Newbigging

Auritech 

Biker 

earplugs

HOW LONG 2 MONTHS  

COST £20  

CONTACT WWW.AURITECH.CO.UK

WHEN IT 

COMES to 

careless 

idiocy, I’m in 

the UK’s top 10. Watches, 

wallets, pens, sunglasses 

disappear from my care 

with terrifying speed. 

Therefore, expensive 

custom earplugs are a 

waste of time for me, too, 

even if they are better.

These £20 plugs are 

off the shelf, but custom 

maker Auritech claim that

they offer superior sound 

deadening for wind noise, 

while still allowing other 

noises thanks to their 

ceramic noise filter.

But the reality for me is 

that they’re a bit louder 

than the disposable 

Laserlite earplugs (£21 for 

200 pairs online) that I’ve 

used for the last 10 years.  

The Auritechs don’t 

seal you off from the 

outside world like other 

plugs, which might make

them better for town 

riding. But for my riding, 

which is mostly high-

speed road and track, the 

extra noise they allow in 

is distracting. But they 

are easier to insert and 

remove, very comfy, and 

can be re-washed and 

re-used many times. At 

£20 though, for me, 

they’re just not worth it, 

especially considering I’d 

lose them in a week.

Matt Wildee

EBC EPFA Panigale pads
HOW LONG 1500 MILES COST £108 CONTACT WWW.EBCBRAKESDIRECT.COM

THESE PADS 

ARE a racier 

version of 

EBC’s Double 

H and I fitted them at very 

short notice the day 

before a trackday, upon 

realising that my 

Panigale’s stock Brembo 

pads had reached the  

end of their lives. 

They’ve performed well. 

No, they don’t have quite 

the bite of the OE Brembo 

pads, with more lever 

pressure needed on track 

for maximum stopping, 

but they are effective, and 

considering these are fast 

road and occasional 

trackday pads, were 

impressively fade-free on 

track. Their consistency 

allows gentle trail-braking 

as well as high-speed 

braking. On the road they 

work well, although they 

don’t work at 100% 

straight away on cold or 

wet discs. 

Overall, they’re a good 

fitment, don’t cover your 

fairing or wheels with 

brake dust and have 

consistent feel that lets 

you build up your 

confidence, especially 

once warm.

Matt Wildee
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 10
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PB’S 2015 LONG-TERM TEST FLEET

ARSE DYNOS CAN be wildly
inaccurate, and all manner of problems 
arise when you stick a sniffer up the 
exit pipe, too... So although my Zed felt 
better for the Akrapovic 4-1 I fitted in 

my lunch break, I wanted quantify this on BSD’s dyno, 
where I’d earlier had it tested in stock condition.

It made 126bhp at the rear wheel before – healthy
enough, and in line with a few other standard Zeds
Mark Brewin has tested. I knew it had jumped a 
reasonable amount, as it had suddenly gained the
ability to wheelie in third, but Akrapovic’s claim of
10bhp seemed a lot without fuelling set up to suit.

They’re just about right, you know. The Zed knocked
out 135bhp just with new stainless tubewear hanging
from the exhaust ports, and to keep my neighbours
happy I’ve even retained the baffle. It was running
desperately rich at the top end, though, so Mark
cracked open the security casing on the ECU and
connected his laptop to the Zed’s brain.

Re-flashing is new to me – the last dyno day I
attended involved a spanner and box of jets, so it was
interesting to watch Mark with a screen full of

Simple changes, 

big improvements

numbers, monitoring the air/fuel ratio as well as the 
power output as he fiddled with it in real time.

Well, it’s interesting for a little while. It’s not a quick 
job, and while the low-end fuelling is tweaked, you’re 
watching a bike being gently run up and down 
repeatedly. I’ll be honest: you’re best off leaving the 
bike and letting your dyno man get on with it unless 
you particularly feel like breathing in exhaust fumes...

The possibilities are interesting, though – although 
Mark only needed to adjust the fuelling and ignition 
maps for the Zed, his software also allows traction 
control to be adjusted, the rev limiter raised and more.  
He disabled the redundant exhaust valve servo under 
the seat, and also the lambda sensor.

The result is 137bhp at peak, but more importantly 
the rest of the curve has lifted and smoothed out. If I 
removed the baffle, I could expect at least a few more 

2015 KAWASAKI Z1000 CHRIS NEWBIGGING

SPECIFICATION

£9899
137BHP | 220KG

MILEAGE THIS MONTH

430
TOTAL MILES

0 3 4 6 3

BEST MOMENT

Unleashing the 

new-found torque for 

the first time

Full system and ECU fettling have a big impact on the Zed’s output

Sounds tough, but still

sociable with the 

baffle fitted
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‘The result is 137bhp; if I

removed the baffle I could  

expect at least a few more bhp’

bhp. And if I were the bike’s owner, and not just its 
custodian, he would have turned off the control for the 
airbox flap and cut it out completely. There’s another 
few bhp and a fatter midrange available there, but it 
would involve taking a hacksaw to the bike.

I also asked Mark to investigate the jerky pick-up 
from a closed throttle. The root cause is the secondary 
butterfly action – they fully close rapidly, giving a large 
amount of engine braking. The moment the throttle is 
picked up it opens quickly and the rapid change in 
flow causes the snatch I’ve experienced.

He’s reduced the engine braking effect, so it’s less of 
a transition, and the Zed’s much smoother without 
losing much ability to slow down just by backing off.

It’s altogether better off. It didn’t have any glaring 
issues before, but the gains are significant. 11bhp, with 
stronger midrange, better fuelling and more control is 
well worth the cost. Performance Parts sell the 4-1 
Akrapovic system for £1106 – cheaper than Kawasaki’s 
official, Akrapovic-made, slip-on silencers. It would 
have worked fine without further work, but a few 
hundred quid of BSD’s expertise has made it even 
better. It’s taken the Zed’s fun, roady-naked attitude 

and turned it up without making 
it feel too serious.

CHRIS’S Z1000 (STOCK)

126bhp @ 10,080rpm 79.96lb.ft @ 6850rpm

CHRIS’S Z1000 (AKRAPOVIC 4-1, BAFFLE IN)

135.87bhp @ 10,150rpm 76.62lb.ft @ 6790rpm

CHRIS’S Z1000 (EXHAUST PLUS REFLASH)

137.46bhp @ 10,100rpm 79.96lb.ft @ 6800rpm
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STOCK VS PIPE VS PIPE AND REFLASH

THE STANDARD CURVE 

is respectable. Smooth, 

torquey and it plateaus at 

the top. Adding an 

Akrapovic and retaining 

the lambda sensor 

worked surprisingly well 

– from 3800rpm it goes 

from a small improvement 

through a stronger 

midrange, to a 9bhp peak 

improvement. Fuelling 

with the baffle in is rich, 

so while it’s safe to run 

it’s not ideal. Some time 

mapping the fuel and 

ignition added a couple 

more bhp across the 

range, smoothed the 

curve and gained 

noticeable torque. Peak 

power tails off later, too. 

It’s doing the same 

thing – just more 

all round; just 

what I wanted.
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I’VE BEEN PUTTING the Daytona into
use in the dwindling, slippery months
of autumn. And just like every other
situation it’s found itself in this year,
the Daytona has impressed. The 675

has had a tough year, being subjected to hard use and
more riding partners than Bambi Woods.

Usually riding a bike this time of year is all about
finding the good days, sneaking out when the sun is
shining and the roads are dry, but the Triumph works
well enough no matter what the conditions, allowing
more than a modicum of fun.

The more I ride the Triumph, the more I’m convinced
that a 120bhp motor, a nimble chassis and sweet
steering are all you really need from a motorcycle. The
key is the fact that every part of the dynamic package
has been so well specified – the suspension is just
about compliant enough to generate feel without
having to be massively loaded up, the brakes have
enough delicacy in their application for those gentle,
damp road, trail-braking squeezes, and even the racy

2015 TRIUMPH DAYTONA 675 MATT WILDEE

Winter warmer
Daytona works as well as ever, even as temperatures drop

tyres work well enough in the cold.
One of its endearing charms is the lack of electronic 

intervention. It’s a waste of time on any bike with less 
than 150bhp and the lack of annoying mode switches 
and overly nannying traction control make it a joy. 
And, while I know it’s a load of flowery bullshit, it
makes you feel like you’re in control (I’ll take all the
help I can get on a 190bhp litre bike, though). It has
ABS, and I’m fine with that on the road, although I do
switch it off on the track. 

The Daytona is still wearing the Dunlop D211 GP
Racers from the PB trackday, which have now clocked
up over 2000 miles, which includes two full trackdays
and a load of road riding. And, even in November days
there’s enough grip to scrape your Cordura-clad knee,
provided you get enough heat into them.

Dunlop D211 GP
Racers are still

grippy enough for
this kind of riding

SPECIFICATION

£9499
116BHP | 192KG

MILEAGE THIS MONTH

545
TOTAL MILES

0 5 0 4 4

BEST MOMENT

Autumnal knee down in 

Cordura. Sheer 

confidence

‘I’m convinced 120bhp, a 

nimble chassis and sweet 

steering are all you need’
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Miraculously, they still have their profile, too – in
fact of all the bikes we’ve run this year the Daytona is
the kindest on tyres. That alone could be a good reason 
to buy one – I reckon on track, a rear tyre would last 
probably twice as long as a cutting-edge 1000 and if 
you can pedal a Daytona properly you really won’t be 
going much slower. On equal tyres Michael Rutter 
punted this very bike around Mallory just 0.3s slower 
than a Fireblade SP.

I’ve plumped for a set of Michelin Pilot Road 4s to 
replace them. Last year I ran a Honda Fireblade in 
winter on a set of Pirelli Angel GTs and it was, frankly, 
a revelation. The PR4s have a reputation for being even 
better, so it’ll be interesting to see how they cope.

The Daytona is nudging 5000 miles at the moment 
and the finish is holding up very well. Despite some 
extremely fast riding on some of Cambridgeshire’s 
most carelessly surfaced roads, there’s very little in the 
way of stone-chips and the finish of all metal parts is 
standing up very well indeed. This is the third Daytona 
I’ve done miles on for PB and the level of quality is a 
step up from the 2006 and 2009 models – it’s better 
than its Japanese counterparts now.

Arrivederci,

Panigale...
Italian mistress returns to her husband

2015 DUCATI 1299 PANIGALE S MATT WILDEE

AFTER SEVEN MONTHS of 
wheelies and setting off car alarms,
the Panigale is heading back to its
rightful owners. I’ve written about
what a joy it has been on fast,

flowing grippy roads, but what surprised me in the
last few months is how competent it has been as
summer turned to autumn, and autumn to winter.

Despite being so lively, it has been decent in the
damp and slime, picking up grip and driving even
when the Dunlop GP Racer tyres were at the end of 
their lives and squared in the middle. The Metzeler 
M7RRs I replaced them with are the least ‘extreme’
tyres fitted to the Pani, but have been grippy in less
than perfect conditions and don’t need to warm to
the temperatures of a GP Racer or a Supercorsa.

But their less-triangular profile means slower
steering and the bike sits more upright on its stand
than it did on other tyres. They feel less yielding
than the trackday rubber I ran before, but should
last much better and still let you pedal along at a
hell of a rate. If you’re not planning super-fast
trackdays they make some sense.

My last ride on the Panigale summed up my time 
with it perfectly. With a 7am start in the office,  
I rolled the Pani from the garage at dawn. But it 
was mild, and a strong wind overnight had dried 
the tarmac. The next 28 miles of fast, flowing and 
empty B-road were sheer heaven: decent lean, 
eye-opening, electronically-controlled wheelies
and rabid acceleration combined with a chassis as
sophisticated, as delicate as a Milanese prima
ballerina. The Panigale is a superb road bike.

I started off a cynic, but after 4700 miles and
seven months I’ve been very impressed with the
breadth of the Panigale’s abilities.

THE GARAGE / TEST BIKES

SPECIFICATION

£20,750
182BHP | 194KG

MILEAGE THIS MONTH

309
TOTAL MILES

0 4 7 3 9

HOURS QUIETLY

SOBBING THIS MONTH

4
While hugging the Pani 

in the PB lock-up

BEST MOMENT

A race with a BMW M5. 

The Pani shut it down...

 Unlike early 
Daytonas, oil 

consumption 
has been 

minimal

 Backlit clocks 
are informative 
but don’t dazzle 
at night

Goodnight, sweet love.
Matt takes the Pani for its
farewell bunk-up

Front nearside hugger  

bolt collects water with 

potential for seizure
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A thoroughly 

British superbike
It may be German, but the S1000RR could’ve been built 
specifically for British tracks and British sportsbike riders

BMW’S S1000RR STARTED the year
by setting the fastest-ever time for a
road bike in the hands of Michael
Rutter at our Mallory Park test track
and ended the on the top step of the

BSB podium. It was the second of 2015 – Tommy
Bridewell won at Oulton Park earlier in the year,
while team-mate Michael Laverty spent the year
building confidence in his RR with increasingly solid
performances. The arrival of a swingarm upgrade at
Assen in September put the Ulsterman on the
podium for the first time, followed by a second at
Silverstone, then a third at Brands before the final
race win. He earned it, too, beating Byrne and
Ellison in a straight scrap, while new champ Josh
Brookes crashed chasing Laverty down.

A few months ago I was lucky enough (I know, I
know) to get a quick ride on Bridewell’s BSB bike in a
test session at Valencia MotoGP circuit. The Tyco bike
was stupendously gifted and so far above my ken as
to be on a different planet. But having spent all
summer batting about on PB’s long termer, the
similarities were surprisingly many. The race bike
didn’t feel intimidating or alien – I’ve ridden road
bikes with far less scope for educating their riders in
the subtleties of track warfare. Honda’s 929 Blade.
Stock SP-1. KTM’s RC8 R (with a 1:1 throttle drum).

2015 BMW S1000RR SIMON HARGREAVES

‘The similarities between

the BSB S1000RR and

my road bike are many’

MONTH SEVEN

Ducati’s 1199R. Every Bimota ever. All bikes with
astonishing potential, but which require the rider to
make tiny leaps of faith to go faster. The BMW 
reaches down to your level, wherever it is, and gives
you a leg up, as if it’s designed to suit a wider range
of riding abilities. Including mine.

The BSB bike is the same. Its suspension – Sachs
semi-active on my bike, top-spec K-Tech on the BSB
bike – is pitch-perfect, doing that beautifully 
controlled, smooth, planted thing. It’s the same stuff
Guy Martin raced the road on in 2015 (different
valving and springs, etc). I wouldn’t mind betting I
could bolt it in the stock bike and ride flat-out over
the Fens without losing any teeth. 

The BSB bike’s power, steering and brakes are
sharper and more aggressive than the stock bike. It
took four sessions at Snetterton to knacker me out on
the road RR, but the BSB bike did it in one lap. Its
lack of traction control (or anything as sophisticated,
or as cheap, as the road bike’s) is always in the 
background burning up mental calories. 

Which is why, as PB’s RR 
paddles off back to BMW 
like an abused swan, I can 
honestly say that while it
was a privilege to ride Tyco’s
BSB bike at Valencia, I’d
rather take my S1000RR to
an old airfield in Norfolk.

Si took Bridewell’s Tyco 
BMW out at Valancia. 
His brain survived just 
about intact

SPECIFICATION

£14,760
193BHP | 204KG

MILEAGE THIS MONTH

405
TOTAL MILES

0 4 6 2 1

MPG THIS MONTH

42mpg
BEST MOMENT

...of the year should 

have been riding seven 

international S1000RR 

race bikes, one after 

the other, at Valencia. 

But it wasn’t. A track 

day at Snetterton was 

even better.

Si on PB’s S1000RR road bike 
at Snetterton. And, relax...
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SPECIALIST DIRECTORY

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

SPARES & PARTS

Save up to £243  
with a Multi-Bike policy 
through Carole Nash*

If you ride more than one bike, 
you could save money!*

2015

MOTORB KE INSURANCE

2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

Based on reviews from
January 2015 June 2015

of customers

would recommend

Carole Nash96

You can only get this offer by calling

0800 083 5511
Six Wheel | Modern Bike | Off Road | Custom | Future Classic | Classic | Vintage

carolenash.com /insidebikes.com @insidebikes

 X   RIDER COVER** - FREE accidental 
damage cover when riding other bikes

 X DNA+ protection system worth £30^

 X Unlimited accessory cover^^

 X  UK & European breakdown and accident 
recovery, including Homestart assistance 
worth over £100

 X  Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover  
in the event of an accident which is  
not your fault

 X European cover of up to 90 days

 X  Up to 10% off for insurance 
-approved security^^

 X In-house claims team

YOUR MULTI-BIKE INSURANCE 
POLICY INCLUDES:

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm.  ^DNA+ protection system, terms and conditions apply - 

carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. ^^Subject to terms and conditions, call for details. *Based on an average customer 

saving of £243. Saving compared to buying two separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 48 year old male with 7 years 

NCB, riding a Honda 900RR Fireblade and a BMW R1200 GS. **Rider Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and 

conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by 

the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, 

registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

www.the-carbon-king.com
Tel: 01865 600 635

ORDER ONLINE, OR CALL: 01728 833020
www.davidsilverspares.co.uk
sales@davidsilverspares.co.uk

Vintage Honda parts
specialissince 1986

PARTS FUEL TUBE GIFT IDEAS

ACCESSORIES & ESSENTIAL LUBRICANTS

Quality new & used parts
01206 793111

www.motorcyclerecycle.co.uk  
motorcyclerecycle@hotmail.co.uk 

SPARES & PARTS

DYNO

CARBON FIBRE

BATTERIES
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WE cover your mate’s bike when 
YOU ride it - FREE of charge on us!**

Included with your bike policy

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm.  ^DNA+ protection system, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. *Based on an average customer saving of £243. Saving
compared to buying two separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 48 year old male with 7 years NCB, riding a Honda 900RR Fireblade and a BMW R1200 GS. **Rider Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms 
and conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of
Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

�������������
Carole Nash, a name you can trust

���UK & European breakdown and accident 
recovery, including Homestart assistance 
worth over £100

����Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the 
event of an accident which is not your fault

����RIDER COVER** - FREE accidental damage 
cover when riding other bikes

��FREE DNA+ protection system worth £30^

��Dedicated UK based call centre

Based on reviews from 
January 2015 – June 2015

of customers 

would recommend 

Carole Nash96
2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

SAVE UP
TO £243

ON A MULTI-BIKE POLICY*

INSURANCE BROKERS
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INSURANCE BROKERS

To feel at one with the road.
Colin, 32, Liverpool

“

To stay focused.
Tom, 42, Southampton

“

That’s why I ride
Why ride with Bennetts?

•

•

Recommended by riders†

Common modifications covered as standard    

24 hour claims

Motorcycle insurance specialist

Bennetts Exclusives Bonuses*

Get a new quote at  

bennetts.co.uk

0800 107 0778

#thatswhyiride
†In February 2015, a survey of 456 bikers by independent research 
company, Ipsos MORI, found Bennetts cover to be one of the most 

recommended by riders.
*Full details of Bennetts Exclusives can be found when you purchase a 

policy, register and log in to www.bennetts.co.uk/rewards.

What you could get with an MCE Policy:

mcebikes.com

0844 338 67 07

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
8.30am - 9pm Mon - Fri, 
9am - 5pm Sat & 10am - 4pm Sun
Open Bank holidays: 9am - 5.30pm

Or visit us at:

*Calls will cost 7 pence per minute, plus your phone
company's access charge.

*

BIKE
INSURANCE!

EUROPE

CLUB MCE
MEMBERSHIP

183 DAYS FREE 
EUROPEAN 

COVER

FREE TRACK
DAY COVER

#OnTrack #RideOut#MCEBSB

VIP
VIP

Call one of our friendly team today!
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THERE’S BEEN A constant,
dull ache for a Cagiva Mito
Evolution in my life for the
last 20 years. It started in the
mid-90s, when I first saw the

pictures in PB of Cagiva Research Centre’s
vision of the ultimate 125. Like a reverse-
engineered Ducati 916 shrunk in a 60-degree
wash, it was beautiful, delicate and oozed
star quality in a way that my tatty, trashed
Honda NS125R never could.

But, like the flawless, lithe girls I imagined
perched on its pillion seat, the Mito was out
of my league. At £3750 in 1995 (£6900 in
today’s money) only kids with superannuated
daddies or a willingness to get into debt
could sample the powerband-chasing zing,
seven-speed box or indicated 115mph you’d
see in derestricted form. For me it wasn’t to
be, and the Mito was forgotten. Sort of.

Fast forward a decade and, after much
graft and good luck, I’m working on the
magazine that first made me want a Mito.
Now it’s time to live out my fantasy thanks to

MATT WILDEE EDITOR

Middle age looms, but Matt wants to re-live his youth by restoring a 125

the cash-rich world of magazine publishing.
Back then we were still living off the fat of
PB’s hedonistic 90s bulge. Our office chairs
were stuffed full with £50 notes; drugs, blind
optimism and Castrol TTS flowed.

“I’d like to buy a Cagiva Mito with that big
pile of money we keep in the safe and put a
500cc motocross engine in it,” I said.

“Good idea,” said everyone else. So I did.
Ebay found me a shit Mito, a ropey Honda
CR500 and over the course of three years
people much cleverer than me tried to meld
the two into one functioning motorcycle.
None of them could, so I bought the boxes of
bits off PB. Thanks to Mark White’s super-
brain we got the bike running and riding, but
the vibes shook you to the core. Everything
succumbed to that huge, horse’s dick-width,

STYLING
Also designed by Massimo

Tamburini, the Mito takes its

cues from the 916. Cagiva

owned Ducati at the time

DESIGNER KIT
Brembo four-pot caliper, Marzocchi

USD forks, Brembo wheels. Cagiva

used the best of the Italian bike

industry. Should have made

a 250, though

SEVEN-SPEED GEARBOX
No other production bike has

one, we think. Not bad

action, either

89mm piston making a bid for freedom at the 
top and bottom of every stroke.

It once broke the damper rod idling on the 
bench, such was the resonant hell it put the 
Mito’s tiny chassis through. I off-loaded it to a 
mate while I could still feel my hands. He 
prettied it up and took it to the PB trackday 
last year. It spent a session running out of 
gears and grip before he put it in the van. 

Wanting a Mito now scares me. I’d be 
joining that band of blokes in their 30s and 
40s who want to restore the bikes of their 
youth, but never consider how they’ll look 
riding them. I’ve started the furtive looks on 
the web once the wife’s gone to bed, worked 
out where to pick up the correct decals and 
which parts are interchangeable with other 
Castiglioni-era bikes. It could be a perfect 
mix of easy-spannering, licence-saving, 
two-stroke joy and oil-splattered jeans. 

The reality would be different – thanks to 
people like me, abused Mitos are still 
expensive but also a hell of decaying alloy 
and melted pistons. Potentially, they’re more 
hassle to fettle than a lot of big-bore Japanese 
bikes. But one day I’ll still take the plunge.     

PB’S GUILTY PLEASURES

No.30 CAGIVA MITO EVO

‘I off-loaded mine to  

a mate while I could  

still feel my hands’



Weighing 70% to 80% less than conventional lead acid batteries, Shorai LFXTM Lithium-Iron 

batteries are replacing an old standard with modern-day performance. By leading the Lithium-Iron 

revolution, Shorai is delivering a technological leap to riders around the globe.

• 70%–80% LIGHTER THAN LEAD ACID MEANS IMPROVED HANDLING & BETTER MILEAGE

• LITHIUM-IRON TURNS ENGINES FASTER, FOR QUICK, RELIABLE STARTING

• ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY AND WON’T SULFATE WHILE SITTING

• EXCEPTIONAL LIFESPAN

mdsbattery.co.uk
MDS

Available to buy from your local dealer, or online at:   mdsbattery.co.uk  •  carrotcycles.co.uk  •  mandp.co.uk

Distributed exclusively in the U.K. by MAG Europe:   0161 337 4390  •  sales@mageurope.eu



FORWHATEVER

BIKE YOU

RIDE

www.bandcexpress.co.uk
01522 791369

RACING PRO SERIES
The winners choice

SIGMA XRG SERIES
Ultimate performance

OMEGA ORS SERIES
Affordable qualityALPHA XRG SERIES

High performance
and long life


